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dear Aspirants,

When we are adolescents raring to enter the “Grown-up” population we get an idea of 
an institution which though is a profit making organisation but works for the better good 
of the people. Such an institution is called a Bank, the “caretaker” of the bourgeoisie. 
With time we come across another big question that if a bank is the “facilitator” of 
People, then who does the same for countries…..??

Well the answer always has been “World Bank” not now as we have many competitors 
vying to catch that tag. One such institution is AIIB (Asian Infrastructure Investment 
Bank) based in Beijing which approved its first Loan and entered into the race of a 
Multinational Development Bank.

High Courts and Supreme Courts have always been in news whether it is consisting the 
grant of release to UDTA PUNJAB or the renaming of the three most important courts 
in India – Bombay, Madras and Calcutta. We wonder so has the examination changed 
with now being a time-based concept. 

You, the Aspirant many of who are aficionados of the most followed sport – Football 
were in for a treat as the UEFA Euro Cup concluded and ironically the great colonisers 
of yesteryears and now merely known for its most famous son – Cristiano Ronaldo 
lifted the coveted trophy.

Aspirants, we at Mahendras like the Human capital Index work tirelessly in skilling 
and training students so that they excel in their respective careers and become better 
Humans in the Future.

We wish you the Best of Luck and keep up the Hard Work.

“YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR SUCCESS”

With Best Wishes

mahendra Publication Pvt. Ltd.

TIMETIME FOR CHANGE

EDITORIAL
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Sabahuddin

PERSONAL dETAILS
Name    : Sabahuddin Abdur Rahman

Father’s Name  :  MD. Shamshad Alam 
mother’s Name : Sajda Begum
Education  :  B.Sc. (Hons).
Hobbies   : Playing Guitar

Prior Selection  : Tax Asst. in CBDT through CGLE-12, 
    Technical Asst. in FCI-13,  Accountant  

   in CAG through CGL-13
Name of the Exam :  Combined Graduate level Examination 

  2015
Roll No. of Qualified Exam : 4410097853
Roll No. of mahendra Institute  : MAH0010908007
mICA   : Mahendras family expresses its heartiest 

congratulations on your success as Asst. in 
Cabinet Secretariat Service.

mICA   : To whom do you want to give the credit of 
your selection?

Sabahuddin : I would like to owe my success to my 
parents and faculty at Mahendras.

mICA   : After how many attempts did you succeed 
in examination?

Sabahuddin : It was my third attempt.
mICA  : Did you take help of any institute and if 

yes, what is the role of that institute in your 
selection?

Sabahuddin : Mahendras Institute gave me proper idea 
how to prepare and in case of scarcity of 
time how to optimize your efforts.

mICA   : How did you prepare for the written 
examination?

Sabahuddin : I had devoted myself to the guidance 
of Mahendras Faculty Members, Study 
Material, Mahendras Guru Website, Smart 
Class, Speed Test and Problem Solving 
Sessions. The best part is that the tests are  
present both in offline and online mode.

Quantitative Aptitude:

mahendras maths and class notes

Reasoning Ability:

mahendras Reasoning book & practice paper

English:

Speed test were so helpful and read text book 
thoroughly for all subjects.

General Awareness:

Internet, for banking mahendras, mICA & monthly 
Boosters.

Computer & marketing

Study material provided by mahendras

mICA   : How do you take “Master in Current 
Affairs Magazine”, and “Mahendra Guru” 
Website?

Sabahuddin : Specially Mahendras Guru website was full 
of content & helpful, Interview videos were 
also very helpful.

mICA   : What is the best thing about your coaching 
institute, according to you?

Sabahuddin : Inspiring faculties and so competitive 
ambience.

mICA   : What is the role of “Time Management” in 
one’s success?

Sabahuddin : Time Management plays a very pivotal role 
in any competitions.

mICA   : How did you prepare for the Interview?
Sabahuddin : Joined Mahendras Interview classes and 

regular Newspaper reading.
mICA   : Tell us about the Interview Board and the 

questions asked?
Sabahuddin : Very co-operative and all questions were 

pertaining to banking & academies.
The questions asked were:

(I)  Question on my grad subject, like what is reverse 
osmosis, scientific name of plants and animal.

(II) Indian judiciary, emergency in India, women 
empowerment.

(III) Zoonosis, influenza.
(IV)  About recent sports and Hockey team captain.
(V)  Career related question.
mICA   : By whom did you get information of your 

selection and what was your reaction?
Sabahuddin : I myself was continuously online. It gave 

me a very soothing experience like all 
pressure was released.

mICA   : What message do you want to convey to 
other aspirants?

Sabahuddin : Be consistent and aspire to achieve bigger 
than what currently you have.

mICA   : Congratulations once again on your success 
because “Your success is our success”.

Sabahuddin :  Thank You Mahendras for guiding me to 
Success.
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Q.1.   According to Ernst and Young report, India’s rank 
in the Renewable Energy Country Attractiveness 
Index (RECAI) is-

Ans:   3

Q.2.   The WPI Inflation in the month of April, 2016 is-

Ans:  0.34

Q.3.   An honorary fellowship by a UK student body to 
“celebrate and acknowledge his contributions in 
shaping the present and future of India”,is awarded to-

Ans:   S Y Quraishi

Q.4.   An Indian-origin pioneering Tamil scholar and 
author, __________ who was instrumental in 
persuading the South African government to 
introduce Tamil as a language at secondary 
schools, died.

Ans:   Cundasamy Kuppusami

Q.5.   The Man Booker International Prize for fiction 
“The Vegetarian,” an unsettling novel in which a 
woman stops eating meat and desires to become a 
tree,is awarded to-

Ans:   Han Kang

Q.6.   An Indian American scientist who receive the 
prestigious ‘National Medal of Science’ award 
from US President Barack Obama-

Ans:   Rakesh K Jain

Q.7.   Bank ,has approved $625 million loan to support 
India’s grid-connected rooftop solar programme to 
generate clean energy-

Ans:   World Bank

Q.8.   A newly appointed  Director in Prime Minister’s 
office-

Ans:   Namgya Khampa

Q.9.   An Indian-American politician , nominated by the 
US Senate to the post of Executive Director to the 
Asian Development Bank-

Ans:    Swati Dandekar

Q.10.   Author , received PEN’s Literary Service Award 
for her “extraordinary creativity” and other 
humanitarian causes-

Ans:    J.K.Rowling

Q.11.   According to the latest data release of US Treasury 
Department, country has the largest foreign holder 
of the US government securities-

Ans:    China

Q.12.   Panel which review the Fiscal Responsibility and 
Budget Management (FRBM) Act of 2003,will be 
headed by-

Ans:   N.K.Singh

Q.13.   An Indian American entrepreneur , nominated by 
US senate to the board of directors of the Overseas 
Private Investment Corporation-

Ans:   Deven Parekh

Q.14.   A pact singned by state to set up India’s first solar 
wind hybrid power plant. The state is-

Ans:    Himachal Pradesh

Q.15.   Justice (Retd) Mihir Kumar Jha took oath as the 
Lokayukt of a state-

Ans:    Bihar

Q.16.   Recently an Indian bank which suffered the 
biggest-ever quarterly loss. Known by name-

Ans:    PNB

Q.17.   India signed a Protocol amending the existing 
Convention and Protocol between the two 
countries for avoidance of double taxation and 
prevention of fiscal evasion with respect to taxes 
on income in Ljubljana, along with country-

Ans:  Slovenia

Q.18.   The new FDI limit for well diversified companies 
in credit information companies (CICs) is-

Ans:  100%

Q.19.   Recently for transformation of President’s Estate 
into a smart township, president Pranab Mukherjee 
launched a mobile app, named as - 

Ans:    “Monitor”

Q.20.   Pakistan’s Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif 
inaugurated the Pakistan-China Optical Fibre 
Cable Project, which is _______ long.

Ans:    820 Km

Q.21.  The newly elected youngest president of BCCI is-

Ans:    Anurag Thakur

Q.22.   IPS officer Aparna Kumar who achieved fateh on 
Mount Everest belongs to state cadre-

Ans:     Uttar Pradesh

Q.23.    Snapdeal,is likely to buy a fashion e-tailor 
company,the name of company is-

Ans:  Jabong
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Q.24.   J Jayalalitha sworn in as CM of Tamilnadu. She 
belongs to party -

Ans:     AIADMK

Q.25.  RLV stands for-

Ans:   Reusable launch vehicle

Q.26.   A  CM has been conferred with the “Yug Kavi 
Siddhicharan Award”-

Ans:  Pawan Chamling

Q.27.   BJP leader and former IPS officer Kiran Bedi was 
appointed as lieutenant governor of state-

Ans:    Puducherry

Q.28.   An Indian documentary film who won the 
documentary award at the 69th Cannes Film 
Festival is-

Ans:  The Cinema Travellers

Q.29.   A newly appointed Chairman and Managing 
Director (CMD) of Nuclear Power Corporation of 
India Limited is-

Ans:    S.K.Sharma

Q.30.   Uttarakhand Governor K K Paul released a book 
for teacher’s. The book name is - 

Ans:    Visual Disability

Q.31.   Tyre Maker _____ Tyres and Wildlife Trust of 
India have entered into a partnership to restore 
a critical mangrove project in Kerala’s Kannur 
district.

Ans:    Apollo

Q32.   Winter Olympics will be held in 2018,in country-

Ans:  Pyeong Chang

Q.33.    Recently, an individual resigned from the post 
of Director and Non-Executive Chairman of Zee 
Media-

Ans:    Subhash Chandra 

Q.34.    A multi-lateral lending agency, made an agreement 
with India for 100 million $ for Urban Water 
Supply Modernisation Project. The agency is-  

Ans:    World Bank

Q.35.    A chief minister of Tripura,who written the book “ 
Sambhal Ke Rahna in Chuppe hue Gaddaro se”,his 
name is-

Ans:  Manik Sarkar

Q.36.    Recently, who took oath as the Chief Minister of 
Assam. Known as-

Ans:    Sarbanand Sonowal

Q.37.    A first knowledge portal of India which focuses 
on becoming a single point source for multiple 
language learning, content and technology-

Ans:    Bharatvani

Q.38.  A Bank, introduced a “Positive Pay” feature in 
its mobile banking application which allows 
customers to transfer images of the cheques they 
have issued to the bank. That bank is-

Ans:    ICICI Bank

Q.39.   CBT had decided to increase benefits under the 
Employees’ Deposit Linked Insurance ( EDLI) 
scheme from Rs. 3.6 lakh to _____.

Ans:   Rs 6 lakh

Q.40.   The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affiars 
(CCEA) gave ex post facto approval to increase the 
foreign investment limit in YES Bank to percent -

Ans:    74%

Q.41.   Recently a ship was commissioned at Kochi by 
the Coast Guard Commander (Western Seaboard) 
Additional Director General SPS Basra,is-

Ans:    “Arush”

Q.42.   ---------- sworn-in as West Bengal’s chief minister 
for the second time.

Ans:    Mamta Banerjee

Q.43.   A state government, UNICEF and the Rajendra 
Agriculture University, Pusa entered into an 
agreement to reduce malnourishment among 
women and children in the state,the state is-

Ans:    Bihar

Q.44.   A person who received this year’s Harvard 
Business School Alumni Achievement Award is- 

Ans:  Sunil Bharti Mittal

Q.45.   Formula-one racer, who won this year’s Monaco 
Grand Prix-

Ans:    Lewis Hamilton

Q.46.  An Indian cricketer, launched his clothing Brand 
“True Blue” is-

Ans:    Sachin Tendulkar 
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Q.47.  Ritu Rani,who was dropped for Rio Olympics is 
related to sports-

Ans:  Hockey

Q.48.   The Indian Meteorological Department provide 
state-wise Monsoon Forecast, from the financial 
year-

Ans:    2017

Q.49.   Country which became the third largest steel 
producer in the year 2015 is -

Ans:   India

Q.50.   To strengthen security of women passengers 
in trains, Central Railway (CR) has introduced 
--------------system to alert officials in case of an 
emergency.

Ans:  Panic Button

Q.51.   The charge of  Flag Officer Commanding-in- 
Chief of the Southern Naval Command (SNC) is 
taken by-

Ans:    A.R.Karve

Q.52.   Celebrated Italian theatre and film actor-director 
______ died.

Ans:    Giorgio Albertazzi

Q.53.   Japan’s Grand Fukuoka prize 2016 for outstanding 
contribution to Asian culture through music is 
awarded to-

Ans:    A.R.Rehman

Q.54.   “Point of Sale” network, has become the country’s 
largest network of a bank-

Ans:     SBI

Q.55.   According to the FICCI’s Economic Outlook 
Survey, India’s growth for the year 2016-17 will 
be-

Ans:    7.7%

Q.56.   Actor, has been appointed as the goodwill 
ambassador against leprosy by LEPRA India-

Ans:  R Madhawan

Q.57.   According to the report by New World Wealth, 
India’s position in the list of top 10 wealthiest 
countries in the world is-

Ans:    Seventh

Q.58.   As per the data released by Government, India’s 
per capita income rose by-

Ans:    7.4%

Q.59.   According to the Finance Ministry, the estimated 
GDP growth for the current financial year would be-

Ans:    8.0%

Q.60.   The newly approved superannuation age for 
doctors is-

Ans:    65 years

Q.61.   The charge of  first Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 
of the Board of Control for Cricket in India is 
taken by-

Ans:    Rahul Johri

Q.62.   According to Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD), the 
expected growth rate of India for the year 2016-17 
would be-

Ans:    7.5%

Q.63.   The Rajasthan government signed a memorandum 
of understanding (MoU) with -------- bank to boost 
the start-up ecosystem in the state.

Ans:    SBBJ

Q.64.   The Union Cabinet approved a payment bank as 
a Public Limited Company with 100% equity by 
Government of India (GOI), that payment bank is-

Ans:  India Post

Q.65.   Recently , global ballistic missile proliferation 
regime Hague Code of Conduct (HCoC)is joind 
by country-

Ans:  India

Q.66.   Some Indian-origin women have featured 
on the Forbes’ annual list of America’s 60 
wealthiest and most successful self-made women 
entrepreneurs,they are in numbers-

Ans:    2

Q.67.   India signed two MoUs on promotion of 
handicrafts, IT & communication and digital 
economy,with a country-

Ans:    Tunisia

Q.68.   List of ESPN’s 100 global sports personalities is 
topped by -
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Ans:  Cristiano Ronaldo

Q.69.  Number of  agreements that are signed between 
India and Qatar during the  recent visit of PM 
Modi in June to bolster ties (Number)-

Ans:    7

Q.70.  After  --------------- Caroline Garcia and Kristina 
Mladenovic came out the first French pair to win a 
Grand Slam women’s doubles tennis title  creating 
a history.

Ans:    45 years

Q.71.   The Central Information Commission has directed 
a bank  to disclose details of alleged loan default 
by Gurgaon-based entertainment group Kingdom 
of Dreams in “larger public interest”,the bank is-

Ans:    IDBI

Q.72. Name the Former Mr Universe and celebrated 
body-builder  who recenty died at the age of 104 
years -

Ans:    Manohar Aich

Q.73.   According to 2016 Global Retail Development 
Index (GRDI), India’s position among 30 
developing countries this year on ease of doing 
business is-

Ans:    Second

Q.74.   According to a new study of Ambit Capital 
Research, India’s “black economy” stood over Rs 
30 lakh crore which is about _____ of total GDP.

Ans:    20%

Q.75.   The world’s largest food retailer _____ and Chinese 
E-commerce Company Alibaba announced their 
partnership to increase online selling.

Ans:    Nestle

Q.76.   Recently ---------- has defeated Andy Murray of 
Britain to win his first men’s singles French Open 
title and with this he has become the third man in 
tennis history to hold all four Grand Slam titles at 
the same time.

Ans:   Novak Djokovic

Q.77.   An animal which is declared as the Guwahati’s 
City Animal is-

Ans:    Dolphin

Q.78.   According to the Forbes Magazine, world’s 
highest-paid sportswoman is-

Ans:    Serena Williams

Q.79.   Company which has announced the launch of 
“Aarambh” – a pan-India initiative aimed at 
spreading the use of personal computer (PC) for 
educationist is-

Ans:    Dell

Q.80.   Recently -----------was crowned as the Miss USA 
2016.

Ans:  Deshauna Barber

Q.81.   International goodwill ambassador by the head of 
the UN’s AIDS-fighting organisation is-

Ans:    Kenneth Cole

Q.82.  First women chief justice of the Calcutta High 
Court is-

Ans:  Dr.Manjula Chellur

Q.83.   The prestigious Regius Professorship in 
Manufacturing by Queen Elizabeth II for his 
outstanding contribution in manufacturing is 
awarded to-

Ans:    Kumar Bhattacharyya

Q.84.   A $120 million loan agreement with India to 
improve irrigation and water management 
infrastructure in Odisha is signed by-

Ans:    Asian Development Bank

Q.85.   In a ranking of 163 countries, compiled by global 
think tank ‘Institute for Economics and Peace’ 
(IEP), name the country which is  ranked as the 
world’s most peaceful country-

Ans:  Iceland

Q.86.   According to a report of ‘BP Statistical Review of 
World Energy,a country holds the top position in 
terms of oil consumption is-

Ans:    US

Q.87.   Joint maritime exercise among India, America and 
Japan, named as-

Ans:    Malabaar-16

Q.88.   NSG stands for-

Ans:    Nuclear Supplier Group
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Q.89.   The person named by Time magazine’s 2016 list 
of “10 millennials who are changing the world” for 
building a phone which can help people to interact 
and access critical services by communicating in 
their native languages,is known by name-

Ans:    Umesh Sachdev

Q.90.   The prestigious 100,000-euro International Dublin 
Literary Award, the world’s richest award for his 
second novel ‘Family Life’ has been won by- 

Ans:    Akhil Sharma

Q.91.   The ‘top performing state’ under the Digital India 
Programme is-

Ans:    Jharkhand

Q.92.   A state, achieves top position in terms of steps 
taken to improve the ease of doing business 
according to a ranking done on a real-time basis by 
the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion 
(DIPP) is-

Ans:    Bihar

Q.93.   The American Diabetes Associations “Vivian 
Fonseca Scholar Award 2016” for  contribution in 
the field of gastric bypass surgery for diabetes is 
honoured to -

Ans:    Shashank Shah

Q.94.   According to global financial services firm DBS, 
in the Indian economy the GDP growth expected 
to increase from 7.6 per cent to ------- per cent in 
the current fiscal 2016-17.

Ans:    7.8%

Q.95.   Recently a satellite was launched by China to 
support its global navigation and positioning 
network. The satellite is-

Ans:    23rd BeiDou

Q.96.   Former England captain ________ died.

Ans:    Donald Carr

Q.97.   Bank launched its first Aadhaar-based ATM in 
Bengaluru,is-

Ans:  DCB Bank

Q.98.   LinkedIn for $26.2 billions is acquired by-

Ans:    Microsoft

Q.99.   India signed three MoUs including the waiver 
of visa for diplomatic and official passports, 
establishment of a joint commission to periodically 
monitor various aspects of multidimensional 
relationship, and helping in training of their 
Foreign services along with country-

Ans:    Ghana

Q.100.   The whole sale price index for May 16 is-

Ans:    0.79

Watch on mahendra Guru 
Youtube Channel

https://www.youtube.com/c/mahendraGuruvideos
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ABBREVIATIONS
Emm Enterprise Mobility Management
CCm  Convention on Cluster Munitions 
SECI  Solar Energy Corporation of India 
IPGPL  India Ports Global Private
mPC  Monetary Policy Committee 
HNIs  High Networth Individuals 
NEIA  National Export Insurance Account 
CPLP  Comprehensive Parcel Leasing Policy 
PCET  Parcel Cargo Express Trains 
NPS  National Pension System
IMPORTANT DAYS AND DATES
1 jULY  National Doctor’s Day
1 jULY  State Bank Of India Foundation Day
4 jULY  American Independence Day
11 jULY  World Population Day

26 jULY  Kargil Memorial Day
ECONOMIC GLOSSARY
E-purse
E-purse, normally uses a memory card with in-built 
microprocessor chip and is placed inside a plastic card or 
a smart card. 

E-purse makes use of a pre-stored value under a smart card 
scheme to enable the purchase of goods or services. 

Value storage in E-purse can also be done through bank 
transfer, bank ATM or cash/coin payment machines. 

For example, first of all money is paid to the issuer of the 
E-purse. After this, the issuer stores in the E-purse the 
equivalent amount paid. 

After this the process of consumer’s smart-card verification 
starts through Personal Identification Number (PIN). 

After successful verification, value of purchase is deducted 
from E-purse of the consumer and the value in seller’s 
E-purse increases by the same amount. 

Seller, sends the E-money so collected to the institution 
providing the service, the service provider in-turn deposits 
equivalent value of E-money in the seller’s bank account. 

Implementation of E-purse is in various stages of 
development in different countries. 

One of the successful E-purse schemes in Europe is 
‘proton’ E-purse, which is more popular in Belgium and 
Netherlands. ‘Geldakrte’ E-purse is popular in Germany.                  
BOOKS & AUTHORS

 BOOKS AND OUTHORS

Ace Against Odds
- Sania mirza

Half Lion How P V Narasimha Rao Transformed India
- Vinay Sitapati

The Great derangement Climate Change
-Amitav Ghosh

The Power of Positive thinking 
- dr. Norman Vincent Peale

Think and Win Like dhoni
- Sfurti Sahare
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Sunil Bharti mittal 

Sunil Bharti Mittal, Bharti 
Enterprises’ founder and 
chairman, has been elected as the 

Chairman of the International Chamber 
of Commerce (ICC), taking over from 
Terry McGraw, Chairman Emeritus of 
S&P Global. 

 # McGraw has now become ICC’s 
honorary chairman. 

 # The International Chamber of Commerce is the 
world’s largest business organisation with over 6.5 
million members in over 130 countries and Mittal 
will be it’s 51st chairman.

 # Mittal, who has served as the Prime Minister of India’s 
Council on Trade and Industry, has become the third 
Indian Chairman of the world business organisation 
in its near-100 year history. 

 # Bharti Enterprises has interests in telecom, insurance, 
real estate, hospitality, agri and food, besides other 
ventures. Bharti Airtel, the group’s flagship company, 
is world’s third largest telecommunications company 
with over 350 million customers across India, South 
Asia and Africa. 

kamala Shirin Lakhdhir

US President Barack Obama has 
nominated an Indian-origin 
diplomat as the next American 

ambassador to Malaysia.

 # If confirmed by the Senate, 
Kamala Shirin Lakhdhir would 
replace Joseph Y Yun as the next 
US ambassador to Malaysia.

 # Nomination of Lakhdhir, a career member of the 
Foreign Service Class of Counselor who was 
Executive Assistant to the Under Secretary of 
State for Political Affairs from 2011 to 2015, was 
announced by the White House along with several 
other key administration appointments.

 # Lakhdhir has served as the US Consul General in Belfast, 
Northern Ireland, United Kingdom from 2009 to 2011.

 # She has previously worked in the Bureau of East 
Asian and Pacific Affairs as the Director of the Office 
of Maritime Southeast Asia from 2007 to 2009 and 
as the Special Assistant to the Assistant Secretary of 
State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs from 2005 to 
2006.

 # From 2001 to 2005, she was a Political Officer at the 
US embassy in Beijing. From 2000 to 2001, she served 
as a Pearson Fellow in the House Foreign Affairs 
Committee, Asia and the Pacific Subcommittee and the 
House Financial Services Committee, Monetary Policy 
and Trade Subcommittee.

 # Since joining the Foreign Service in 1991, Lakhdhir has 
also served as a Political Officer in Indonesia and as a 
Consular Officer in Saudi Arabia.

Anil kumble 

Anil Kumble has been named head 
coach of the Indian team for the 
next 12 months.

 # He will take charge at the squad’s 
preparatory camp ahead of the 
upcoming tour of the West Indies. 

 # Announcing the decision, the Board 
of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) 
chief Anurag Thakur said it was taken by the president 
and secretary after the Cricket Advisory Committee 
comprising Sachin Tendulkar, Sourav Ganguly and 
V.V.S. Laxman submitted “a few names”.

 # Kumble has been a match-winner, has a great record and 
now we expect him to have a great record as a coach.

 # Mr. Kumble edged out former team director Ravi Shastri 
after 57 aspirants entered the fray for the coveted post.

 # Mr. Kumble, 45, with 619 wickets from 132 matches, is 
the third most successful bowler in Test history behind 
Muttiah Muralitharan (800) and Shane Warne (708).

N Srinivasan 

Former BCCI chief N Srinivasan 
has been re-elected President of the 
Tamil Nadu Cricket Association 

(TNCA) during the state body’s Annual 
General Meeting.

 # Srinivasan, who was forced to step 
aside from the post of BCCI President 
in the wake of the spot-fixing scandal 
in the IPL, was elected unopposed. He has been in charge 
of the TNCA since 2002-03. He had toppled AC Muthiah 
then.

 # Kasi Viswanathan was also re-elected secretary for the 
10th year in succession. All candidates, including four 
City Vice Presidents and two District Vice Presidents 
were also elected unopposed.
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Sujoy Bose 

The finance ministry said that Sujoy 
Bose has been appointed as the 
chief executive officer (CEO) of 

National Investment and Infrastructure 
Fund (NIIF) Ltd. 

 # Bose at present is director 
at Infrastructure and Natural 
Resources, International Finance 
Corporation (IFC). 

 # In its statement the finance ministry noted that 
establishment activities of the NIIF are underway and 
steps are being taken to operationalize the initiatives 
with different investors including RUSNANO, Abu 
Dhabi Investment Authority (ADIA) and Qatar 
Investment Authority (QIA). 

 # The government has set up NIIF with the aim to attract 
investment from both domestic and international sources 
for infrastructure development in commercially viable 
projects. NIIF has been incorporated as a company 
under the Companies Act, 2013, duly authorized to 
act as investment manager of National Investment and 
Infrastructure Fund.

Rose Gottemoeller

The North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO) appointed 
Rose Gottemoeller as deputy 

head of the US-led alliance.She will be 
the first woman to hold this post. 

 # Gottemoeller is a career US diplomat 
whose nomination to the NATO 
post in March by President Barack 
Obama ran into stiff Republican criticism that she was 
too soft on Russia.

N S Vishwanathan 

A government-appointed panel 
Appointments Committee of the 
Cabinet (ACC) has selected N S 

Vishwanathan as a Reserve Bank of India 
deputy governor, replacing incumbent 
H R Khan, NDTV Profit TV and ANI 
television news agency. 

 # N S Vishwanathan was executive director in RBI before 
his new appointment.

 # Vishwanathan would succeed Khan, who has retired on 
July 3.

 # The key departments under Khan are financial markets, 
external investments and operations, payment and 

settlements, information technology, foreign exchange 
and internal debt management. 

 # The RBI currently has four deputy governors. N S 
Vishwanathan, an Executive Director (ED) at the 
Reserve Bank of India (RBI), has earlier emerged as 
the top contender for the Deputy Governor’s post. 
Vishwanathan, who was elevated as ED in 2014, 
currently oversees banking and non-banking regulation 
departments.

Nand kishore 

Senior bureaucrat Nand Kishore was 
appointed as Deputy Comptroller 
and Auditor General (CAG). 

 # Kishore, a 1981 batch officer of 
Indian Audit and Account Service, 
is presently Additional Deputy 
Comptroller and Auditor General.

 # The Appointments Committee of 
Cabinet has approved Kishore’s appointment as Dy 
CAG in the rank and pay of Secretary to government 
of India with effect from September 1, 2016, an order 
issued by Department of Personnel and Training said. 

 # He has been appointed in place of his batchmate 
Balvinder Singh who retires on August 31. Singh 
has already been appointed as Technical Member in 
National Company Law Appellate Tribunal.

Rodrigo duterte 

Rodrigo “Rody” Duterte from 
Davao City took his oath of 
office as the 16th president of 

the Philippines at Malacañan Palace in 
Manila.

 # Duterte took his oath after former 
President Benigno Aquino III was 
given departure honors at the Palace 
grounds.

m V dhekane 

Noted scientist M V Dhekane has 
assumed the office of Director, 
ISRO Inertial Systems Unit (IISU), 

Department of Space, at Vattiyoorkavu. 

 # According to an official  release, 
Dhekane, who is the seventh director 
of IISU, took charge on July 1. 

 # A B-Tech graduate in electrical engineering and 
M-tech (Systems and Control) from Indian Institute of 
Technology, Mumbai, he had joined Vikram Sarabhai 
Space Centre in 1983. 
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 # Dhekane has wide experience and expertise in the 
launch vehicle control and guidance design, onboard 
software development and mission design and analysis. 

Sudarshan Sen 

RBI states that, they appointed 
Sudarshan Sen as an Executive 
Director in place of N S 

Vishwanathan, who has been elevated as 
Deputy Governor at the central bank.

 # Sen will look after Department of 
Banking Regulation, Department of 
Co-operative Bank Regulation and 
Department of Non-Banking Regulation.

 # Sen is a career central banker and has a long association 
with bank supervision and regulation. Earlier, he was in 
charge of the Department of Banking Regulation.

 # He also served as the Regional Director of Ahmedabad 
office of the Reserve Bank of India.

Vishal kapoor 

IDFC states that they had appointed 
Vishal Kapoor as chief executive of 
IDFC Asset Management Company.

 # Kapoor’s last assignment was with 
Standard Chartered Bank as the 
managing director, head of wealth 
management, India.

dr Irina Glushkova 

Maharashtra Chief Minister 
Devendra Fadnavis states that  they 
had nominated Dr Irina Glushkova 

as the Honorary Ambassador for Maharashtra 
Tourism and Culture in Russia. 

 # Dr Glushkova is an eminent Marathi 
scholar who has translated many 
books to Russian. 

d Rajkumar 

Technocrats D Rajkumar and Utpal 
Bora were appointed as Chairman 
and Managing Director (CMD) 

of Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd 
(BPCL) and Oil India Ltd, respectively.

 # Mr Rajkumar is, at present, working 
as Managing Director of Bharat 
Petro Resources Ltd, a unit of BPCL 
focused on exploration and production. Mr Bora is 
Executive Director in Oil and Natural Gas Corporation 
(ONGC) Limited.

 # They have been appointed to the posts for five-year 
term, an order issued by the Department of Personnel 
and Training (DoPT) said.

 # Mr Rajkumar will take over the charge on or after 
October 1, 2016 after retirement of BPCL’s current 
chief S Varadarajan in September. BPCL is a state 
refiner and retailer.

 # Senior IAS officers Anil Kumar Jain and Ravi Kapoor 
were among the 10 contenders for the top job at Oil 
India Ltd, the country’s second biggest state-owned oil 
and gas explorer.

 # According to an official release, Mr Bora was selected 
on the recommendation of a three-member search-cum-
selection Committee, headed by Cabinet Secretary P K 
Sinha.

dr. kinshuk 

An Indian-American professor 
with a diverse set of academic 
experience in the field of science 

and technology has been named as the dean 
of a leading U.S. university, University of 
North Texas College of Information.

 # Since 2010, he served as an Associate 
Dean at Athabasca University in Alberta, Canada, where 
he helped lead the Faculty of Science and Technology.

 # In that role, he helped start new graduate programmes, 
gained external research funding, developed strategies 
for student recruitment and promoted senior students 
and alumni to serve as mentors for new students.

 # Dr. Kinshuk also served as Industrial Research Chair 
in Adaptivity and Personalisation in Informatics for the 
National Science and Engineering Council of Canada.

 # Dr. Kinshuk will start his new position from August 15.

 # He also was a Research Fellow for the German National 
Research Centre for Information Technology in St. 
Augustin, Germany.

 # Earlier in his career he was an Instructor at the Academy 
of Computer Education in India, as well as a Part-Time 
Lecturer at the Government Polytechnic College in 
India.

Abhay Gandhi 

Drug major Sun Pharma 
announced a leadership recast in 
its Indian and North American 

operations, naming Abhay Gandhi as 
CEO of its North American business.
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 # Kal Sundaram, CEO of North American business, will 
move to India as CEO (India and emerging markets).

 # Effective from August 2016, Abhay Gandhi, CEO of 
India and sub-continent business, will take over as CEO, 
North America business, Sun Pharm. Additionally, 
effective from January 2017, Kal Sundaram, currently 
CEO, North America business will assume the position 
of CEO, India and emerging markets.

 # These appointments are subject to regulatory approvals.

Ashok Patnaik 

Senior Indian Police Service (IPS) 
officer Ashok Patnaik, who is 
also the son-in-law of former 

prime minister Manmohan Singh, 
was  appointed as the CEO of National 
Intelligence Grid (NATGRID), a robust 
intelligence gathering mechanism 
being set up to track terror suspects and 
incidents. 

 # Patnaik’s appointment as CEO, NATGRID, will be 
effective from the date of assumption of charge of 
the post upto December 31, 2018 — the date of his 

retirement on superannuation or until further orders, 
whichever is earlier.

 # NATGRID is an ambitious counter terrorism 
programme, which will utilise technologies like 
Big Data and analytics to study and analyse the 
huge amounts of data from various intelligence and 
enforcement agencies to help track suspected terrorists 
and prevent terrorist attacks.

Rakesh kumar Chaturvedi 

Rakesh Kumar Chaturvedi 
appointed as a chairman of the 
Central Board of Secondary 

Education (CBSE), close on the heels of 
the prime minister-headed appointment 
committee of the cabinet rejecting the 
human resource development (HRD) 
ministry’s choice for the post.

 # Chaturvedi, a 1987 batch Indian Administrative 
Service officer of the Madhya Pradesh cadre, has been 
appointed for a period of five years.

 # The post of the CBSE chairman had been lying vacant 
since December 2014.
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Singer (Male) for Sid Sriram for the song “Ennodu Nee 
Irundhal”.

 # For “Thani Oruvan”, Mohan Raja won the Best 
Director Award and Arvind Swamy won the award for 
Best Supporting Actor (Male).

 # Shweta Mohan won the Best Playback (Female) singer 
for the song from “Enna Solla” from “Thanga Magan”, 
which also won veteran actress Radikaa Sarath Kumar 
an award for Best Supporting Actor (Female).

 # National Award-winning “Kaaka Muttai” bagged the 
award for Best Film.

 # Composer-turned-actor G.V. Prakash won the Best 
Debut (Male) award for horror-comedy “Darling”.

 # The critics’ award for Best Actor (Male) went to Jayam 
Ravi for his powerful performance in “Thani Oruvan”. 
In the same category, Jyotika won the best actor female 
award for “36 Vayadhinile”.

 # In Telugu, S.S. Rajamouli’s “Baahubali” bagged 
five awards, while Mahesh Babu’s “Srimanthudu” 
won three awards.Gunasekar-directed period drama 
“Rudhramadevi” and National award-winning romantic 
war-drama “Kanche” bagged two awards each.

 # Mahesh Babu pocketed the Best Actor Award for his 
performance in “Srimanthudu”, which also fetched 
Devi Sri Prasad Best Music Director Award and Best 
Playback Singer (Male) Award for MLR Karthikeyan 
for the song “Pora Srimanthuda”.

 # “Baahubali” won the Best Film Award and earned 
Rajamouli the Best Director honour, besides also fetching 
Best Supporting Actor (Female) award for Ramya 
Krishnan and Best Playback Singer (Female) Award for 
Geetha Madhuri for the song “Jeevanadi”. S.S. Senthi 
Kumar won the Best Cinematography Award.

 # While Anushka Shetty won the Best Actor (Female) 
Award for “Rudhramadevi”, Allu Arjun won the Best 
Supporting Actor (Male) Award for the same film.

Rajarshi Shahu Award 

Nationalist Congress Party 
president Sharad Pawar has 
been selected for the prestigious 

Rajarshi Shahu Puraskar this year.

 # The award was presented on June 
26, the birth anniversary of Shahu 
Maharaj.

 # The award is conferred on people or institutions 
following the principles of equality and justice preached 
and practised by visionary king Rajarshi Chhatrapati 
Shahu Maharaj. 

2016 Pen Pinter Prize 

Margaret Atwood has said that 
she is humbled to win an 
award from PEN celebrating 

her political activism, describing herself 
as “a stand-in for the thousands of people 
around the world who speak and act 
against [human rights] abuses”.

 # The PEN Pinter prize was set up seven years ago 
in memory of the Nobel prize-winning playwright 
Harold Pinter, and is given to a writer of outstanding 
literary merit who, in the words of Pinter himself on 
winning the Nobel, casts an “unflinching, unswerving” 
gaze upon the world and shows a “fierce intellectual 
determination  to define the real truth of our lives and 
our societies”.

 # The Booker prize-winning Canadian author was picked 
by a judging panel chaired by Maureen Freely, who 
said: “In a profession dominated by careerists who are 
content to tend to their own gardens, Margaret Atwood 
is the shining exception.

 # Maureen Freely said that Margaret, does not just stand 
up for her principles: in novel after novel, she has put 
them to the test. What she does as a campaigner has 
only served to deepen her work as a writer of fiction. 
She is an inspiration to us all.

Filmfare Awards 

In Filmfare Award ( South Edition 
),Mahesh Babu won the Best Actor 
for Telugu drama “Srimanthudu”, 

while Nayanthara bagged the Best Actress 
trophy for her performance in Tamil 
action-comedy “Naanum Rowdydhaan” 
for the year 2015 at the star-studded 63rd 
Filmfare Awards southern edition.

 # The best talents across the four southern industries 
-- Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam and Kannada -- were 
felicitated by Filmfare.

 # In Tamil, while Vikram-starrer “I” pocketed four 
awards, while Jayam Ravi’s “Thani Oruvana and 
Dhanush’s “Thangamagan” bagged two awards each. 
Vignesh Shivan-directed “Naanum Rowdydhaan” and 
critically-acclaimed “Kaaka Muttai” won an award 
each.

 # Vikram won the best actor award for his performance 
as a body-builder turned suave model in “I”, which 
also won the Music Director Award for A.R Rahman, 
Best Lyrics for Madhan Karky and Best Playback 
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 # The award comprises a citation and Rs 1 lakh. The 
awardee is selected by the Rajarshi Shahu Memorial 
Trust headed by the district collector.

 # The award was instituted in 1984. The past winners 
include Madhavrao Bagal, V Shantaram, Baba Adhav, 
Guru Hanuman, Kusumagraj, Justice P B Sawant, 
Jayant Narlikar, Asha Bhosale, Mayawati, Rajendra 
Singh and Bhai Vaidya.

Honour to World War 1 Heros in Uk digital Archive 

Britain has launched a new 
digital archive telling the 
inspiring stories of war heroes, 

including six Indians, as part of the UK 
government’s centenary celebrations to 
mark World War I.

 # As many as 175 men from 11 
overseas countries were awarded 
Britain’s highest award for valour, the Victoria Cross 
(VC), during the war. 

 # These included six soldiers from undivided India who 
fought in the war as part of the British Indian Army 
and honoured in a commemorative plaque presented to 
India back in 2014.

 # The new Digital Archive was launched by FCO to 
chronicle individual biographies of Risaldar Badlu 
Singh from Punjab, Sepoy Chatta Singh from UP, 
Naik Darwan Singh Negi and Rifleman Gabar Sing 
Negi from modern day Uttarakhand, Lance-Daffadar 
Gobind Singh from Rajasthan, and Lance Naik Lala 
from Himachal Pradesh.

 # They were all awarded for their ‘conspicuous bravery’ 
on the battlefield.

 # Besides six VCs from India, the 11 countries covered 
by the special plaques include Pakistan (3); Nepal (2); 
Canada (70 VCs); Australia (66); New Zealand (16); 
South Africa (14); US (5); Denmark (2); Belgium (1) 
and Ukraine (1).

 # August 2014 had marked 100 years since Britain 
entered the First World War. Prime Minister David 
Cameron had launched the ongoing commemoration 
programme back in October 2012.

 # The new digital archive can be accessed through the 
UK government’s official gov.uk portal.

Global meteorological Award 

A Chinese scientist has won the International 
Meteorological Organisation Prize, the world’s 
top prize for meteorological work bestowed by the 

World Meteorological Organisation (WMO).

 # Zeng Qingcun, a Chinese Academy 
of Sciences (CAS) member, won 
the award for contributions to 
satellite meteorological remote-
sensing theory, numerical weather 
prediction theory, meteorological 
disaster prevention, as well as the 
earth system model.

 # The International Meteorological Organisation Prize 
is awarded annually to scientists that have made 
outstanding contributions to meteorology, hydrology 
and geophysical sciences.

UN honour for Corporate Sustainability Initiative 

An Indian social entrepreneur 
has been named among 10 
“champions and pioneers” 

by UN Chief Ban Ki-moon under the 
world’s largest corporate sustainability 
initiative that calls on companies to 
align with universal principles of human 
rights, environment and anti-corruption. 

 # Zubaida Bai, the founder of ‘ayzh’, a for-profit social 
venture providing health and livelihood solutions to 
impoverished women worldwide, was named among 
the 10 ‘2016 Global Compact SDG Pioneers’, an 
initiative launched by UN to search for “entrepreneurs” 
who can play a pivotal role. 

 # The UN Global Compact, the world’s largest corporate 
sustainability initiative, supports companies to do 
business responsibly by aligning their strategies and 
operations with ten principles of human rights, labour, 
environment and anti-corruption; and to take strategic 
actions to advance broader societal goals, such as the 
UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), with an 
emphasis on collaboration and innovation.

2016 BET Awards 

It was Beyonce who kicked off the 
star-studded 2016 BET awards with 
a bang and stunned everyone with 

her surprise performance alongside 
Kendrick Lamar.

 # Standing in a giant pool of water 
and surrounded by dancers bathed 
in a red light, the 34-year-old singer 
performed her song ‘Freedom,’ from her latest album 
‘Lemonade’.

 # 29-year-old Lamar, who’s featured on the track, joined 
the ‘Halo’ hit- on the show-stopping performance and 
rapped his verse.
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 # An insider revealed that BET had been planning the 
surprise for a bit but kept it secret from the network.

 # The star-studded award ceremony was held at the 
Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles.

Great Immigrants Award 

Indian-origin Google CEO Sunder 
Pichai and three other Indian-
Americans are among the 42 US 

nationals honoured with this year’s 
prestigious ‘Great Immigrants: The Pride 
of America’ award.

 # The other three Indian-Americans 
are Hari Sreenivasan, anchor 
and senior correspondent, PBS News Hour, Vikram 
Malhotra chairman of the Americas, McKinsey & 
Company and Bharati Mukherjee National Book 
Critics Circle Award-winning author.

 # The annual award of the Carnegie Corporation was  
presented to them at an event in New York.

 # For 2016, the Corporation named 42 honourees, who 
represent some 30 different countries of origin, a wide 
range of personal immigration stories, and inspiring 
professional accomplishments.

 # Pakistani American Shaiza Rizavi partner, Gilder, 
Gagnon, Howe & Co is also among the list of awardees.

Best Feature Film Award at durban Film Festival 

Bauddhayan Mukherji’s second 
feature film “The Violin Player” 
has won the best feature film 

award at the 37th Durban International 
Film Festival. 

 # Starring Adil Hussain and Bengali 
actor Ritwick Chakraborty of 
“Shabdo” fame, the movie was the 
only Indian feature in the competition section of the 
recently held festival.

 # The jury described the film as “a seductive and 
mysterious tale of a violin player’s mundane life, 
and an interesting take on how chance encounters are 
almost predestined,” the director states quoting the 
award citation note from the festival committee. 

Team Spirit Award 

A group of 13 Indian engineering students, including 
four girls, has won the Team Spirit Award in 
NASA’s prestigious global competition to build and 

design remotely operated vehicles from scratch.

The team named ‘Screwdrivers’ from 
Mukesh Patel School of Technology 
Management, Mumbai, won “Aloha 
Team Spirit” award at the Mate 
International ROV Competition at the 
NASA Johnson Space Center, Neutral 
Buoyancy Lab there.

 # The award is given to the team that 
shows enthusiasm, exemplary communication within 
the team, helps and interacts with other teams best and 
has the best team jersey.

 # There are about 5-7 awards that are based on different 
judging criteria, like safety, innovation, product 
demonstration, marketing and display team spirit.

 # The entire team wore Indian outfits–saris and kurtas to 
bring their culture to the competition.

 # It was a huge success with people from different nations 
that had never seen our national dress.

 # Two judges came upto us and states that all the judges 
were so unanimous and clear in their decision, that no 
other team was even nominated for this spirit award.

 # The team competed against 40 other teams from 
countries like China, Scotland, Russia, USA, Canada, 
Ireland, Mexico, Norway, Denmark, Egypt, Turkey, and 
Poland in NASA’s 15th annual international Remotely 
Operated Vehicle competition in Houston.

Shan-E-mohammedan Honour

Historic city football club 
Mohammedan Sporting 
bestowed the honour of ‘Shan-

E-Mohammedan’ to former defensive 
midfielder Prasun Banerjee.

 # The prolific player once graced 
the maidan with his stupendous 
footballing skills and was a 
household name in the 1970 and 80s. He is also the 
brother of legendary footballer P.K Banerjee.

 # He had represented India at the Asian Games thrice 
and also captained the national team on a number of 
occasions.

 # Banerjee was a talismanic Mohun Bagan footballer 
who later donned the black and white Mohammedan 
jersey. He is presently a Trinamool Congress MP.

Honour of Best Banking CEO in Asia  

Aditya Puri, the chief executive and managing 
director of HDFC Bank, has been ranked as the best 
banking CEO in Asia by the investor community.
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Sashi Jagdishan, chief financial officer 
of India’s second largest private sector 
lender HDFC Bank, has been ranked 
as the best CFO, thereby making it the 
most honoured one in the Institutional 
Investor magazine.

 # Called All-Asia Executive Team 
rankings 2016, the survey had 1,394 
investment professionals from 582 financial institutions 
participating in it.

 # According to the bank’s official release, they picked 
HDFC Bank in the Best CEO, Best CFO, and Best IR 
company categories. The survey encompassed 1,541 
companies from 18 sectors across Asia, excluding 
Japan. 

 # The research reflects feedback from both buy- and 
sell-side analysts, with an unparallelled level of detail 
on the IR efforts of companies across the region. 
Respondents from the buy-side work at firms that 
collectively manage an estimated $963 billion in Asia 
ex-Japan equities.

Golden Peacock Eco-Innovation Award 

Essel Infraprojects Limited 
has been bestowed with the 
prestigious Golden Peacock Eco-

Innovative award 2016 for disposing 
of Municipal Solid Waste & generating 
11.5 MW through its waste to energy 
plant at Jabalpur city. 

 # Golden Peacock Awards, established 
by the Institute of Directors, India in 1991, are regarded 
as a benchmark of Corporate Excellence worldwide.

 # The award highlights the best in class quality process 
that Essel Infraprojects have build up at Jabalpur MSW 
plant to protect and preserve environment.

51st jnanpith Award 

The President of India, Pranab 
Mukherjee conferred the 51st 
Jnanpith Award on renowned 

writer, Dr. Raghuveer Chaudhari at a 
function held at Parliament Library 
Building, New Delhi. 

 # Speaking on the occasion, the 
President stated that an eminent 
scholar and a Gandhian in spirit and behaviour, 
Dr. Chaudhari represents the fluid brilliance that 
characterizes Indias pluralistic literary genius. 

 # It is indeed an example of his brilliant fluidity that 
an author, who strove to master Hindi academically, 

expressed himself in Gujarati in his literary pursuit. He 
stated that he had been informed that Dr. Chaudhari has 
been an ardent writer of Hindi columns as well, and 
his literary work has explored varied genre of poetry, 
prose, novels, and fictions as also commentary on 
contemporary issues. 

 # He was sure that as a teacher also, he would have 
inspired his students to nurture the creative potentiality 
in them. 

 # As a writer, who has explored existentialism in his 
works, analysed the functional aspect of human life and 
profoundly expressed his thoughts in his poetry through 
images and symbols, Dr Chaudhari has rightfully joined 
the stellar constellation of his predecessor awardees.

 # The President said that when one looks at the stars in the 
constellation of Jnanpith awardees, it gives us a shining 
view of the linguistic diversity inherent in the ancient 
artistic and linguistic unique heritage of India. The 
authors in this list have each, excelled in celebrating 
this diversity and at the same time strengthening its 
essential unity and centrality of purpose. 

 # The President also adds that this occasion of presentation 
of Jnanpith award also gives us an opportunity to recall 
the contributions of Late Sahu Shanti Prasad Jain and 
Late Smt. Rama Jain, whose efforts in promoting Indian 
languages and literature and establishing the Bhartiya 
Jnanpith remain a shining example. 

 # He reiterated that it is not possible on the part of one 
agency to ensure the full-fledged development of art, 
literature and development of creativity.

 # It can only be possible by the efforts of society as a 
whole. He was happy that the corporate sector had 
come forward nearly a century ago to nurture and 
recognize talent. Today, many more such organizations 
with the objective of serving society are coming up. 

 # The President stated that it is through translation of 
literature in various languages that makes it possible 
for a wider section of people to have access to it. He 
said that Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore won the Noble 
Prize many years ago.

 # In the period after that, Indian literature has not been 
less rich. However, there is need to propagate the 
literature in India and take the creative genius of Indian 
languages to the world audience. 

awaRdS/honouRS
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‘BT-CSR Excellence Award’ 

 # Oil and gas exploration and 
production major Cairn India has 
bagged the ‘Bureaucracy Today-
CSR Excellence Award’ in the Skill 
Development category.

 # The award was given by the Chief 
Guest, Anant Geete, Union Minister 
of Heavy Industries and Public 
Enterprises to Mr. Manoj Agarwal, Head - Business 
Development & Public Affairs, Cairn India. 

 # Cairn India was conferred with the award for 
its outstanding CSR initiatives including skill 
development of youth of Rajasthan and nearby States. 
With a view to train local youth and provide them with 
employment opportunities, the company established 
the Cairn Enterprise Centre (CEC) in partnership 
with the International Finance Corporation (IFC), the 
private sector arm of the World Bank, and the Dept. 

of Technical Education (DTE), Govt. of Rajasthan in 
2007. 

 # Over 12,000 youth have been trained at the centre, in 
Barmer. 

Emmy nomination 

Aziz Ansari has made history as 
he has become the first Indian-
American actor to land a lead 

comedy-acting Emmy nomination for 
his series “Master of None”.

 # Ansari is also just the fifth person of 
South Asian descent to be nominated 
in an acting category.

 # The 33-year-old actor plays Dev, an actor trying to 
make it in New York. “Master of None”, which is up 
for best comedy, crystallized diversity challenges in 
Hollywood by shows fourth episode, titled “Indians” 
on TV.

awaRdS/honouRS
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Ann morgan Guilbert 

“The Nanny” star Ann Morgan 
Guilbert has lost her battle 
with cancer at the age of 87.

 # Favorite Shows:- Dick Van Dyke 
Show , The Nanny, A Naked Girl on 
the Appian Way, Life In Pieces( Last 
Show ). 

manimala devi 

Noted theatre personality and 
popular yesteryear Odia film 
actress Manimala Devi passed 

away.She was 90.

 # Manimala, who was among the first 
generation artists in the state, had 
worked in over 40 films of which 14 
bagged the national award. Her film 
career began in 1960 with the classic 
Odia film- ‘Sri Loknath’.

 # Besides, she has also worked in over 100 plays during 
a career spanning over half-a-century. Manimala was 
conferred with the prestigious ‘Jayadev Purashkar’- the 
state’s highest cine award - in the year 2000.

john Ashe 

John Ashe, a former United Nations 
General Assembly president accused 
by U.S. prosecutors of taking 

$1.3 million in bribes from Chinese 
businessmen, has died at age 61, due to 
heart attack.

 # Ashe was a former U.N. ambassador 
from Antigua and Barbuda who 
served as General Assembly president from 2013 to 
2014 .

Neil O’Brien 

One of the first quiz masters Neil 
O’Brien who conducted the first 
well-organised, formal quiz in 

1967, died at the age of 82 years.

 # He served as the chairman of CISCE, 
an all India examination body, 
which conducts the ICSE and ISC 
Examinations from December 1993 
till July 2011. 

 # Mr. O’Brien also held the post of chairman of Council for 
the Indian School Certificate Examinations ( CISCE).

Austin Clarke 

Austin Clarke, the award-
winning Barbadian-born author 
who wrote about the immigrant 

experience and being black in Canada, 
has died at age 81. 

 # Clarke won the prestigious 
Scotiabank Giller Prize and the 
Commonwealth Writers Prize 
for his 2002 novel “The Polished 
Hoe.” The novel tells the story of Mary Mathilda, 
a plantation owner’s black mistress who confesses 
to a brutal crime. His memoir and final work, titled 
“Membering” was published last year. 

k G Subramanyan 

Legendary artist K G 
Subramanyan, credited with 
being one of the pioneers of 

Indian modern art, passed away in 
Vadodara at the age of 92.

 # Kishore has published over 40 
books of the late artist, fondly 
referred to as ‘Mani Da’ and the 
Seagull Foundation For The Arts has been organising 
exhibition of the master’s works in cities across the 
country. He was awarded Padma Vibhushan in 2012, 
Padma Bhushan in 2006 and Padma Shri in 1975.

R C dhere 

Eminent Marathi writer R C Dhere, 
known for his exhaustive research 
in folk literature and bhakti 

tradition of Maharashtra, passed away   at 
the age of 86 years following prolonged 
illness. 

 # Dhere, a recipient of the Sahitya 
Academy Award in 1987 for his 
book ‘Sri Vitthal- A Mahasamanvayak (Lord Vitthal- 
A great coordinator)’, carved a niche for himself by 
tracing the roots of Maharashtra’s folk traditions and 
literature with an extensive research that highlighted 
the influence of saints on Maharashtrian ethos. 

 # His other works that won acclaim included ‘Muslim 
Marathi Saint Poets’, ‘Dakshinecha Lokdev 
Khandoba’, ‘History of Nath Sampraday’ and ‘Sri 
Venkateshwara’. 

Veena Sahasrabuddhe

Acclaimed Hindustani classical singer and exponent 
of the ‘Gwalior gharana’ Veena Sahasrabuddhe 
passed away at the age of 67 year. Known for her 

obiTuaRY
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‘Khayal and Bhajans’, Sahasrabuddhe, 
had a bachelor and master degree in 
both vocal performance and Sanskrit 
literature. 

 # She had also received the ‘Sangeet 
Natak Akademi’ award in 2013. 

Stuart Nisbet 

Actor Stuart Nisbet, best known 
for his role in the 1995 film 
‘Casino’ has died aged 82. 

The actor died on June 23 in Glendale, 
California, according to The Hollywood 
Reporter.

 # The character actor was best known 
for his role in the Martin Scorsese’s 
directed crime drama ‘Casino’ and had also appeared 
in the 1967 film ‘In The Heat of the Night’ and ‘The 
Fabulous Baker Boys’ (1989).

 # Nisbet has more than 170 accomplishments and he was 
the familiar face on TV series like ‘The Virginian’, ‘The 
Client’ and ‘Baywatch’. One of the first professional 
acting assignment for Nisbet came when he played Mr. 
Wade on the 1960s CBS sitcom ‘Dennis the Menace’.

Robin Hardy 

Director Robin Hardy, best known 
for “The Wicker Man,” has died 
at the age of 86 years.

 # “The Wicker Man” was Hardy’s 
feature film directorial debut, and 
one of only three that he would 
direct during his lifetime.

 # Hardy was hailed by critics as the “Citizen Kane of 
horror movies”.

Om Prakash Sonik 

Veteran music director Om 
Prakash Sonik, or Omi, of 
the well-known duo Sonik-

Omi passed away in a private hospital 
following a brief illness. 

 # Omi was the nephew of the blind 
music director Master Sonik and 
together they formed the noted 
Sonik-Omi team which provided music to nearly 125 
Bollywood movies in the 1950-1980s.

 # Born and raised in Sialkot (now in Pakistan), they 
moved to India after Partition in 1947 and lived mostly 
in Delhi. In the early 1950s, Master Sonik got a break 

to direct music for films like “Mamta”, “Mehfil” and 
“Ishwar Bhakti”, but their music failed to catch the ears 
of the listeners.

 # They were reduced to near-paupery and doing odd jobs 
merely to survive, till a few years later when the late 
Madan Mohan offered Master Sonik the crucial job of 
music arranger and the late S. D. Burman also followed 
suit.

 # The young Omi also got an opportunity to assist the 
legendary composer Roshan for films like “Taj Mahal”, 
“Aarti”, “Barsaat Ki Raat” and many others.

 # The big break came in 1965 from film-maker G. L. 
Rawal of Rawal Films, for his new venture, “Dil Ne 
Phir Yaad Kiya” and the musical track composed by the 
Sonik-Omi team became a rage.

 # A couple of years later, Rawal offered them for 
“Aabroo” whose music also proved immensely popular 
and Sonik-Omi became a noted name in Bollywood.

Amal dutta 

Former India footballer and the 
country’s first full time ‘diamond’ 
coach Amal Dutta died at the age 

of 86 years. 
 # A midfielder, who represented India 

at the 1954 Asian Games. 
 # Known for his humanity and gentle 

behaviour.
joe Antic 

Hockey Olympian Joe Antic, died 
in Mumbai, at the age of 90 
years.

 # Antic, the centre half of the Rome 
Olympics squad in 1960 that won 
the silver medal.

 # He also represented india in 1962 
Jakarta Asian Games,but defeated 
by Pakistan at that time also.

Praful doshi 

Senior RSS leader Prafulbhai Doshi 
passed away after suffering a 
massive heart attack at a hotel in 

New Delhi. He was 77.
 # Mr. Doshi’s daughter Darshitaben 

Shah is the deputy mayor of Rajkot 
civic body.

 # The RSS veteran and his family 
members had gone to New Delhi to meet the Prime 
Minister.
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Burning Topics of the Month

1.  All states/UTs, Barring UP, Sign 24 x 7 ‘Power 
for all’ plan.

2. Anti-Submarine Torpedo ‘Varunastra’ 
Inducted in Navy.

3.  Worlds Largest Charkha Unveiled at T3 
Airport. 

NATIONAL

First time-tabled container train service 
launched, 16 jUNE 2016

Railway Minister Suresh Prabhu launched a series of 
initiative, including flagging-off of first time-tabled 
container train service named Cargo Express 

from Domestic Container Terminal, Okhla (Delhi) to 
Whitefield (Bengaluru). Other services launched, via video 
conferencing here in the presence of Minister of State for 
Railways Manoj Sinha, were liberalised ‘Comprehensive 
Parcel Leasing Policy (CPLP) & liberalised policy on 
‘Parcel Cargo Express Trains (PCET), implementation 
of policy allowing differently abled persons to avail 
concession while travelling without escort and integrated 
social media platform (Facebook & Twitter) platform for 
redressal of grievance. 

The trains will reach their destinations in 70 hours.

Smriti Irani launches ‘Vidyanjali’ to involve 
volunteers into co-scholastic activities of 
schools, 17 jUNE 2016

Union Minister for Human Resource Development, 
Smriti Zubin Irani dedicated ‘Vidyanjali’- a school 
volunteer programme to the nation.

In her inaugural address, Irani said that Vidyanjali is a step 
forward in creating an ecosystem, wherein education will be 
attached with imbibing knowledge and improving learning 
output. Vidyanjali, which is being implemented under the 
overall aegis of the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, will enhance 
the community involvement in government run elementary 
schools and effectively engage children in reading, creative 
writing, public speaking, play acting, preparing story books 
etc.

The programme will be open for participation by all Indian 
citizens including retired Professionals, retired government 
officials, working professionals and homemakers; and also 
persons from the Indian Diaspora.

The programme will be piloted across 21 states which 
committed to do so in the conference of state ministers of 
Education held on February 8.

These states are Assam, Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, 
Delhi, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Gujarat, Goa, Jammu 
and Kashmir, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, 
Manipur, Odisha, Punjab, Rajasthan, Telangana, Tripura, 
Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh.
NRIs can now join National Pension System 
online through eNPS: Finmin, 18 jUNE 2016
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The Finance Ministry said non-resident indians 
(NRIs) can now open National Pension System 
(NPS) accounts online if they have Aadhaar Card or 

PAN card.

Acc. to Finance Ministry the NRIs can now open NPS 
Accounts online if they have Aadhaar Card or PAN card.

Till now, NRIs could open NPS accounts only through 
paper applications by approaching bank offices.

Further, the statement said NRIs will be able to open NPS 
accounts both on repatriable and on non-repatriable basis.

On a repatriable basis, an NRI will have to remit the amount 
through his/her NRE/FCNR/NRO account. For non-
repatriable scheme, NRIs will be able to join NPS through 
their NRE/FCNR/NRO accounts at the time of maturity 
or during partial withdrawal, the NPS funds would be 
deposited only in their NRO accounts. India has the second-
largest diaspora in the world, with around 29 million people 
living in over 200 countries and out of these 25 per cent live 
in the Gulf countries.

Most of the Indians going to the gulf and some other 
countries go for employment and return to India after 
having worked abroad for a certain period.
Government decides To Allow Export Of 
missile Systems To Friendly Nations,    
18 jUNE 2016

Government has decided in principle to allow export 
of missile systems to ‘certain’ countries who have 
friendly relationship with India, Defence Minister 

Manohar Parrikar said.

The government had taken a very conscious decision about 
4-5 months ago that 10 per cent of the missile capacity 
will be permitted to be exported if producers manage to 
get export orders subject to parameters set by the Union 
Government and External Affairs Ministry.
Yog Geet Released by Ayush minister Shripad 
Yesso Naik, 18 jUNE 2016

In connection with the celebration of International Day 
of Yoga – 2016 a Yog Geet (Song) was released by the 
Minister of State (IC) for AYUSH Shripad Naik at New 

Delhi. This song is of 3 minutes and 15 seconds in Hindi 
language. The song is written and produced by Deeraj 
Saraswat and Sh. Gandhar T.D. Jadhav and Ms. Gatha 
Jadhav were given their voice. The Music of the song is 
composed by Sh. Sumanto Ray. 

As part of celebration of 2nd International Day of Yoga a 
National level competition for selection of a Yog Geet was 
organised by the Ministry of AYUSH. About one thousand 
entries were received for Yog Geet. 

The details of the song are as under: 

 # Producer & lyrics: Dheeraj Saraswat 

 # Music Director: Sumanto Ray 

 # Singers: Gandhar T. D. Jadhav and Ms. Gatha Jadhav 

 # Music Arranger: Saurabh Bhonjal 

 # Backup Vocals: Santosh Kshatriya and Sh. Sumanto 
Ray

modi announces two yoga awards,     
21 jUNE 2016

Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced two yoga 
awards - one international and another national - to 
be given away on the occasion of International Yoga 

Day. 

Modi said this while addressing some 30,000 yoga 
enthusiasts at the Capitol Complex on the event of the 
second International Yoga Day. 
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He said a special committee will formulate the rules and 
decide the jury. “We Mr Modi want to ensure that those 
making excellent contributions in the field of yoga will be 
honoured. 

President Pranab Mukherjee urged people to make yoga an 
integral part of life as it promote better health and brings 
harmony. 

Mukherjee was leading some 1,000 people at a yoga event 
at Rashtrapati Bhavan to mark the second International 
Yoga Day. 

dSGmC, India Post launch Baba Banda Singh 
post card, 21 jUNE 2016

Delhi Sikh Gurudwara Management Committee 
(DSGMC), along with India Post, launched a postal 
cover featuring Sikh general Baba Banda Singh 

Bahadur, to commemorate his 300th death anniversary.

The cover was released by Delhi Circle Chief Post Master 
General LN Sharma, in the presence of DSGMC president 
Manjit Singh GK.

Speaking on the occasion, Mr Singh said that this is a 
historic day for all of us as after almost 300 years of his 
death, Banda Bahadur is being felicitated not just in India, 
but worldwide.
India offers fully funded courses to 
Commonwealth citizens, 23 jUNE 2016

India is offering Commonwealth citizens fully funded 
training courses across a range of areas, including rural 
development, IT, telecommunications and renewable 

energy, in association with the Commonwealth Secretariat. 
The courses are sponsored by the Indian government and 
delivered by Indian institutions through the Indian Technical 
and Economic (ITEC) programme.

ITEC is part of the Commonwealth Secretariat’s Third 
Country Training Programme, which aims to build capacity 
in member countries by providing specialist training in key 
areas of development work.

India has allocated 30 places for participants from 
Commonwealth member states for the 2016-2017 
programme, a statement said.

The plans for each state/UT include reduction of Aggregate 
Technical and Commercial (AT&C) losses by increasing the 
collection efficiency and effective metering so as to achieve 
financially viable 24x7 power supply. 

It also emphasises the development of transmission and sub-
transmission network which plays vital role in providing 
round-the-clock power supply. 

Further, these documents chalk out a plan for increasing 
generation through renewables and energy efficiency 
measures which suggests replacement of incandescent 
lamps/CFL bulbs with LED bulbs under Ujala programme. 

Cabinet clears 7th Pay Commission, seen 
boosting urban demand,  
29 jUNE 2016

Recommendations of the 7th Pay Commission got 
the Cabinet nod, which will benefit over one crore 
government employees and pensioners.

The decision to this effect was taken in a meeting which 
was chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi. The pay 
panel, in November last year, had recommended a 14.27 
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per cent hike in basic pay at junior levels ,the lowest in 70 
years. The previous 6th Pay Commission had recommended 
a 20 percent hike, which the government doubled

while implementing it in 2008.

The government in January had set up a high-powered panel 
under the Cabinet Secretary to process the recommendations 
of the 7th Pay Commission that will have a bearing 
on remuneration of nearly 50 lakh central government 
employees and 58 lakh pensioners.

The Commission had recommended a 23.55 percent 
overall hike in salaries, allowances and pension involving 
an additional burden of Rs 1.02 lakh crore, or nearly 0.7 
percent of GDP.

The entry-level pay has been recommended to be raised to 
Rs 18,000 per month, from the current Rs 7,000, while the 
maximum pay, drawn by the Cabinet Secretary, has been 
fixed at Rs 2.5 lakh per month from the current Rs 90,000.

While the Budget for 2016-17 did not provide an explicit 
provision for implementation of the 7th Pay Commission, 
the government had said the once-in-a-decade pay hike 
for government employees has been built in as interim 
allocation for different ministries.
Cabinet clears mineral exploration policy,  
29 jUNE 2016

The National Mineral Exploration Policy (NMEP) got 
the Cabinet approval, paving the way for auction of 
100 prospective mineral blocks.

The Cabinet cleared NMEP. After the policy is approved, 
the government can auction 100 blocks that have been 
identified by the Geological Survey of India (GSI) for 
exploration.

The Mines Ministry has already notified the National 
Mineral Exploration Trust (NMET).

According to State government official through NMEP, the 
government wants to attract private sector in exploration, 
besides involving State-run GSI, MECL and other notified 
agencies. States will also play a greater role by referring 
exploration projects, which can be taken up through NMET.

NMEP has proposed that private entities engaged in carrying 
out regional and detailed exploration would get a certain 
share in revenue (by way of royalty or premium accruing 
to the State government) in mining operation from the 
successful bidder after the e-auction of the mineral block.

The revenue-sharing could be either in the form of a 
lumpsum or an annuity, to be paid throughout the period of 
mining lease with transferable rights.

Selection of private explorer is proposed to be done 
through a transparent process of competitive bidding 
through e-auction. For this, reasonable areas or blocks for 
regional exploration will be earmarked or identified by the 
government for auctioning.
Anti-submarine torpedo Varunastra inducted 
in Navy, 30 jUNE 2016

Indigenously-built heavyweight anti-submarine torpedo 
Varunastra has been successfully inducted in the navy, 
making India one of the eight countries to have the 

capability to design and build such a system. Developed 
by Naval Science and Technological Laboratory (NSTL), 
a premier laboratory of DRDO, the electric torpedo was 
formally handed over to Indian Navy and the induction is 
set to be a “game-changer” boost for it.

Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar said the programme is 
not only a boost to country’s indigenous capability but also 
an opportunity for export to other countries.
WjFAC launched at the GRSE,     
30 jUNE 2016

The last ship in the series of four Water Jet Fast Attack 
Crafts (WJFAC) being built for the Indian Navy 
by defence PSU Garden Reach Shipbuilders and 

Engineers Ltd (GRSE) was launched. 
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At the Raja Bagan dockyard, which is a dedicated facility 
for building small ships, the WJFAC was launched in the 
waters by Aruna Korde, wife of Vice Admiral Jaywant 
Korde, Controller of logistics in the Navy.

The vessels are used for conducting attack missions, anti-
smuggling, anti-poaching and rescue operations. 

Launching of a ship marks completion of the main hull of a 
ship and putting it into waters for the first time. 

Named Tarasa, after an island in the Andaman and Nicobar 
archipelago, the ship’s ‘fitting out’ equipment and systems 
will now be completed and put to sea for trials before being 
inducted into the navy later in the year. 

The WJFAC will also be fitted with CRN-91 indigenous 
30 mm gun to provide artillery fire support during attack 
missions, he said. 

The 48 m long vessel has a displacement of around 315 tons 
and is designed for a maximum speed of 35 knots. It can 
accomodate 29 personnel on board, he said. 

According to A K Verma ,GRSE’s Chairman and Managing 
Director Rear Admiral (retd) the building of five Inshore 
Patrol Vessels for the Indian Coast Guard would begin now 
at their dockyard.
minister of Railways Suresh Prabhakar 
Prabhu formally launches NIVARAN portal, 
01 jULY 2016

Minister of Railways Suresh Prabhakar Prabhu 
in a programme held at Rail Bhawan formally 
launched NIVARAN portal, an online system for 

redressal of service related grievance of serving and former 
railway employees. 

Speaking on the occasion Minister of Railways Suresh 
Prabhakar Prabhu stated that we are trying continuously 
for the grievance redressal of the Public. We had already 
launched the Portal for the Public Grievance Redressal. 
It is an external Grievance Redressal Portal. This Portal 

is successful because of the work of Railway Employees. 
This Portal is for the Grievance Redressal of Railway 
Employees. This new initiative is a portal for the internal 
Grievance Redressal of Railway Employees & Former 
Railway Employees and in future we will launch this portal 
in regional languages also. 

He further states that by the help of this portal we will try to 
improve the system by collecting feedback also. 
HAL Tejas supersonic fighter jets inducted 
into Indian Air Force,     
01 jULY 2016

HAL Tejas, also known as the Light Combat Aircraft 
(LCA) project, has been inducted into the Indian 
Air Force. Two of the single-engine multi-role 

fighter jets, pegged to be the world’s smallest and lightest 
supersonic fighter, were handed over to the Air Force. They 
will be stationed in Bengaluru, as part of the first Tejas 
squadron called ‘Flying Daggers’.

Marked the end of a 33-year-old wait for an indigenous 
fighter, but Tejas still has a lot of imported material in it, 
including its heart, a GE engine.

The Flying Daggers squadron will have the SP-1 and SP-2 
versions of Tejas. The squadron is expected to reach full 
strength by 2018-2020. Six more Tejas fighters are expected 
to be inducted into the squadron by the end of the current 
financial year.

Group Captain M Rangachari will be the first Commanding 
Officer of the Flying Daggers squadron. He will have seven 
officers under him initially, 42 air warriors and about 20 
non-commissioned officers.

Dr Kota Harinarayana, termed the father of LCA, said 
decades of hard work and learning have finally paid off.
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HAL is expected to deliver two more aircraft in the next few 
months. Sources in HAL states that the third aircraft would 
be delivered by the end of the next month end. There is no 
confirmation on when the fourth will be delivered.

IAF had been speaking about inducting the LCA from as 
early as 2011. However, multiple shortcomings and changes 
in the requirements and other delays in the project has 
pushed the induction this far.

Even the first few aircraft delivered to the IAF will not 
exactly be completely combat ready, but Team Tejas is 
confident of plugging all gaps for the IAF in the future.
Sukhbir Singh Badal launches Nation’s First 
Unique Rapid Rural Police Response System, 
01 jULY 2016

Punjab Deputy Chief Minister Sukhbir Singh Badal 
launched nation’s first Rapid Rural Police Response 
System across the state to ensure prompt and effective 

police response in villages to counter any crime or law and 
order situation in 20 minutes.

Mr Badal has also announced that separate policing and 
investigation would be applicable from the next month. 
Govt allows state-run general insurers to sell 
Pm’s crop insurance schemes, 04 jULY 2016

Government has now allowed all the four public 
sector general insurers to participate in its 
ambitious farm insurance schemes -- the Pradhan 

Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY) and Unified Package 
Insurance Scheme -- with potential of over USD 2.5 billion 
in premium collection.

The government had kicked off the scheme on June 1 
without involving any of the four public sector general 
insurers, who control almost 50 per cent of the market. Only 

11 private sector players were allowed to participate as they 
have better experience in crop insurance schemes, an area 
which state-run companies were almost eschewing so far.

The PMFBY has replaced the existing two crop insurance 
schemes -- the National Agricultural Insurance Scheme 
(NAIS) and the Modified NAIS.

For Kharif crops, the premium charged would be up to 2 per 
cent of the sum insured, while for Rabi crops, the premium 
will be up to 1.5 per cent.
jawaharlal Nehru Port Becomes First Port in 
Country to Implement Logistics data Tagging 
of Containers, 05 jULY 2016 

Jawaharlal Nehru Port becomes the first port in 
the country to implement logistics data tagging of 
containers. Jawaharlal Nehru Port implemented the 

logistics data bank tagging of containers, first of its kind 
facility, which will help importers/exporters track their 
goods in transit through logistics data bank service. An 
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification Tag) tag would be 
attached to each container which would be tracked through 
RIFD readers installed at different locations. 

This would provide the ‘Visibility’ and ‘Transparency’ 
of the EXIM Container Movement by covering the entire 
movement through rail or road till the ICDs (Inland 
Container Depot) and CFSs (Container Freight Station). 
This service will integrate the information available with 
various agencies across the supply chain to provide detailed 
real time information within a single window. This would 
help in reducing the overall lead time of the container 
movement across the western corridor and lower the 
transaction costs incurred by shippers and consignees. 

This has been one of the important ‘Ease of Doing Business’ 
initiatives implemented at Jawaharlal Nehru Port focused towards 
document, time and cost reduction for the benefit of trade. 
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Worlds largest charkha unveiled at T3 airport, 
06 jULY 2016

BJP president Amit Shah unveiled the world’s largest 
wooden charkha, at Terminal 3 of Delhi’s Indira 
Gandhi International Airport (IGIA).

The order to make the spinning wheel was given to Paryog 
Samiti, a Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) 
unit, near Sabarmati Ashram. GMR Group chairman GM 
Rao announced that DIAL would adopt Khadi for the 
summer and winter uniforms of the DIAL staff at Delhi 
airport. Delhi, being the national Capital, was initially 
selected for the charkha because all foreign embassies 
are there. Prime Minister Narendra Modi in a message 
complimented KVIC by saying that the charkha is a symbol 
of our glorious heritage, and an inspiring reminder of 
our freedom struggle, led by the father of the Nation — 
Mahatma Gandhi.
new ministers join modi Cabinet,     
06 jULY 2016

Prime Minister Narendra Modi effected an expansion 
of his Council of Ministers and promoted Minister 
of State (Independent charge) for Environment and 

Forests Prakash Javdekar to Cabinet rank in a ceremony 
held at the Durbar Hall of the Rashtrapati Bhavan. Besides 
Mr. Javadekar, 19 new Ministers (17 new faces and two old hands) 
took oath as Ministers of State. The Council of Ministers now has 
77 members. The previous strength of the government was 63 
(after Gopinath Munde died and Assam Chief Minister Sarbananda 
Sonowal and BJP Maharashta chief Rao Saheb Danve quit). Five 
Ministers of State tendered their resignation, leaving 58 Ministers 
in the earlier batch. The total strength of the Union Council of 
Ministers has been capped at 82.
Political messaging

Inclusion of three from Uttar Pradesh, Anupriya Patel of the 
Apna Dal, who commands support among the OBC Kurmi 
community in the State; Krishna Raj from the SC reserved 
seat of Shahjahanpur; and Mahendranath Pandey, MP from 
Chandouli near Varanasi and a Brahmin, gave a clue to the 

BJP’s social coalition plans in the State. For Uttarakhand, which 
is to go to the polls, the party steered clear of senior leaders like 
Bhagat Singh Koshiyari or even Ramesh Pokhriyal to plump 
for Almora MP Ajay Tamta, who is a Dalit.
In the case of Gujarat, which goes to the polls next year 
as well, former State unit chief Purushottam Rupala alias 
Kadva Patel has been included along with Mansukhbhai 
Mandavia, who belongs to the Leuva Patel community, 
thus balancing each other out. The third induction from the 
State, Jaswant Singh Bhabhore, is a tribal. From Karnataka, 
Ramesh Jigajingi has been inducted.
The inclusion of S S Ahluwalia is clearly aimed at better 
coordination with the Opposition, which as a former 
Congressman, he is expected to help with.
231 Namami Gange projects worth Rs 1500 Cr 
launched, 08 jULY 2016

In its bid to fast-track execution of the ambitious 
Namami Gange programme, the government launched 
231 projects, including installation of sewage treatment 

plants and ghat constructions, at over 100 locations in seven 
states with an estimated cost of Rs 1,500 crore.

The projects, aimed at cleaning the holy river and ensuring 
its unfettered flow, were launched simultaneously at 103 
locations in five basin states of the river - Uttarakhand, Uttar 
Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand and West Bengal, besides Delhi 
and Haryana through which Ganga’s tributary Yamuna 
passes. Union Ministers Nitin Gadkari, Uma Bharati and 
Mahesh Sharma and Uttarakhand Chief Minister Harish 
Rawat launched 43 such projects in Haridwar.  The Ganga 
has not been polluted because of untreated water as much 
as because of wrong planning. Projects being launched under 
Namami Gange are corrective steps to atone for what has been 
done over the years to dirty the river. Announcing that the Centre 
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is mulling a legislation, called the Ganga Act, for the success of 
Namami Gange, Bharati stated that industries will not just be 
barred from dumping untreated waste into the holy river, but 
treated water will also be diverted for irrigation purposes. The 
preliminary draft of the Act will be sent to the states for 
their opinion and the final draft will be prepared based on it.

Bharati also renewed her pledge to begin a ‘Ganga 
Padayatra’ (foot march) in October this year to create 
awareness among the people about advantages of a ‘Clean 
Ganga’ and how they could contribute to it.

The minister stated that those found dumping industrial 
waste into the Ganga will be sent to jail. She stated that,   
the Namami Gange will achieve its objective by 2018 but 
its effects will be visible by the end of this year. Union 
Transport Minister Gadkari stated that the government will 
install 60 sewage treatment plants and launch 50 other big 
projects under the mission later this year.
Alappuzha, Panaji, mysuru cleanest cities in 
India: Survey, 12 jULY 2016

Alappuzha in Kerala, Panaji and Mysuru are cleanest 
cities in India, a survey based on solid waste 
management practises in towns across the country, 

and Delhi is placed at the “bottom of the heap”. 

According to the latest rating by Centre for Science and 
Environment (CSE), Alappuzha, Panaji and Mysuru are 
three of the cleanest cities in India, with municipal waste 
management systems that actually work.

CSE’s report on solid waste management in Indian cities, 
titled ‘Not in my backyard’ was released. 

CSE rated Indian cities on their management of solid 
waste - metros like Delhi feature at the bottom of the heap. 
According to the CSE Director General Sunita Narain, the 
book started as a survey, we wanted to simply know which 
city is India’s cleanest & helps us in finding out which is 
the cleanest, we would also find out what makes it so. This 

would give us the answers for future policy. 

According to Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) 
estimates, over 90 per cent of Indian cities with a functional 
collection system dispose of their waste in landfills. 
Admiral Lanba commissions marine 
Commandos unit INS karna, 12 jULY 2016

Admiral Sunil Lanba, the Chief of Naval Staff, 
commissioned the Marine Commandos 
(MARCOS-East) unit as ‘INS Karna’ at a function 

at INS Kalinga in the district.

Admiral Lanba stated that the MARCOS unit over the years 
has grown into a front line operational unit and is mandated 
to undertake special operations in the entire area of the 
Eastern Naval Command (ENC). 

As per a Defence release, MARCOS East was raised on 
October 26, 1992 and since then it has been the primary 
special operations unit in ENC. Admiral Lanba stated that 
the unit has been at the forefront in various operations 
undertaken by the Navy like Operation Zabardast (Sri 
Lanka February 1993), Operation Tasha (1990-2009), 
Operation Leech (1998) and Operation Sagittarius (anti-
piracy operations in Malacca Strait).

According to him, the unit is at present involved in two 
major operations, including Rakshak (counter terrorist 
operations in Jammu and Kashmir since 1997).

He also states that, the unit based at INS Kalinga will 
function under Commanding Officer (Designate) Captain 
Varun Singh, with 25 officers and 374 sailors.
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Admiral Lanba’s wife Reena unveiled the commissioning 
plaque. ENC’s Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief Vice 
Admiral HCS Bisht said the unit has progressed immensely 
in terms of manpower, infrastructure, equipment and other 
resources.

India felicitated for maternal and Neonatal 
Tetanus Elimination (mNTE) and yaws-free 
status, 15 jULY 2016

“Proud moment for India to have achieved these 
two momentous public health milestones”. 
This was stated by J P Nadda, Union Minister 

of Health and Family Welfare as he received the official 
citation from WHO and UNICEF, in the presence of Smt. 
Anupriya Patel, Minister of State, Health & Family Welfare, 
for Elimination of Maternal and Neonatal Tetanus and for 
being YAWS-free. India is the first country to be officially 
acknowledged as being Yaws-free. India was validated 
for Maternal and Neonatal Tetanus Elimination (MNTE) 
in April 2015, much ahead of the global target date of 
December 2015. 

Speaking at the occasion, Nadda stated that following the 
success of polio eradication programme, these achievements 
reflect the dedication of the country towards achievement of 
health equity and universal health coverage. This has been 
possible due to the commitment and dedication of the lakhs 
of health workers, various stakeholders and concerted efforts 
of planners and policymakers, he added. He congratulated 
them all for this singular honour the country has achieved in 
a short span of time. He further added this accomplishment 
is significant as India has achieved this important milestone 
of being Yaws-free much before the WHO global target 
year of 2020. 

The Union Health Minister stated that India has shown the 
world that there is no such thing as impossible. These are 
likely the greatest lessons, and the greatest inspirations for 
the rest of the world, the Health Minister added. 

The Health Minister appealed to sustain this achievement 
of Maternal & Neonatal Tetanus Elimination (MNTE) by 
health system strengthening; high routine immunization 
coverage and promotion of institutional/Clean Delivery/
clean cord practices and effective surveillance system. 

The gains in keeping India free from preventable deaths 
continues with introduction of newer vaccines such as 
Rotavirus vaccine, IPV, Adult JE and soon-to-be introduced 
Measles-Rubella in the public health programme of the 
country, the Minister added. Smt Anupriya Patel, Minister 
of State for Health and Family Welfare states that this is a 
huge public health feat. She further added that this has been 
possible through continued efforts of political leadership 
and hard work of health workers. 

Smt. Anupriya Patel congratulated all stakeholders and 
said that this achievement is particularly significant as both 
MNTE and YAWS have been achieved much before their 
target dates. 

Dr. Poonam Khetrapal Singh, Regional Director WHO-
SEARO congratulated India and states that these are 
achievements for entire humanity and not just India. 
She further added that this has been possible because of 
education and early treatment of vulnerable population. 
She said that lessons learned from these two huge public 
health milestones should guide other programmes as 
well. The achievements will not only improve the health 
of marginalized communities, but will also enhance their 
socio-economic status and contribute to India’s wider 
development, Dr Singh noted. 

India completed validation of maternal and neonatal tetanus 
elimination in all of its 36 states and union territories in 
April 2015, much earlier than the target date of December 
2015. While progress continues to be made, by June 
2016, 19 countries have still not reached the maternal and 
neonatal elimination status. The elimination of Maternal 
and Neonatal Tetanus as a public health problem means 
that in our country the annual rate of Maternal and Neonatal 
Tetanus is now less than 1 per 1000 live births. 

The Health Ministers also released Immunization Handbook 
for Medical Officers; Routine Immunization Monitoring 
Guidelines & SOPs; INCHIS survey report of Mission 
Indradhanush; Guidelines for establishing sentinel stillbirth 
surveillance; Maternal & Child Health Guidelines on 
Birth Defects Surveillance and Still Birth; “Yaws Disease 
- End of Scourge in India” booklet along with the new 
Communication Plan for Routine Immunization featuring 
Amitabh Bachchan. 
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Railway Minister Suresh Prabhu  flagged off a new 
train service between Danapur and Saharsa in 
Bihar through video-conferencing here and said 

his ministry aims at connecting every region of the country 
with the rail network. 

Besides flagging off the Danapur-Saharsa Janhit Express, 
Prabhu also announced the extension of three train services 
in Bihar and Jharkhand.

Prabhu said new trains services in these areas will improve 
socio-economic condition of the people of the state.
All states/UTs, barring UP, sign 24x7 ‘Power 
for All’ plan, 26 jUNE 2016

All states, barring Uttar Pradesh, along with seven 
Union territories have signed 24x7 ‘Power for All’ 
(PFA) documents, which aims to provide round- 

the-clock affordable electricity, Power Ministry 

In a statement, the Ministry said implementation of the plan 
envisaged in the document is under progress and is being 
jointly monitored by the state and the Centre. Successful 
implementation of these plans will ensure reliable and 
affordable power round-the-clock to all the consumers, it 
said. The plans aim to provide each household the access 
to 24x7 reliable power supply and also adequate supply to 
agricultural consumers by 2019. 

The plans for each state/UT include reduction of Aggregate 
Technical and Commercial (AT&C) losses by increasing 
the collection efficiency and effective metering so as to 
achieve financially viable 24x7 power supply. 

It also emphasises the development of transmission and sub-
transmission network which plays vital role in providing 
round-the-clock power supply. 

Further, these documents chalk out a plan for increasing 
generation through renewables and energy efficiency 
measures which suggests replacement of incandescent 
lamps/CFL bulbs with LED bulbs under Ujala programme. 

Nagpur and China’s jinan are now sister 
cities, 21 jUNE 2016

Nagpur City and China’s Jinan city have become 
sister cities for exchange of ideas and technology. 
Nagpur Municipal Corporation (NMC) and Jinan, 

Municipal People’s Republic of China, entered into an 
agreement on Monday to develop sister city relationship 
between the two cities.

Municipal commissioner Shravan Hardikar and director of 
Jinan Municipal People’s Congress Xu Changyu signed the 
agreement. Mayor Pravin Datke and other officials of NMC 
and Jinan were present.

The move is a part of agreement signed between union 
ministry of external affairs and ministry of foreign affairs, 
People’s Republic of China, for facilitating cooperation 
and linkages between cities of the two countries and states/
provinces on May 20, 2013.
Danapur-Saharsa Janhit Express flagged off, 
23 jUNE 2016

Burning Topics of the Month

1.  Nagpur & China’s jinan are now sister cities.
2.  Now, Bombay, madras & Calcutta high 

Courts to bear city names.
3.  Sukhbir Singh Badal launches Nation’s Ist 

Unique rapid rural police response system.

STATE
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Radha mohan Singh launches a web based 
App CmRS for better crop and Nutrient 
management released for Bihar farmers,    
29 jUNE 2016

The Union Agriculture & Farmers’ Welfare Minister, 
Radha Mohan Singh launched Crop Manager for 
Rice-based Systems (CMRS) – a web based App 

for better crop and Nutrient management released for Bihar 
farmers in a program organised at ICAR-RCER in Patna. 
Crop Manager for Rice-based Systems (CMRS) is a web-
based App which can be used with computer, mobile and 
tablet and aims to increase farmer’s net income and sustain 
the productivity for rice-based cropping systems in Bihar, 
India. CMRS provides irrigated and rainfed farmers with 
rice-based cropping systems in Bihar with a crop and 
nutrient management guideline customized to the needs 
of an individual farmer. CMRS uses a farmer’s answers to 
questions on farming practices to automatically generate a 
rice, wheat, or rabi maize management guideline. CMRS 
is designed for use by extension workers, crop advisers, 
input providers, and providers of services who interview 
a farmer using a personal computer, smartphone, or tablet. 
CMRS was adapted, evaluated, and verified in Bihar 
through collaboration of IRRI with the Indian Council for 
Agricultural Research- RCER (ICAR); Bihar Agricultural 
University (BAU), Catholic Relief Services (CRS), and 
Rajendra Agricultural University (RAU) and CIMMYT.
Sukhbir Singh Badal launches Nation’s First 
Unique Rapid Rural Police Response System, 
01 jULY  2016

Punjab Deputy Chief Minister Sukhbir Singh Badal 
launched nation’s first Rapid Rural Police Response 
System across the state to ensure prompt and effective 

police response in villages to counter any crime or law and 
order situation in 20 minutes.

Besides this, under the modernisation plan of the police 
force. Mr Badal has also announced that separate policing 
and investigation would be applicable from the next month. 

Now, Bombay, madras and Calcutta High 
Courts to bear city names,     
08 jUNE 2016

The Union Cabinet approved a change in the names 
of the Madras, Bombay and Calcutta High Courts to 
reflect the alterations in the official nomenclature of 

these cities to Chennai, Mumbai and Kolkata, respectively.

Telecom and IT Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad told to 
reporters after a Cabinet meeting that the names of these 
cities have been changed for a few years now. [So] it is 
appropriate to change the names of their High Courts as 
well and the Cabinet has approved the introduction of the 
‘The High Courts [Alteration of Names] Bill, 2016’ in 
Parliament.

The Bill will facilitate the changing of the names of the 
Bombay High Court as the Mumbai High Court; the Madras 
High Court as the Chennai High Court, the government is 
still on changing the name of the Calcutta High Court.

At present, there is no Central law under which the proposal 
for change of names of these High Courts can be addressed. 
Bihar signs MoU with Bangkok firm for 
disaster risk reduction,     
12 jULY  2016

As part of programmes to implement the Roadmap 
for Disaster Risk Reduction in Bihar (2015-30), the 
state government signed an MoU with Bangkok-

based Asian Disaster Preparedness Centre (ADPC). Bihar 
often faces disasters like flood, drought and earthquake.
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As per provisions of the MoU, the ADPC will provide 
technical assistance to the state government to implement 
the Roadmap for Disaster Risk Reduction in Bihar (2015-
30), which was approved by the Cabinet in March.

One of the targets of the roadmap is cutting down the loss of 
human lives in natural disasters by 75 per cent within 2030 
in comparison to the current data.
Mp’s bsnl offices to get solar power plants 
soon, 13 jULY 2016

Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) and Madhya 
Pradesh Urja Vikas Nigam (MPUVN) entered into 
agreement for establishing solar power plants in 

148 offices of BSNL in Madhya Pradesh.

BSNL Bhopal Circle Chief General Manager (CGM) GC 
Pande along with other officials of the department reached 
the MPUVN office Urja Bhawan and signed an agreement 
with MPUVN Managing Director (MD) Manu Shrivastava 
in presence of other officials concerned for establishing 148 
solar plants in various official buildings of the BSNL.

Pande soon after signing the agreement stated that 
the decision to go for clean and green power by the 
department is laudable step and would set an example 
for other departments and institutions to follow it. Pande 
also added that they have shouldered the responsibility of 
establishing solar power plants for getting clean and green 
power to MPUVN. Every big work is initiated with a small 
step and the BSNL has taken that step on the direction of 
establishing clean and green power that would set trend 
for other departments and institutions to follow. Principal 
Secretary New and Renewable Energy department and 

MPUVN – MD Shrivastava stated that in the first phase of 
installing solar plants in the BSNL offices first plant of grid 
compiled 60 Kilowatt capacity would installed at the BSNL 
headquarter there in Bhopal.

MPUVN would get funds for the execution of this work 
from the centre and state grants and it would do this work 
on turn-key basis.

The joint effort of BSNL and MPUVN for implementing 
this project would for sure set an example for other 
organizations.
AdB to give $100 mn loan for water projects in 
Tamil Nadu, 14 jULY  2016

Asian Development Bank (ADB) will provide 
$100 million loan (about Rs 670 crore) to India 
for irrigation projects, drainage system and 

water management at the Cauvery delta in Tamil Nadu.
The fund will be used to strengthen embankments of six 
major irrigation water channels in the Vennar system and 
rehabilitate 13 irrigation pumping schemes at the Cauvery 
river basin. 

The Cauvery river basin is a critical source of water for 
agriculture, both within Tamil Nadu and the neighbouring 
states. A lack of investment over many years has left 
irrigation systems unable to meet user demand and 
increasingly vulnerable to floods and droughts. 
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Burning Topics of the Month

1.  India, Thailand Ink two agreements in culture 
& Education.

2.  Launch of ‘korea Plus’.
3.  Vesoina Raggi, Ist female mayor in Rome.
4.  AIIB approves Ist loan for projects in four 

countries. 

INTERNATONAL

India-Uk strike new solar, nano tech pacts,  
16 jUNE 2016

India and the UK clinched two new key agreements on 
solar energy and nano technology as part of their wider 
science and technology cooperation.

Dr Harsh Vardhan, Minister for Science and Technology 
and Earth Sciences, met his UK counterpart, Jo Johnson, 
here for the fifth Indo-UK Science and Innovation Council 
meeting  to establish the India-UK Networked Centre on 
Solar Energy.

India will be investing Rs 50 crore over a period of five 
years in the network, with matching contribution from 
Research Council UK under the Newton Bhabha program.

Science and Technology (S&T) is seen by both 
governments as among the most important elements in 
India-UK bilateral cooperation, which started with signing 
of the inter- governmental S&T agreement in 1996.

The fourth SIC meeting was held in November 2014 in 
New Delhi, co-chaired by Dr Harsh Vardhan and Rt Hon. 
Greg Clark MP, then UK Minister for Universities, Science 
and Cities.

The Newton Bhabha initiative was signed during that 
meeting.

The fifth meeting took place in London, which covered a 
wide range of topics.

Black money: India, Swiss officials expect 
automatic information exchange by 2018,    
16 jUNE 2016

India and Switzerland  said a team would soon visit the 
Alpine nation to expedite pending information requests 
on Indians with Swiss bank accounts, while an automatic 

exchange of details would begin in 2018.

Following up on the meeting between Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi and Swiss President Johann Schneider-
Ammann in Geneva on June 6, a high-level delegation from 
Switzerland met top Finance Ministry officials to discuss 
wide ranging bilateral and multilateral tax and financial 
issues.

Once this agreement is signed, it will be possible for India to 
receive from 2018 financial information of accounts held by 
Indian residents in Switzerland on automatic basis. 

Experts of both the countries will meet by mid-September 
2016 to further discuss the modalities for the reciprocal 
bilateral implementation of AEOI between India and 
Switzerland with a view to reaching an agreement at the 
earliest, possibly by the end of the year.
India, Thailand ink two agreements in culture 
and education, 17 jUNE 2016

India and Thailand have inked two agreements in the 
field of culture and education. The agreements were 
signed after delegation level talks between Prime 
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Minister Narendra Modi and visiting Thailand Prime 
Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha. Both the countries have also 
agreed to forge a closer partnership in the fields of defence 
and maritime cooperation. 
jamia millia signs moU with Iranian institute, 
18 jUNE 2016

Jamia Millia Islamia has signed a memorandum of 
understanding (MoU) with Tehran’s National Institute 
of Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology (NIGEB) 

for academic cooperation.

Jamia Millia Vice Chancellor Talat Ahmad said that 
the academic collaboration between the two partnering 
institutions would open new opportunities for young 
researchers working in the frontier areas of genetic 
engineering and biotechnology and the research outcomes 
would impact the global society favourably. The impetus 
given by the government towards internationalisation of 
education would yield positive dividends in the years to 
come with India emerging as a major education hub in the 
world. The MoU will enable the two institutions to jointly 
undertake research activities in the frontier areas of genetic 
engineering and biotechnology.
modi and Sirisena jointly inaugrated, 
duraiappah Stadium in jaffna,     
18 jUNE 2016

Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Sri Lankan 
President Maithripala Sirisena inaugurated newly-
renovated Duraiappah Stadium in Jaffna .While 

Sirisena was present at the stadium in Jaffna, Modi joined 
the event through video-conferencing from New Delhi. The 
renovated stadium has a seating capacity of 1,850. It will 
provide the necessary infrastructure to promote sports and 
recreational activities, and assist the overall development 
of the youth of the northern province in Sri Lanka. The 
stadium was not in use since 1997.

Launch of korea Plus, 18 jUNE 2016

The Commerce & Industry Minister Nirmala 
Sitharaman and Mr. Joo Hyunghwan, the Minister 
of Trade, Industry & Energy, Government of the 

Republic of Korea,  launched Korea Plus, a special initiative 
to promote and facilitate Korean Investments in India. 

An MOU for establishing Korea Plus was earlier signed 
between the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy, Govt. 
of the Republic of Korea and Invest India, the National 
Investment Promotion & Facilitation Agency of India in 
January 2016. This MOU came as an outcome of the visit 
of the Indian Prime Minister to South Korea in May 2015. 

The launch took place in the presence of Mr. Cho Hyun, the 
Ambassador of the Republic of Korea to India, officials of 
the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion, Korea 
Trade Investment Promotion Agency (KOTRA), Invest 
India team and several Korean Business delegates. 

Korea Plus, operationalized on June 18, 2016 comprises 
of a representative from the Ministry of Industry, Trade 
and Energy, Government of the Republic of Korea and 
representative from Korea Trade Investment and Promotion 
Agency (KOTRA) and three representatives from Invest 
India. 

The mandate of Korea Plus covers the entire investment 
spectrum including supporting Korean enterprises entering 
the Indian market for the first time, looking into issues 
faced by Korean companies doing business in India and 
policy advocacy to the Indian Government on their behalf. 
Korea Plus will act as a mediator in arranging meetings, 
assisting in public relations and research/evaluation and 
provide information and counselling in regard to Korean 
companies’ investing in India. 

India and the Republic of Korea relations have made great 
strides in recent years and Korea Plus will act as a catalyst 
in making these relations even more robust. 
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Ganges-danube Cultural Festival of India 
organized in Hungary from 17th to 19th june, 
2016, 20 jUNE 2016

“Ganges-Danube Cultural Festival of India” 
in Hungary was inaugurated by Dr. Mahesh 
Sharma, Minister of State for Culture & 

Tourism (I/C) and Civil Aviation on 17 June 2016 at 
Vigado Theatre in Budapest, Hungary. Dr Sharma will also 
inaugurate International day of Yoga followed by Yoga 
workshop on 18th June.

The Festival showcased Indian culture, i.e. dance, music, 
yoga, film and exhibitions. Indian martial art experts and 
puppet artists are also performing. Hungarian artists, 
proficient in Indian art forms participated in the programme. 

During the period of the festival (17-19 June 2016), the 
following events of the Festival were staged in different cities 
of Hungary, namely, Budapest, Debrecen, Szeged, Eger, 
Nagykanizsa, Esztergom, Szentendre and Balatonfured:

(1)  “Shri Patel Ras Mandal” Folk Dance Group of 
Latipur, Jamnagar, Gujarat

(2)  Kalaripayattu Dance Group from Attakkalari Centre 
for Movement Arts, Bangalore

(3)  The Mystical Forest Dance”” performance by 
Sadhya – A Unit of Peforming Arts, from New Delhi

(4)  Mehendi Demonstration

(5)  Lac Bangle Demonstration

(6)  Kathputli Show
Virginia Raggi first female mayor in Rome, 20 
jUNE 2016

Rome has elected populist Virginia Raggi as its first 
female mayor in a significant electoral reverse for 
Prime Minister Matteo Renzi.

Exit polls  gave the anti-establishment Five Star Movement’s 
candidate at least 60 per cent of the vote in a run-off contest 
with Roberto Giachetti of Renzi’s centre-left Democratic 
Party (PD).

The 37-year-old lawyer and local councillor, a complete 
unknown only a few months ago, had been widely expected 
to claim the keys to City Hall.

Victory in Rome is a major coup for the Five Star Movement 
(MS5) founded by comedian Beppe Grillo in 2009, which 
has since established itself as the major opposition force in 
Italian politics.

Raggi successfully tapped into widespread anger among 
voters over the state of the capital’s public transport and other 
services, widely seen as having been undermined by years 
of cronyism and sleaze in the municipal administration.
Govt approves double taxation avoidance 
agreement with Belgium, 23 jUNE 2016

The Cabinet  approved the signing of a protocol 
amending an agreement between India and Belgium 
for avoidance of double taxation and prevention of 

fiscal evasion with respect to taxes on income.

The amendment in the protocol will broaden the scope of the 
existing framework of exchange of tax related information 
between the two countries, which will help curb tax evasion 
and tax avoidance.

The protocol will also revise the existing treaty provisions 
on mutual assistance in collection of taxes.

The decision regarding this was taken in a meeting chaired 
by Prime Minister Narendra Modi..

Earlier, the government had revised the double taxation 
avoidance agreement with Mauritius and is in the process 
of amending pacts with Singapore and other nations.

India is revising these pacts to check abuse of tax treaty.
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AIIB approves first loans for projects in four 
countries, 25 jUNE 2016

Pakistan,Bangladesh, Indonesia and Tajikistan will 
get the first set of loans totalling $509 million from 
China sponsored Asian Infrastructure Investment 

Bank (AIIB) in which India is a founding member.

The Beijing based AIIB will disburse $509 million to finance 
four projects in the four countries.. The four projects were 
approved in Board of Directors meeting held in Beijing.

India is the second largest shareholder in the bank after 
China.

AIIB was officially established in late 2015 with authorised 
capital of $100 billion. China is the largest shareholder with 
26.6% voting shares. India is the second largest shareholder 
with 7.5% followed by Russia with 5.93% and Germany 
with 4.5%.

Projects approved by the bank included a $165 million loan 
for a Power Distribution System Upgrade and Expansion 
Project in Bangladesh, $216.5 million loan for a National 
Slum Upgrading Project in Indonesia, expected to be co-
financed with the World Bank.

It includes a $100 million loan to finance the Shorkot-
Khanewal Section of National Motorway M-4 in Pakistan, 
co-financed with the Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
and the United Kingdom’s Department for International 
Development (DFID).
AdB approves $500m loan for Ganga bridge, 
25 jUNE 2016

Asian Development Bank (ADB) has approved 
a $500 million loan to build a bridge across the 
Ganga in Bihar.

Acco. to ADB statement the 9.8km road bridge in Bihar will 
be India’s longest river bridge and will provide vital transport 
link between the northern and southern parts of the state and 

neighbouring Nepal. The new bridge will make it easier for 
people to move between jobs and markets, particularly for 
poor communities in the north wishing to travel to the state 
capital Patna, to the south of the river.

Along with ADB’s loan and $900,000 in technical 
assistance to improve bridge operation and management, 
the Bihar government will provide support equivalent to 
$215 million. The project is expected to be completed by 
December, 2020.
India, Switzerland join hands on skill 
development, 25 jUNE 2016

India and Switzerland signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) to establish formal cooperation 
in the fields of skills development and vocational and 

professional education and training. 

The MoU was signed during the visit of Minister for 
Skill Development and Entrepreneurship Rajiv Pratap 
Rudy where he addressed the International Congress on 
Vocational and Professional Education and Training. 

Mr Rudy also delivered a keynote address to the audience 
which had representation from different countries.
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India joins missile Technology Control 
Regime, 27 jUNE 2016

India joined the Missile Technology Control Regime 
(MTCR) as a full member, three days after it failed to 
get NSG membership due to stiff opposition from China 

and a few other countries.

The MTCR Point of Contact in Paris has conveyed the 
decision regarding India’s accession to the regime through 
the Embassy of France in New Delhi as well as the 
Embassies of The Netherlands and Luxembourg. 

Since its civil nuclear deal with the U.S., India has been 
trying to get into export control regimes like NSG, MTCR, 
the Australia Group and the Wassenaar Arrangement that 
regulate the conventional, nuclear, biological and chemicals 
weapons and technologies.

“India’s entry into the regime as its thirty-fifth member 
would be mutually beneficial in the furtherance of 
international non-proliferation objectives,” it added.

mTCR: 

 # MTCR membership will enable India to buy high-end 
missile technology and also enhance its joint ventures 
with Russia. 

 # MTCR aims at restricting the proliferation of missiles, 
complete rocket systems, unmanned air vehicles 
and related technology for those systems capable of 
carrying a 500 kilogramme payload for at least 300 
kilometres, as well as systems intended for the delivery 
of weapons of mass destruction (WMD). 

 # India’s efforts to get into the MTCR also got a boost 
after it agreed to join the Hague Code of Conduct, 
dealing with the ballistic missile non-proliferation 
arrangement, earlier this month. 

 # India’s membership had been blocked in 2015 by 
Italy, which seemed to link it to the standoff over the 
detention of the Italian marines. With the return of the 
second marine, Salvatore Girone, to Rome on May 
29, the sources said, “Italy is no longer blocking the 
consensus.” 

 # China, which stonewalled India’s entry into the 
48-nation Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) at the just-
concluded Seoul plenary, is not a member of 34-nation 
MTCR.

Sweden, Bolivia, Ethiopia and kazakhstan 
elected to Security Council, 29 jUNE 2016

The 193 members of the United Nations General 
Assembly elected Sweden, Bolivia, Ethiopia and 
Kazakhstan to serve on the world body’s Security 

Council for a period of two years, starting from 1 January 
2017.

The newly-elected countries will replace Spain, Malaysia, 
New Zealand, Angola and Venezuela.

The Security Council has 15 members, including five 
permanent. The five permanent members, each with 
the power of veto, are China, France, Russia, the United 
Kingdom and the United States. Other current non-
permanent members are Japan, Egypt, Senegal, Ukraine 
and Uruguay.

The Security Council also recommends to the General 
Assembly the appointment of the Secretary General and the 
admission of new Members to the United Nations.
Second BRICS Youth Summit kick-off in 
Guwahati on july 1, 30 jUNE 2016

The second BRICS Youth Summit was begun from 
July 1 with the city leaving no stone unturned to 
mesmerise the international delegates. 
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Guwahati - the gateway to the North East hosted the 
prestigious second BRICS Youth Summit, India 2016.

The three-day summit with the theme ‘Youth as bridge for 
intra-BRICS exchanges’ was focused on enhanced people-
to-people contacts of BRICS members - Brazil, Russia, 
India, China and South Africa. 

70 foreign delegates, including ministers and head of 
executive authorities on youth affairs from BRICS nations, 
were expected to participated in the summit. 

To take forward the initiatives of first BRICS Youth Summit 
held in Russia in July 2015 for creation of a permanent 
platform for development of youth cooperation, interactive 
and stimulating discussions on various aspects related to 
youth development was took place.

The BRICS Youth Summit was focused on skill development 
and entrepreneurship, social inclusions, youth volunteerism 
and youth participation in governance. 
Italy, the Netherlands to share 2-yr term on 
UNSC, 30 jUNE 2016

Sending a message of unity post-Brexit, Italy and the 
Netherlands have agreed to share a two-year term on 
the UN Security Council for a non-permanent seat 

after five rounds of balloting failed to break a deadlock in 
the General Assembly. 

The 193 members of the UN General Assembly elected 
Sweden, Bolivia, Ethiopia and Kazakhstan to serve on the 
world body’s Security Council for a period of two years, 
starting from January 1, 2017.

Ethiopia got 185 votes, while Bolivia got 183, 
Swedengarnered 134 votes and Kazakhstan 138. 

In a highly-contested campaign, Italy and the Netherlands 
were vying for a seat on the 15-member UNSC in the 
Western Europe category. However after five rounds of 
voting, neither Italy nor the Netherlands met the required 
two-thirds majority for election and as a result, they 

announced a proposal whereby they would divide the term, 
with each serving one year on the Council. 

In the first round of voting, the Netherlands had got 99 votes 
while Italy got 92. After the fifth round of voting, the two 
countries were tied, having garnered 95 votes each, less 
than the 127 required majority. 

In announcing the proposal - requiring endorsement by 
the Western European and Other States Group, Foreign 
Minister of the Netherlands Bert Koenders said Italy would 
serve from 2017 to 2018, with his own country serving out 
the balance from 2018 to 2019. Italy’s Foreign Minister 
Paolo Gentiloni said that by that proposal, his country and 
the Netherlands hoped to send a message of unity between 
two European States. 

The newly elected non-permanent members will fill seats 
to be vacated on December 31 by Angola, Malaysia, New 
Zealand, Spain and Venezuela. 

Egypt, Japan, Senegal, Ukraine and Uruguay will remain 
elected Council members during 2017, completing the 
second year of their respective terms at the end of that year.
Cabinet approves moU between India and 
Tanzania, 30 jUNE 2016

The Union Cabinet chaired by the Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi has approved the signing of a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between 

India and Tanzania for bilateral cooperation in water 
resources management and development. 

The areas of enhanced cooperation include techniques in 
water harvesting, surface and groundwater management and 
development and aquifer recharge. The Government shall 
encourage the exchange of experts, organization of training 
programs, study tours and other such activities including 
demonstrative pilot studies, in order to build capacities in 
the areas mentioned above. A Joint Working Group shall be 
formed to monitor the activities under the MoU. 
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India to levy tax on investments from Cyprus 
from April 2017,  02 jULY 2016

India and Cyprus have agreed to revise their tax treaty 
under which capital gains tax will be levied on sale of 
shares on investments made after April 1, 2017, thus 

bringing the island nation at par with Mauritius in terms of 
tax treatment on investments.

As per an agreement reached between India and Cyprus on 
June 29, investments made prior to April 1, 2017, will be 
grandfathered.

“The provisional agreement would be placed before the 
Union Cabinet for approval, subsequent to which the new 
tax treaty can be signed by the two countries,” the Finance 
Ministry said in a statement.

The new Cyprus Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement 
(DTAA), which has been agreed upon by both the countries, 
would provide for source-based taxation of capital gains on 
transfer of shares.

“A grandfathering clause would be provided for investments 
made prior to April 1, 2017, in respect of which capital 
gains would be taxed in the country of which taxpayer is a 
resident,” the statement added.
joint issue of postage stamp by doP, Portugal 
Post, 06 jULY 2016

Department of Posts and Portugal Post will issue 
joint postage stamps on the theme of folk dances, 
the Cabinet was informed .

“Our Postal Department issues stamps with various other 
Postal Departments on themes. This time, we have take the 
theme of folk dances. So, we picked up Dandiya of Gujarat 
and they have given their own dance. We are issuing Postal 
stamps on that theme,” Telecom Minister Ravi Shankar 
Prasad (previous) said after the Cabinet meeting. An 
official release said that joint issue will also help the Postal 
Departments of both countries in production of philately. 

“India and Portugal enjoy excellent bilateral relationship 
with each other with frequent and active interaction through 
different platforms that allow both countries to exchange 
views on many of common issues of concern,” it said. 

The collaboration has been fruitful and beneficial for both 
countries and the ties of both countries will continue to 
grow from strength to strength over the years, the release 
added.

India gives SUVs to mozambique, completes 
delivery of USd 4.5,     
08 jULY 2016

Coinciding with Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s 
visit, India handed over 30 SUVs to Mozambique, 
completing the delivery of USD 4.5 million grant 

assistance as part of supporting the institutions of this 
African country. 
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The vehicles were handed over by Amar Sinha, Secretary 
(Economic Relations) in the External Affairs Ministry, to an 
official of Mozambique’s Interior Ministry.

According to the External Affairs Ministry spokesman 
Vikas Swarup with handing over of 30 Mahindra SUVs, 
India completes delivery on $ 4.5 million grant assistance 
to Min(istry) of Interior. 

The focus of the African tour will be on deepening 
cooperation in areas of hydrocarbons, maritime security, 
trade and investment, agriculture and food.
India, kenya sign 7 pacts; to deepen 
cooperation in security, 11 jULY 2016

Seeking to bolster ties, India and Kenya decided to 
deepen and expand cooperation in a wide range of 
areas as they signed seven pacts, including in the field 

of defence and security and avoidance of double taxation.

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi, after his talks 
with Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta in Nairobi, 
also announced extension of the concessional Line of 
Credit(LOC) of $44.95 million to the African nation to help 
it in development of small and medium enterprises and 
textiles.

India will also build a cancer hospital in Kenya to provide 
quality and affordable healthcare.

The multifaceted development partnership is a key pillar of 
our bilateral relationship.

The signed Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 
on Defence Cooperation, will entail staff exchanges, 
expertise sharing, training, cooperation in hydrography and 
equipment supply.

Announcing that India has will fully financed a cancer 
hospital in Kenya, adding that it will not only benefit the 
Kenyan society with quality and affordable healthcare but 
also help India become a regional medical hub.

Kenyatta expressed gratitude to India for the LOC — 
$29.95 million for upgrading of a textile factory and $15 
million for SMEs — and building the cancer hospital.

Besides MoUs in defence and security, revised pact on 
avoidance of double taxation and the two LOCs, other 
agreements were related to visa, housing and measuring 
standards.

Bangladesh, India sign agreement for joint 
coal fired power plant,  13 jULY 2016

Bangladesh and India signed a landmark deal for 
the construction of a 1,320 megawatt coal fired 
power plant, the biggest project under bilateral 

cooperation that would mark the transition from electricity 
export to generation level. Bangladesh-India Friendship 
Power Company (Pvt) Limited (BIFPCL), the joint venture 
enterprise inked the deal with Bharat Heavy Electricals 
Limited (BHEL), which was selected under an open 
international tender for constructing the super thermal plant 
at Bangladeshs southwestern Rampal near the Sundarbans.

Indias Exim Bank will provide USD 1.49 billion for the 
project, scheduled to start generating power in 2019.

The deal came amid concerns by environmental groups 
that the the plant could affect the delicate ecosystem of 
the worlds largest mangrove forest, spreading over both 
Bangladesh and India.
Theresa may becomes Uks second woman 
Pm, 14 jULY 2016

May, 59, accepted an invitation from Queen 
Elizabeth II to form a new government just 
minutes after David Cameron, the outgoing 

prime minister, tendered his resignation.

May is the second female prime minister after Margaret 
Thatcher, also a Conservative politician, who led the 
country from 1979 until 1990.She becomes 13th prime 
minister of Britain.
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Senior diplomat mohamed Asim becomes new 
maldives foreign minister, 14 jULY 2016

Senior diplomat Mohamed 
Asim became foreign 
minister in the Maldives 

after his predecessor resigned 
to protest the resumption of the 
death penalty.

Dunya Maumoon resigned 
last week citing differences 
with President Yameen Abdul 
Gayoom’s attempts to resume 
executions after more than 60 
years of unofficial moratorium. 

Famous for its luxury island resorts, Maldives became a 
multiparty democracy in 2008 after decades of autocratic 
rule. But much of its democratic gains have shrunk in recent 
years.

The country’s justice system is often criticized for a lack of 
competence and of acting under political influence.
British Pm appoints new cabinet, Boris 
johnson as Finance minister,     
14 jULY 2016 

Former Mayor of London Boris Johnson was appointed 
Foreign Secretary by Britain’s new Prime Minister 
Theresa May.

He has taken over the job from Philip Hammond who has 
replaced George Osborne as Chancellor of the Exchequer.

May has also created a new cabinet job, Secretary of State 
for Brexit, likely to be called the Brexit Secretary, tasked 
with steering Britain out of Europe following last month’s 
referendum vote.

The job has been handed to David Davis who has previously 
served as a Europe Minister. Current Defense Secretary 
Michael Fallon has kept his job.

www.mahendraskills.org
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The team will facilitate and guide business, extending help 
in various areas including additional funding requirement, 
adding that it will also give external legal and financial 
assistance as and when required. The team may have one or 
more external technical experts.

The  bank has opened a start-up branch called In Cube 
in Bengaluru in January. It functions as a single point of 
contact for the start-up account holders for their various 
banking and financial advisory related requirements.

The  bank is looking at cross-selling through collaboration 
with the fintech companies as it provides a great opportunity.

max Life, max Financial Services agree to 
merge with HdFC Life, boards approve,    
17 june 2016

Max Financial Services and Max Life will merge 
with HDFC Life insurance, the companies said in 
statements to exchanges. Max Financial Services 

and HDFC said that their respective boards have approved 
entering into a confidentiality, exclusivity and standstill 
agreement to evaluate a potential combination through a 
merger.

Insurance sector experts stated that consolidation in 
the insurance sector in India which currently has 24 life 
insurers and 29 general insurers would eventually see large 
players merging with one another to balance out each other 
strengths, as well as some smaller players getting merged 
with larger entities. With Max and HDFC Life boards 
agreeing to evaluate the merger, many more such deals are 
expected.

A senior insurance consultant pointed out that there could 
be more such entities in the insurance sector which could 
be heading for a merger. Smaller insurers where promoters 
are cash strapped or those who do not have any bank 

State Bank of India creates a dedicated Rs 200 
crore fund for start ups, 16 june 2016

In order to fund start-ups in the financial technology 
(fintech) space, country’s largest lender SBI has set up 
a Rs 200 crore fund.

This fund shall consider assistance of up to Rs 3 crore to 
an Indian registered company for promoting their business 
innovations using IT in India for banking and related 
technology.

The ‘IT Innovation Start-up Fund’ will have corpus of Rs 
200 crore. 

The announcement comes against the backdrop of a 
greater thrust from the Centre on developing the start-up 
ecosystem.

With digital technology making greater in-roads into 
banking, majority of financial institutions have upped their 
engagement to spot startups in the fintech space.

The bank has also formed a mentoring team to assist start-
ups. It will support, monitor and make a report on the 
progress and the utilisation of the funds by the venture.

Burning Topics of the Month

1.  maxlife, max Financial service agree to 
merger with HdFC Life, Boards approve.

2.  mOdI Govt’s Big return push : Approves 
100% FdI in defence, civil aviation.

3.  SBI to offer banking services on facebook, 
Twitter.

ECONOMY
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partner will be likely candidates. This would be the second 
such merger being announced this month after the recent 
announcement of L&T General merging with HDFC ERGO 
General Insurance.

HDFC Life which is the third largest private life insurance 
company with respect to new premiums for FY16 collected 
premiums of Rs. 6487.66 crore for the year ended March 
31, 2016. It saw a growth of 18 per cent, according to data 
from Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of 
India. Max Life on the other hand collected premiums of Rs 
2881.93 crore for FY16 and is among the top five private 
life insurance players.

BlackBerry ties up with HCL Infosystem to 
push its enterprise sales in India,     
17 june 2016

Canadian smartphone maker BlackBerry announced 
its partnership with HCL Infosystems to expand the 
channel and distribution network for BlackBerry 

enterprise software products and services in India. “By 
working with an established partner like HCL Infosystems in 
India, we aim to create growth for our partners while giving 
our customers wider access to our leading suite of enterprise 
solutions with world-class support, helping organisations 
advance their mobility strategies,” said Richard McLeod, 
Vice President, Global Channels at BlackBerry. 

The partnership will enhance the availability of BlackBerry’s 
enterprise mobility portfolio to business customers by 
leveraging HCL Infosystems’ extensive pan-India network 
of enterprise distribution partners.

As well as sales support, customers will also have access to 
HCL Infosystems’ IT deployment support and integration 
capabilities that will help them to migrate seamlessly or 
consolidate their Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) 
investments. The partnership further strengthens HCL’s 
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) alliances by 
significantly expanding their enterprise software portfolio 
with BlackBerry solutions. In addition to selling and 
supporting BlackBerry´s enterprise software portfolio, HCL 
Infosystems will also provide value-added services such as 
technical support and consulting.

SBI in ‘Hall of Shame’ of banks funding cluster 
bomb makers, 20 june 2016

State-run banking behemoth SBI has been named in 
a ‘Hall of Shame’ list of 158 banking and financial 
institutions globally that have invested billions of 

dollars in companies making cluster bombs. State Bank 
of India (SBI) is the only Indian entity on the list, which 
includes global giants like JP Morgan, Barclays, Bank 
of America and Credit Suisse that invested over USD 28 
billion in seven producers of cluster munitions between 
June 2012 and April 2016, according to a report by Dutch 
campaign group PAX. 

While SBI said it always works in accordance with local 
laws and regulations and there is no prohibition, whatsoever 
either in US or in India to finance such commercial projects  
PAX said the investments have been made in these cluster 
bomb producers despite an international ban. 

In its 275-page report, PAX stated that the Convention 
on Cluster Munitions (CCM) categorically bans use, 
production, stockpiling and transfer of cluster munitions. 

This convention was signed by 94 countries in 2008 and it 
came into force from August 1, 2010. 

Most financial institutions named in the Pax list are from 
countries that have not signed this convention. However, 
there are also banks from the countries that have adopted 
this treaty over years. 

The maximum number of 74 banks are from the US, 
followed by China (29) and South Korea (26). 

SBI has been included in the list because of its exposure 
to Orbital ATK, a US-based company specialising in the 
design, manufacture and launch of small and medium-class 
space and rocket systems for commercial, military and other 
government customers. 
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modi govt’s big reform push: Approves 100% 
FdI in defence, Civil Aviation, 20 june 2016

In the latest, government has announced a series of 
big changes in the FDI norms for single brand retail, 
civil aviation, airports, pharmaceuticals and animal 

husbandry. 

The decision to further liberalise FDI regime with the 
objective of  providing major impetus to employment and 
job creation in India  was taken at a meeting chaired by 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

This is the second major reform in the FDI space. The 
Centre in last November had significantly relaxed the 
foreign investment regime. 

key Highlights:

The government has allowed 100 percent in aviation policy 
for scheduled carriers. 49 percent FDI has been permitted 
under the automatic route.  

100 percent FDI has been approved in the broadcasting 
carriage services such as cable networks, DTH and mobile 
TV and food product e-commerce. 

Foreign investment in greenfield pharma projects has been 
approved 100 percent and 74 percent in brownfield projects. 
100 percent FDI has been announced in the defence sector. 

The government has also relaxed sourcing norms for up to 
five years for single-brand retail trading.  

SdmC inks pact with SECI for 20 mW solar 
power project, 21 june 2016

Aiming to generate solar power through rooftops 
of buildings and spare land under South Delhi 
Municipal Corporation, the civic body inked an 

MoU with Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI).

The memorandum of understanding (MoU) engaged SECI, 
a central public sector undertaking under Ministry of New 
and Renewable Energy, for setting up solar power plants 
on the rooftops of the buildings and land owned by SDMC. 
The target is to generate 20 megawatts of solar power under 
the agreement in a period of two years. 

The MoU, signed by SDMC chief engineer Firoz Ahmed 
and SECI managing director Ashwini Kumar, would cost 
around Rs 12 crore in the first phase, in which set up for 
generating 2 MW of power is to be done. 

In line with government rules, the civic body is likely to get 
a subsidy of 25 per cent in the solar project costs. Of the 
20 MW, 10 MW power would be generated on roof tops of 
400 buildings, including schools, while remaining on spare 
vacant land of SDMC.

The civic body will make available rooftops of municipal 
buildings on zero lease rental basis to the SECI. Both parties 
have agreed to collaborate, identify and develop potential 
sites for execution of solar power projects. SECI, an expert 
in the sector, will undertake all the activities pertaining 
to planning, design, manufacture, supply, installation, 
testing, commissioning, operation and maintenance of grid 
connected rooftop solar plants.

IWAI inks pact with IPGPL for kaladan 
multimodal transit work, 21 june 2016

To bolster ties with Myanmar, the Inland Waterways 
Authority of India (IWAI) has entered into an 
agreement with India Ports Global Private (IPGPL)
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for a Rs 476-crore project to facilitate connectivity and 
trade. Acco. to the Ministry of Shipping “A memorandum 
of understanding (MoU) was signed between IWAI and 
IPGPL on June 1” for projects worth Rs 476 crore”.

The link between the north-eastern states of India and 
Myanmar will pave the way for enhanced trade and 
commerce across the border and enable cultural and social 
integration at the regional level. 

MEA had appointed the Inland Waterways Authority of 
India (IWAI) as the Project Development Consultant (PDC) 
for implementation of the Port and Inland Water Transport 
(IWT) component of the Kaladan Project in 2009 and later, 
in April 2016, another agreement was signed. 

India Ports Global Private (IPGPL) has been established 
as a JV between the Kandla Port Trust and the Jawaharlal 
Nehru Port Trust for the purpose of development of ports 
overseas. 

World Bank retains 7.6% growth rate for India 
in 2016-17, 21 june 2016

India’s economic growth is expected to be at 7.6% in 
2016-17, followed by a modest acceleration to 7.7% 
in 2017-18 and 7.8% in 2018-19,” World Bank stated 

in its India Development Update- Financing Double Digit 
Growth report, which is published twice a year.

Soft Bank President Nikesh Arora Leaves 
Company Abruptly, 22 june 2016

Nikesh Arora abruptly departed Soft Bank Group 
Corp., two years after he was wooed from Google 
Inc. and had emerged as the heir apparent at the 

Japanese internet and telecommunications giant.

Mr. Arora, whose $208 million compensation from SoftBank 
over the past two years made him one of the highest-paid 
executives in the world. 

Tech Mahindra acquires UK digital firm The 
Bio Agency, 22 june 2016

IT services provider Tech Mahindra  said it has acquired 
The BIO Agency (BIO). It is a UK-based agency that 
offers digital services to global clients and engages with 

their customers. Tech Mahindra acquired the British firm 
for 45 million pounds (Rs 445 crore).

The BIO Agency services brands across financial services, 
retail, property, travel, and technology sectors and the 
acquisition will help them make sizeable inroads into 
Fortune 100 / 500 telecommunications and enterprise 
clients of Tech Mahindra. 

The BIO Agency and Tech Mahindra will create one of the 
world’s leading innovation practices. 

The acquisition will open up more clients for BIO globally 
(especially in Europe and the US), scaling their offerings 
and enabling new services and deeper digital change. This 
will significantly help enhance BIO’s offerings in people, 
turnover and market impact. 

TCS Partners Four Colleges For Creating Big 
data Talent, 22 june 2016

Country’s largest software services firm Tata 
Consultancy Services (TCS) has partnered with 
four colleges to offer courses in Big Data as it looks 

to strengthen the pool of workforce in the digital technology 
space in India.
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The four colleges -- Swami Vivekananda University 
(West Bengal), St Xaviers College of Arts and Science 
(Ahmedabad), Central University of Rajasthan (Rajasthan) 
and St Joseph’s College (Bengaluru) will offer MSc 
programme specialising in Big Data this year starting July 
2016.

The digital revolution is being led by data and TCS is 
leading in that area. They have already trained 1.2 lakh 
employees in this area in less than a year’s time. 

He added the programme would be of 2 years duration (3 
semesters + 1 semester of internship).

The course will be open to graduates in courses like 
statistics, economics, mathematics and econometrics. There 
would be about 30 students in the course from each college.

For next year,they are looking at partnering engineering 
colleges to add Big Data to M Tech courses and go big from 
year three. We have seen a lot of enthusiasm from students 
for these courses.

The company’s digital revenue crossed USD 2 billion in 
FY2015-16 and Mistry said TCS is well positioned to lead 
the digital revolution.

EPFO to provide higher pension to members 
deferring benefit, 23 June 2016

To encourage saving in its pension scheme, retirement 
fund body will provide 8.16 per cent higher pension 
to all those subscribers opting for deferring the 

benefit till the age of 60 years. 

All those subscribers who will choose to defer their pension 
under Employees’ Pension Scheme 1995 till the age of 59 
years, will get 4 per cent higher pension compared to those 
fixing retirement pay at 58 years.

The official said that the notification in this regard was 
issued on April 25 this year to encourage subscribers to 
contribute beyond the mandatory age of 58 years. 

The subscribers who wish to opt for deferring their pension 
beyond 58 years of age and to continue contribution towards 
the scheme, are required to apply for it in the field office. 

The official said that the issue like housing scheme for 
subscribers and review of EPFO’s investments in exchange 
traded funds can come up for discussion. 

EPFO had entered stock market in August last years. It has 
invested over Rs 6,000 crore in the ETFs so far amid trade 
unions’ strong opposition over parking its funds in volatile 
stock markets

LIC chairman S k Roy resigns two years 
before his term ends, 23 june 2016

Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) Chairman 
S K Roy (pictured) has written to the government 
to relieve him of his duties from June 29 this year. 

Roy, who took charge as chairman of the country’s largest 
insurer on the same date in 2013, had a five-year term. The 
reasons for his resignation are not known. The approval of 
his request for being relieved of his duties will be subject 
to consent of the Cabinet Committee on Appointments. A 
source close to the development said he had sent the request, 
and the government would take a call on this.

Roy joined LIC in 1981 as a direct recruit officer.

TataCLiQ.com signs up 12 global brands to 
sell on its platform,  28 june 2016

Tata group’s e-commerce venture TataCLiQ.com has 
partnered with 12 international brands, including 
New Look, Oasis, Lipsy London, Phase Eight, 

Hawes & Curtis, to sell on its platform. 
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These brands will offer exclusive range of products that 
will be made available on TataCLiQ.com. Over the next 
year, it will expand its portfolio to include over a hundred 
international brands to its kitty. 

TataCLiQ.com Head Business Development Gurvinderjit 
Singh Samra stated that there has been an on-going 
demand for international brands from Indian consumers 
but unavailability of these brands ,mistrust and lack of 
authenticity prevented them from buying here in India. 

Govt. initiates process to frame monetary 
Policy Committee under RBI Act,     
28 june 2016 

With an aim to curb price hike and maintaining 
price stability, while keeping in mind the 
objective of growth, the Reserve Bank of India 

Act, 1934, has been amended by the Finance Act, 2016.

The act aims to provide for a statutory and institutionalized 
framework for a Monetary Policy Committee (MPC), 
which will be based on the approach to add lot of value and 
transparency to monetary policy decisions.

Out of the six members of the MPC, three will be from the 
RBI, including the Governor, who will be the ex-officio 
chairperson, the Deputy Governor, RBI, and one officer of 
the apex bank.

The other three members of the MPC will be appointed 
by the Central Government on the recommendations of a 
Search-cum-Selection Committee, which will be headed by 
the Cabinet Secretary.

These three members of the MPC will be experts in the field 
of economics or banking or finance or monetary policy. 
They will be appointed for a period of four years and shall 
not be eligible for re-appointment.

Cisco’s LaunchPad to partner startups for 
smart solutions in India, 30 june 2016 

Technology giant Cisco announced its new 
‘LaunchPad’ initiative under which it will partner 
with developers and enterprises in India to co-

develop smart solutions.

According to Cisco President,Cisco’s teams will mentor 
start-ups and developers on how to help create digital 
solutions to enable enterprise customers, service providers 
and other enablers in the public and private sphere to connect 
the next three billion people and 50 billion devices through 
digitisation. Cisco LaunchPad is designed to help start-ups, 
its authorised channel partners and developers scale up their 
solutions, address new markets and build digital businesses. 

Cisco will also provide space at its Bengaluru campus with 
access to a suite of technologies and free grants to start-ups 
that choose to work on its campus.

SBI to offer banking services on Facebook, 
Twitter, 02 jULY 2016

Leveraging on the popularity of Facebook and Twitter 
,State Bank of India (SBI) launched ‘SBI Mingle’, 
allowing its customers access various banking 
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services via these social platforms. “Using SBI Mingle, the 
bank’s customers can do a host of banking services on their 
Facebook or Twitter accounts at their own convenience,” 
the bank said in a press release.

The new initiative was launched by SBI Chairperson 
Arundhati Bhattacharya on the occasion of 61st State Bank 
Day.

RIL, SBI sign pact to set up payments bank 
jV, 02 jULY 2016

Energy-to-telecom conglomerate Reliance Industries 
and India’s largest lender SBI have signed 
shareholders agreements to set up small deposit-

taking institutions, called payments bank. 

RIL-SBI combine was among the 11 entities that were 
in August last year given licence by the Reserve Bank 
ofIndia (RBI) to start a payments bank. Two of these -- 
Cholamandalam Investment and Finance Co and grouping 
of Sun Pharma promoter Dilip Shangvi, IDFC Bank and 
telecom operator Telenor decided to shelve plans of 
launching payments bank.

“The Subscription and Shareholders’ Agreement was signed 
by RIL as promoter with a 70 per cent equity contribution and 
SBI as joint venture with a 30 per cent equity contribution 
on June 30, 2016,” the MukeshAmbani-run firm said in a 
stock exchange filing. 

Equitas gets final RBI nod to start small finance 
bank, 02 jULY 2016

Equitas Holdings Ltd states that it has received final 
licence from the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) 
to launch a small finance bank (SFB) and will 

commence operations in a few months with a network 
of around 400 branches.The SFB, to be named Equitas 
Small Finance Bank Ltd (Equitas Bank), will start banking 
operations after receiving few other approvals from various 
departments of RBI and other agencies.

The company hopes to start operations in the next few 
months with a network of around 400 branches, which 
would be established through the year.

It is indeed a proud moment for everyone at Equitas to be a 
first private bank from Tamil Nadu and the city of Chennai.
With our ability to provide service for the informal economy 
through our reach and efficient process and system, we plan 
to cater all sections of society.

The company added that in June, the Madras high court 
approved the amalgamation of Equitas Micro Finance Ltd 
and Equitas Housing Finance Ltd with Equitas Finance Ltd. 
With amalgamation coming into effect, Equitas Finance 
will be named as Equitas Small Finance Bank which will 
carry on the business of banking. 

Chennai-based Equitas Holdings lends to individuals, 
micro and small enterprises that are underserved by formal 
financing channels. The stock of the company closed 3.6% 
higher at Rs.183.95 on BSE Ltd.
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jP morgan gets RBI approval to open three 
branches, 02 jULY 2016

Foreign lender JP Morgan Chase has got the approval 
from Reserve Bank of India to open three additional 
branches in the country. These new branches will be 

located at - New Delhi, Bangalore and Chennai.

The lender expects the branches to be operational in the 
next few months. These branches will provide business 
banking, cash management, trade finance and foreign-
currency payments.

Madhav Kalyan, MD & CEO, JP Morgan Chase Bank N.A, 
India stated that they are seeing an increasing level of cross-
location and cross-border activity among our clients as 
they capture business opportunities driven by the country’s 
economic growth. These branches will further enhance our 
capability to better serve our clients in India and overseas as 
they accelerate their businesses. 

Now, book flight tickets, order food on 
Snapdeal, 05 jULY 2016

Snapdeal announced its entry into online services 
segment like flight and bus ticket bookings, hotel 
reservations and food ordering, becoming the first 

e-commerce marketplace to introduce services.

Online services is an industry potentially worth $100 
billion by 2020 and is poised to play a huge role in driving 
habit commerce in India. The introduction of services on 
Snapdeal is a big leap forward in catering to nearly all the 
consumption needs of our customers.

With this segment, Snapdeal becomes the first e-commerce 
marketplace to introduce services on its platform.

Snapdeal has launched the services through partnership 
with Zomato, Cleartrip, Urban Clap and red Bus.

Cleartrip, red Bus, Urban Clap and Zomato are available on 
Snapdeal’s services section for flight and hotel bookings, 
bus ticket bookings, personal services and food ordering, 
respectively.

CCEA allows Axis Bank to raise foreign 
shareholding to 74%, 05 jULY 2016

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs allowed 
Axis Bank to raise foreign shareholding to 74 per 
cent from the current 62 per cent, which will bring in 

investment of around Rs 13,000 crore.

At present, private banks have a total foreign limit of 74 per 
cent, of which FII limit is 49 per cent.

Earlier this year, the foreign investment promotion board 
(FIPB) recommended Axis Bank’s proposal to the CCEA, 
as the capital inflow was over Rs 5,000 crore.

Axis Bank is promoted by financial institutions such as 
UTI, LIC, GIC and its subsidiaries.

Other Cabinet approvals:

i)   Agreement with Mozambique under which pulses 
will be grown in that country for import to India. The 
current trade is 100,000 tonnes, and is expected to 
double.

ii)  Interest subvention for short-term crop loan for 
farmers. Farmers will get loan at 4 per cent

iii)  Pension of BSNL staff retired between 2009 to 2013 
increased to 78 per cent from the current 67 per cent.
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SBI Card launches premium credit card 
‘Elite’, 06 jULY 2016

SBI Cards and Payment Services (SBI Card), the third-
largest card issuer by number, launched a premium 
credit card — ELITE.

Launched on the MasterCard World platform, ELITE 
has bundled several privileges and benefits for high 
networth individuals (HNIs). Enabled with Near Field 
Communication technology, ELITE allows customers a 
contact-less payment experience.

Speaking at the launch event, Vijay Jasuja, Chief Executive 
Officer, SBI Card, said the card will give customers an 
experience of premium privileges that are unique and match 
their lifestyle.

Jasuja stated that this is our first card on the premium 
MasterCard world platform and we are excited about 
bringing a world of exclusive privileges to our customers 
through this partnership. The card will come with a joining 
fee of 4,999. All ELITE customers will receive a welcome 
gift of 5,000 in the form of vouchers from popular travel and 
lifestyle brands. Jasuja made it clear that SBI Card’s move 
to launch a premium credit card does not mean that the 
company was moving away from the mass and mass affluent 
segments. They account for our major customer base… 
side-by-side, we also want to ramp up the contribution of 
the premium segment to 20-25 per cent in terms of number 
of cards, from the current 15 per cent.

As on date, SBI Card, which started its journey in 1998, has 
a customer base of 3.75 million.

ELITE offers privileges such as 24x7 concierge services, 
golf course reservations, spa, and limousine or movie ticket 
bookings — all of these can be availed with just one phone 
call. For frequent fliers, ELITE offers lounge access through 
“priority pass programme” at over 850 airports across the 
globe. Vikas Varma, Executive Director, MasterCard, South 
Asia, stated that an Indian affluent citizen is now a global 
citizen and behaves — from the spend standpoint — like 
any other affluent citizen the world over.

Exim extends $200 mn credit to Senegal,    
08 jULY 2016

Export-Import Bank of India (Exim) states that it has 
extended USD 200 million (around Rs 1,350 crore) 
worth buyer’s credit (BC) to Senegal for construction 

of a 225 kV power transmission line. 

The government-run principal financial institution extended 
the credit under National Export Insurance Account (NEIA).

The funds will be used to construct a transmission line 
for Tambacounda-Kolda-Ziguinchor link and extensions 
and rehabilitation of networks in the region in the African 
country.  

The agreement was signed by Exim Bank CMD Yaduvendra 
Mathur and Ambassador of Senegal in India Elhadj Ibou 
Boye. 

BC-NEIA is a unique financing mechanism that provides 
a safe mode of non-recourse financing option to Indian 
exporters and serves as an effective market entry tool to 
traditional as well as new markets in developing countries, 
which need deferred credit on medium or long term basis. 

Exim Bank has till date sanctioned USD 2.07 billion for 19 
projects valued at USD 2.37 billion under the programme.

Survey: Indian firms best, China worst on 
transparency, 08 jULY 2016

India has the most transparent companies while Chinese 
firms are the most opaque, according to a global 
watchdog’s survey released that assesses the efforts of 

companies in emerging markets to fight corruption.

Transparency International stated that the report’s findings 
were “pathetic” and highlighted the urgent need for big 
multinational companies to do more to fight corruption.

The report covered 100 companies in 15 emerging-market 
countries that also included Brazil, Mexico and Russia. 
The overall score slipped since the last Transparency In 
Corporate Reporting survey in 2013, falling a fraction to 
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3.4 out of 10, with three quarters of companies scoring 
less than half. The Berlin-based watchdog warned that the 
failure of a vast majority of companies surveyed to operate 
transparently risks creating an environment for corruption 
to thrive both in their businesses and the countries where 
they operate.

Indian economy likely to grow 7.9% this fiscal 
: Crisil, 12 jULY 2016 

Indian economy is likely to grow at 7.9 per cent in the 
current fiscal, provided the country receives normal 
monsoon as it will boost agriculture growth and lift 

rural demand. 

As per the rating agency Crisil’s latest report, GDP is 
expected to grow by 7.9 per cent in 2016-17 as against 7.6 
per cent in the previous fiscal if “monsoon is normal and 
global situation does not deteriorate”.

If the rains are normal, it would give agriculture a one-time 
growth kick, particularly given the low-base effect of the 
two previous years that should lift sagging rural demand 
and by extension, overall GDP growth.

According to the rating agency expects the Reserve Bank of 
India to continue its accommodative monetary stance and 
cut the repo rate by another 25 bps this fiscal.

IdFC Bank snaps up TN-based mFI Grama 
Vidiyal, 13 jULY 2016

Shares of IDFC Bank soared over 8 per cent after the 
company announced the acquisition of Tamil Nadu-
based Grama Vidiyal Microfinance that will help it 

widen the reach. 

The stock climbed 8.42 per cent to settle at Rs 52.15 on 
BSE. During the day, it jumped 12 per cent to Rs 53.90. On 
NSE, shares of the company surged 8.22 per cent to end at 
Rs 52. 

On volume front, 41.52 lakh shares of the company were 
traded and over two crore shares changed hands at NSE 
during the day. 

Acquisition for an undisclosed sum, offers the bank access 
to 1.2 million households apart from adding 319 points of 
presence in seven states -- Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Karnataka, 
Puducherry, Maharashtra, Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh. 

The bank states that the three-decade old Trichy-based 
Grama Vidiyal will be its wholly-owned subsidiary and will 
act as a dedicated business correspondent of IDFC Bank. 

Grama Vidiyal’s had an AUM of Rs 1,502 crore of micro 
finance assets as of March, and employs over 3,000 people. 
All loan assets on the book will be transferred to IDFC 
Bank.

Cabinet approves stake sale in NBCC India, 
13 jULY 2016

The Centre cleared a proposal to sell its stake in state-
owned construction company NBCC India Ltd with 
an aim to meet the ambitious Rs.56,500-crore PSU 

disinvestment target in 2016-17.

The Union Cabinet has approved the proposal of follow-
on public offer (FPO) by NBCC India to divest the central 
government’s stake in the company. At present, the 
government holds 90% in the company, which has a market 
capitalisation of Rs.14,274 crore.
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Without divulging details on the quantum of stake sale, the 
Centre will have to divest at least 15% to meet Sebi’s public 
listing requirements. The rules say the minimum public 
holding in a company has to be maintained at 25%.

NBCC was listed on the bourses in 2012 when the 
government diluted 10% stake to raise Rs.127 crore. The 
price band of the NBCC IPO was fixed at Rs.90-106 per 
share.

Earlier, in May this year, shareholders had approved 
stock split to facilitate the FPO under the government’s 
disinvestment programme. The company has split its share 
of Rs.10 each into five with a face value of Rs.2 each. 
According to very recent observation the company’s stock 
was trading at Rs.234, down 9.09%, on BSE on Wednesday.

The source stated that the Cabinet at its meeting also 
approved the proposal of asset sale in its telecom equipment 
manufacturing firm, ITI Ltd.

SBI, IIT Bombay join hands to promote fintech 
startups, 13 jULY 2016

Country’s largest lender State Bank of India has tied-
up with Society for Innovation and Entrepreneurship 
(SINE) at IIT Bombay to promote innovation by 

fintech startups. 

They will identify fintech startups offering products or 
applications for the financial sector, a press release issued 
by the IIT Bombay said.

The bank will provide a platform for testing products or 
applications and will also check for any specific business 
linkages. 

SINE is a technology business incubator of IIT Bombay. 

E-Filing Tax Returns: ATm-Based Validation 
Facility Enhanced, 13 jULY 2016 

The Income Tax department has widened the ATM-
based validation system for filing e-ITRs by 
taxpayers with the inclusion of Axis Bank, after SBI, 

as part of its measure to enhance the paperless regime of 
filing the annual I-T returns.

According to the official release of IT department, now 
Electronic Verification Code (EVC) can also be generated 
by pre-validating Automated Teller Machine (ATM) 
provided by Axis Bank. SBI had activated the facility last 
month. Other banks are also expected to join soon.

In May this year, the department had launched the bank 
account-based validation facility in this regard for those 
who have not availed the internet banking facility.

The new facility is available on the official e-filing portal 
of the department- http://incometaxindiaefiling.gov.in/ 
and will work by using the One Time Password (OTP) 
verification system as activated by the department last year 
by using the Aadhaar number.

These measures are used to validate the e-ITR so that the 
taxpayer does not take the trouble of sending the paper-based 
ITR-V by post to the Bengaluru-based Central Processing 
Centre (CPC) for final resolution and processing.

The new ITRs have been notified early this year and 
taxpayers can e-file their ITRs till July 31.

ITR-1 can be filed by individuals having income from 
salaries, one house property and from other sources 
including interest.

ITR-2 is filed by Individuals and Hindu Undivided Families 
(HUFs) not having income from business or profession.

ITR-2A is filed by those individuals and HUFs who do not 
have income from business or profession and capital gains 
and who do not hold foreign assets.

Exim Bank inks pact for $45 mn loan to 
kenya, 14 jULY 2016
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SChEME FoR SuSTainabLE 
STRuCTuRinG oF STRESSEd aSSET 

{S4a} & LoCaL aREa bankS

SCHEmE FOR SUSTAINABLE STRUCTURING OF 
STRESSEd ASSET {S4A}

In order to further strengthen the lenders’ ability to deal 
with stressed assets and to put real assets back on track by 
providing an avenue for reworking the financial structure 
of entities facing genuine difficulties, the Reserve Bank of 
India has issued guidelines on a ‘Scheme for Sustainable 
Structuring of Stressed Assets’.

#  The main aim of these guidelines is to:

#  Strengthen the lenders’ ability to deal with stressed 
assets 

#  Put real assets back on track of entities facing genuine 
difficulties by providing an avenue for reworking 
financial structure.

key Facts:

1. The Reserve Bank of India incorporated the S4A 
scheme as an optional guidelines for the resolution of 
large stressed accounts.

2. This scheme provides sustainable debt level of a 
stressed borrower and scatter the outstanding debt into 
sustainable debt and equity instruments. 

3. These will provide an upside to the lenders, when the 
borrower turns around. 

4. The consortium frame will be prepared by the 
professional agencies in order to make sure that entire 
exercise is carried out in a sagacious and limpid manner. 

5. Besides in consultation with the RBI, a Supervisory 
Committee comprising of renowned experts will be set 
up by the Indian Banks Association (IBA). 

6. This committee will solely evaluate the processes 
involved in preparation of the resolution plan under the 
S4A.

LOCAL  AREA BANkS
Introduction:

 # The Local Area Bank Scheme was introduced in August 
1996 as per a government of India scheme.

 # Local area bank work in rural areas and semi urban 
areas. 

 # Local area bank also bridge the gaps in the credit 
availability in rural and semi urban areas.

motto:

 # To enable the mobilization of rural savings by local 
institutions and make them available for investments 
in the local areas.

Eligibility:

 # Capital requirement for local area bank- 5cr

key features of LAB-

 # Registered as public limited company under the 
company act 1956, however they are licensed under 
the banking regulation act 1949.

 # These are Non Scheduled banks.

 # Works in three districts.

Functions of LAB –

1. Provides agriculture financing.

2.   Provides loans to small scale industries.

3.   LAB provides 40% creidt in PSL of total credit.

  Number of LAB Working in the country-

1.  Capital Local Area Bank (started in 2000)

2.   Coastal Local Area Bank Ltd (started in 1999)

3.   Krishna Bima Samruddhi Local Area Bank Ltd (started 
in 2001)

4.   Subhadra Local Area Bank (started in 2000)
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Exim Bank has extended a loan of USD 44.95 million 
to Kenya for a textile factory and development of 
small and medium enterprises. 

The loan, known as line of credit, has been granted on 
behalf of the Indian government.

The Export-Import Bank of India stated in a press release 
that it has extended Lines of Credit to the Government of 
of USD 29.95 million and USD 15 million for financing 
the upgrade of Rift Valley Textile Factory (RIVATEX 
EastAfrica Ltd) and for development of various small and 
medium enterprises in Kenya respectively. 

The loan agreements were signed in Nairobi, Kenya, by 
Exim Bank CMD Yaduvendra Mathur and Henry K Rotich, 
Cabinet Secretary, The National Treasury, Kenya in the 
presence of Prime MinisterNarendra Modi and the Kenyian 
President Uhuru Kenyatta. 

Tata Advanced Systems, Bell forge pact to 
manufacture choppers,     
14 jULY 2016

Tata Advanced Systems and US-based Bell Helicopter 
announced an agreement for working together 
to manufacture helicopters under Make in India 

initiative to meet civil and military requirements.

The pact looks to tap the multi-billion dollar potential rotary 
wing market in India in light utility and reconnaissance 
segments.

According to the TATA’s statement the scope is intended 
to include potential production and assembly capabilities, 
training and maintenance, repair and overhaul needs, 
research and development and technology sharing that will 
grow industrial capabilities and result in innovative Make 
in India solutions.

“TASL’s alliance with Bell Helicopter is significant because 
of our shared synergies. Our defence manufacturing 
capabilities and focus on innovation are well aligned with 
Bell Helicopter’s core competence,” said by S Ramadorai, 
Chairman of Tata Advanced Systems.

TASL, which is focused on providing integrated solutions 
for aerospace, defence and homeland security, has become 

a significant player in the global aerospace market. Bell 
Helicopter has been supplying helicopters to India for more 
than six decades — the first Bell Helicopter was delivered 
to the country in 1953. There are more than 90 Bell aircraft 
operating throughout India in several sectors, including 
commercial, civil and government, and military operations.

RBI  forms working group on financial tech 
regulatory framework, 14 jULY 2016

Mindful of the growing importance of financial 
technology innovations, the Reserve Bank has 
set up a working group to work out a regulatory 

framework to bolster financial technology and digital 
banking. RBI said in a release that RBI has set up an inter-
regulatory working group to study the entire gamut of 
regulatory issues relating to financial technology and digital 
banking in India. The sub-committee of the Financial 
Stability and Development Council at its meeting held on 
April 26 had decided to set up such a group to look into 
the issue and report the finer aspects. The mandate is to 
gauge implications, review and appropriately reorient the 
regulatory framework and respond to the dynamics of the 
rapidly-evolving financial technology scenario. 

Yatra to merge with NASdAQ listed Terrapin 
3 Acquisition Corp, valuing co at $218 million, 
14 jULY 2016

Online travel agent Yatra has entered into a merger 
agreement with NASDAQ listed Terrapin 3 
Acquisition Corporation (TRTL) that values Yatra 

at an enterprise value of $218 million. 

TRTL is a special purpose acquisition company formed for 
the purpose of effecting a merger, acquisition, or similar 
business combination and had raised $212.75 million in 
its IPO in July 2014. Founded by Nathan Leight and co-
sponsored by affiliates of Terrapin Partners, LLC and 
affiliates of Macquarie Group Limited, the combined entity 
will be listed on NASDAQ as Yatra (YTRA). 
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Indian-origin Sahota included in Vijender-
Hope fight card, 16 jUNE 2016

Indian-origin British boxer Sanjeev Singh Sahota has 
been roped in to fight in one of the six supporting 
contests during Vijender Singh’s WBO Asia title bout 

against Australian Kerry Hope here on July 16. 

The 24-year-old, who has won both his pro bouts since 
making his debut in the circuit in April, will be contesting 
in a four-round bout against a yet-to-be-named opponent. 

The remaining boxers for the undercard are still being 
finalised and are expected to be known by next week. 

Like Vijender, Sahota, who competes in the super 
lightweight (60kg) category, also comes from the 
Queensberry Promotions stable. 

Cdr Ashutosh Pednekar of Indian Navy creates 
history in Racketlon, 17 jUNE 2016 

Cdr  Ashutosh Pednekar of Indian Navy made 
sports history when he became the first Indian to 
participate and win International tournaments in 

sport of Racketlon.

At the recently concluded competitions in Denmark and 
Belgium he made the country proud by clinching Gold 
medal in both the Men’s Amateur and the Veterans    (plus 
45) categories at the Nordic Racket Games held at Vejen, 
Denmark from 28-29 May 2016.  Then at prestigious 
Super World Tour- King of Rackets tournament held at 
Oudenaarde Belgium 3-5 June 2016 he once again proved 
himself by bagging Gold in plus 45 and Silver in Men’s 

Burning Topics of the Month

1.  F1: Nico Rosberg wins European GP. 
2.  Anju Bobby George & Pullela Gopichand 

taken as members of khelo India.
3.  Chile Stun Argentina to win Copa America 

Centenario. 

SPORTS

amateur category. Though becoming increasingly popular 
internationally ‘Racketlon’ is still a relatively young sport in 
India & hence it’s not surprising that it’s quite unknown in 
India. The typical match comprises 4 sets of 21 points each 
in each of the above individual sports played in succession 
one after another. Winner is the player winning maximum 
points.

Never one to court spotlight, the non- assuming naval officer 
for whom racket sports is second nature, has now set his eyes 
on winning Gold medals at World Racketlon Championships 
scheduled later this year in November at Germany.

India settle for maiden silver medal in 
champions trophy played in final after 36 years, 
18 jUNE 2016

India were pipped by reigning world champions Australia 
1-3 via penalty shootout to settle for their maiden silver 
medal in the Hockey Champions Trophy.

After the 60 minutes of regulation play remained goalless 
in the final, Australian goalkeeper Tyler Lovell denied S.K. 
Uthappa, S.V. Sunil and Surender Kumar in the penalty 
shootout to drive Australia to their 14th Champions Trophy 
title — most by any side.

Harmanpreet Singh was the only scorer for India, while for 
Australia, Aran Zalewski, Daniel Beale, Simon Orchard 
succeeded. Indian goalkeeper P.R. Sreejesh could only deny 
Trent Mitton.
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However, it was India’s best performance in the history of 
the tournament. India’s previous best performance in the 
Champions Trophy was a bronze medal in 1982.

India, up against the mighty Australians, put up a strong 
defensive display and showed good counter-attacking skills.

Mandeep Singh created the first potent chance in the ninth 
minute as his speedy run on the right caught the Australians 
off-guard. His shot at goalkeeper Andrew Charter was 
deflected to Uthappa but the latter employed a lethargic 
backhand strike to waste it as the Australians were less in 
numbers in front of the goal.

Australia broke through the Indian defence in the very 
next minute, earning a penalty corner. But India saw off 
four back-to-back penalty corners and in their moment of 
turnover, earned two penalty corners but they did not bear 
fruit.

Australia mounted the pressure on India but the latter 
managed to stay strong, thanks to the heroics of central 
defender V.R. Raghunath. During a penalty corner defence, 
the ball kissed the legs of Uthappa, India’s final defender 
behind goalkeeper P.R. Sreejesh, resulting in a penalty 
stroke in the 18th minute. But Blake Govers hit it wide, 
much to the relief in the Indian camp.

India too earned two penalty corners before the half-time 
but Australian goalkeeper Andrew Charter denied V.R. 
Raghunath.

India upped the ante in the final few minutes of the third 
quarter with Mandeep Singh in the centre of the action. 

Both the teams tried their best but they failed to break 
the deadlock, taking the game to the shootout, where the 
Australians won and claimed the title for the seventh time 
in the last 16 years.

F1: Nico Rosberg wins European GP,    
20 jUNE 2016 

Mercedes’ German driver Nico Rosberg won the 
European Grand Prix at the Baku City Circuit, 
tightening his hold on the top spot in the Formula 

One drivers’ standings.

Ferrari driver Sebastian Vettel of Germany finished second 
and Mexican Sergio Perez, who drives for Force India, took 
third place.

Rosberg’s teammate, Briton Lewis Hamilton, finished in 
fifth place.

Rosberg, who started from the pole position, has now won 
19 F1 titles.

Finnish Ferrari driver Kimi Raikkonen took the fourth 
place, edging out Hamilton.

Rosberg has 141 points in the F1 drivers’ standings, while 
Hamilton has 117 and Vettel has 96.

dustin johnson wins US Open golf tournament, 
20 jUNE 2016

American golfer Dustin Johnson has ended his long 
wait for a major championship by winning the 
116th US Open on a dramatic day at Oakmont 

Country Club.

The 31-year-old, who was trailing overnight leader Shane 
Lowry by four strokes coming into the final round, posted 
a one-under par 69 in the deciding round to win by three 
shots, Sport24 reported.

Despite being informed that he could face a one-shot penalty 
after his ball had moved on the fifth green, Johnson came 
out with flying colours with an 18th hole birdie.

A penalty stroke was eventually added to Johnson’s score 
although he emerged unscathed, winning by three shots 
from Lowry. Fellow Americans Jim Furyk and Scott Piercy 
along with Lowry finished in a tie for second.
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Lionel messi becomes Argentina’s all-time top 
goal scorer, 22 jUNE 2016

Striker Lionel Messi became Argentina’s all-time 
top goalscorer with 55 goals, surpassing Gabriel 
Batistuta’s record of 54 goals in 78 games.

jitu Rai leaves 50m disappointment behind, 
wins 10m silver in World Cup,      
25 jUNE 2016 

A 10th place finish in 50m pistol qualification was 
compensated by a silver in the 10m air pistol by 
Jitu Rai as the Indian secured a podium finish at the 

ISSF World Cup in Baku, Azerbaijan.

This was Jitu’s sixth World Cup medal overall.

Jitu had an average start to the qualification round, as he 
totaled 95 in the first series. But he stabilized soon and shot 
impressive series of 97, 97, 98, 96 and 97 to total 580 in the 
qualification round.

In the final, Jitu had a desirable start. Despite shooting a 9.8 
in his first shot, he shot a 10.2 and 10.5 in the first series 
of three shots to top the scores with 30.5. He maintained 
the lead till the 10th shot (98.9) but a 9.7 in the 12th shot 
put him joint second. He was going neck and neck with 

the eventual gold medallist Brazil’s Felipe Almeida Wu and 
Korean legendary shooter Jin Jongoh.

Jongoh had won gold in 50m pistol . Other Indians in fray, 
Omkar Singh scored 575 to be placed 28th, while Rio-
bound Gurpreet Singh was 42nd with a poor 569.

Lionel messi retires from international 
football, 27 jUNE 2016

Ace footballer Lionel Messi announced retirement 
from International Football after Argentina’s loss 
in Copa America final.

Chile stunned Argentina to win the Copa America 
Centenario in a penalty shootout as Messi’s title curse 
struck again.

Messi blazed a penalty over the bar in the shoot-out before 
Lucas Biglia missed to leave Chile’s Francisco Silva with 
the task of stroking home the winning spot-kick at the 
MetLife Stadium.

Argentina clinch record seventh Champions 
Trophy, USA take bronze, 27 jUNE 2016 

Argentina claimed a record seventh Champions 
Trophy title after beating reigning World and 
Olympic champions The Netherlands 2-1 in the 

women’s final at the Lee Valley Hockey and Tennis Centre 
in London. In the bronze medal game, USA battled to a 
shootout victory over Australia, giving the team a first 
Champions Trophy medal since wining bronze at the 1995 
event in Mar del Plata, Argentina. In the final, first quarter 
goals from Martina Cavallero and Noel Barrionuevo gave 
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Las Leonas a 2-0 lead to stun the top-ranked Dutch, who 
were missing team captain and talisman Maartje Paumen 
through injury. 

The Netherlands hit back with a high quality penalty corner 
flick from Eva de Goede just after half time, but Argentina 
held on to win their third successive Champions Trophy 
title. 

Anju Bobby George & Pullela Gopichand 
taken as members of khelo India,     
27 jUNE 2016

Anju Bobby George and Pullela Gopichand were 
named as the members of Khelo India. Khelo India 
is a national programme launched by the Union 

Government for the development of sports in the country.

George, India’s lone athletics World Championship medal 
winner and Gopichand, the chief national badminton coach 
are the two sportsperson who were included in the seven-
member committee of Khelo India.

The committee will be headed by Sports Secretary Rajiv 
Yadav.

Pullela Gopichand

 # Born 16 November 1973, Gopichand is a former Indian 
badminton player.

 # In 2001, he became the second Indian to win the all-
England badminton champion. The first one was 
Prakash Padukone.

 # He has been the coach of the Indian national badminton 
team since 2006.

 # He runs the Gopichand Badminton Academy.

 # Awards felicitated on him include

a)  He received the Arjuna Award in 1999

b)  He received the Dronacharya Award in 2009

c)  In 2014, he was conferred with the Padma Bhushan, 
India’s third highest civilian award

Anju Bobby George

 # Born on 19 April 1977, George is an Indian athlete.

 # On 22 June 2016, George resigned as the president of 
the Kerala Sports Council along with 13 other members. 

 # She won the Gold medal at the IAAF World Athletics 
Final in 2005.

 # In 2005 World Athletics Final in Monte Carlo, she 
was upgraded to gold status from silver following the 
disqualification of Tatyana Kotova of Russia by the 
International Association of Athletics Federations.

 # She was awarded Arjuna Award in 2002.

 # She won the bronze medal clearing 6.49 m at the 2002 
Commonwealth Games at Manchester.

 # She also won the gold medal at the Asian Games in 
Busan. In 2001, she also won gold for triple jump and 
long jump in the Ludhiana National games.

 # In 1999 she set the national record for triple jump in 
the Bangalore Federation Cup and Silver medal at the 
South Asian Federation Games in Nepal.

Chile stun Argentina to win Copa America 
Centenario, 27 jUNE 2016
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Holders Chile stunned Argentina to win the Copa 
America Centenario in a penalty shoot-out as 
Lionel Messi’s title curse struck again.

Messi blazed a penalty over the bar in the shoot-out before 
Lucas Biglia missed to leave Chile’s Francisco Silva with 
the task of stroking home the winning spot-kick at the 
MetLife Stadium.

Meanwhile, Argentina’s players were left disconsolate as 
they digested a third defeat in a major final following losses 
to Germany in the 2014 World Cup and Chile in 2015 Copa.

The defeat also ensured Argentina’s 23-year wait for a 
major title and a first for five-time world player of the year 
Messi continued.

Brazil to host 2019 Copa America,     
28 jUNE 2016

Brazil has been chosen to host The Copa America 
2019, the world’s oldest competition among 
national soccer teams. 

President Alejandro Dominguez stated that Brazil last 
hosted the tournament in 1989, winning the trophy, South 
American Soccer Federation, or Conmebol.

This will be the fifth time that the Copa America is played 
in Brazil, which hosted the event in 1919, 1922, 1949 and 
1989.

Sameer emerges fastest athlete of Nat’l Inter-
state Athletics, 01 jULY 2016

Veteran sprinter Sameer Mon, representing Manipur, 
emerged as the fastest male athlete as he won the gold in 
100m dash in 10.60secs on the third day of 56th National 
Inter-state Senior Championships .

In spite of his late start, Mon, who had represented Kerala 
and Services in his career earlier, pulled a surprise by 
surging ahead of his fellow competitors in the last few 
metres to finish first at G M C Balayogi Stadium. 32-year-
old Sameer, a member of the bronze winning Indian 4x100m 

relay quartet in Delhi Commonwealth Games six years ago, 
had earlier won the Inter-state titles in 2008 and 2011. 

Karnataka athlete Reena George’s switch-over from 400m 
to 100m proved successful as she capitalised on the absence 
of big guns like Dutee Chand and Srabani Nanda to win 
the women’s 100m dash in a modest 11.99 secs. Minutes 
earlier, ‘vaulting doctor’ Khyati Vakharia of Karnataka 
cleared a season best 3.80m to win the women’s pole vault. 
In women’s 100m hurdles, M Sugina of Kerala clocked a 
personal best of 14.17 secs to win gold. D Sreekanth, also 
of Kerala, took his first major title in men’s 110m hurdles 
by clocking a personal best of 14.54secs. 

Triple jumper Shilpa Chacko brought the third gold for 
Kerala by clearing 13.22m. She was the only jumper 
among the four participants to leap over 13m.  Earlier in 
the morning, Gujarat’s Babubhai Panocha took his third 
Inter-state title in men’s 20 km walk with a time of 1 hour 
31 minutes 26 secs. He had earlier won in 2007 and 2013 
besides a bronze medal in the last edition in Chennai. 

The Indian best 72.86m achieved by Kamalpreet Singh at 
Tucson (USA) last year was not recognised by Athletics 
Federation of India for lack of doping control procedures.

Gurpreet Singh Sandhu makes history again, 
becomes first Indian to feature in Europa 
League, 01 jULY 2016
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Indian goalkeeper Gurpreet Singh Sandhu was named in 
Norwegian club Stabaek FC’s squad for their Europa 
League qualifying match against Welsh Premier League 

side Connah’s Quay Nomads FC, making him the first from 
the country to play in the continental competition. Sandhu, 
who signed for Stabaek in 2014, made headlines in May 
when he became the first Indian to start a first team match 
in a top-division league of Europe. In that match against IK 
Start in the Norwegian Tippeligaen, he kept a clean sheet in 
a 5-0 away victory. He then returned back home to play in 
goal for India’s thumping victory over Laos.

Sandhu has been the number one goalkeeper in the Indian team 
since Stephen Constantine took over in 2015, with the English 
coach preferring him over veteran Subrata Paul. Gurpreet also 
holds the distinction of being the only Indian footballer to play 
for the first team in a top-division league of Europe. 

Nirmala Sheoran qualifies for Rio 2016 
Olympics in women’s 400m,     
02 jULY 2016

Nirmala Sheoran qualified for Rio 2016 Olympics 
in the women’s 400 metres category with a timing 
of 51.48 seconds at the 56th National Inter State 

Senior Athletics Championship in Hyderabad.

The sprinter from Haryana has beaten the qualification 
mark of 52.20 seconds in the process on day 4 of the meet 
organised by the Telangana Athletics Association.

She joins Dutee Chand as the other athlete to qualify for the 
Olympics with the Odisha girl qualifying in the 100 metre 
category. Her performance in the competition in Hyderabad 
also saw her finish at the top with Kerala’s Jisna Mathew 
coming in second (53.14 seconds) and Sowndharya P N 
coming in third (53.85).

Lewis Hamilton wins 2016 Austrian Grand 
Prix, 04 jULY 2016

Lewis Hamilton collided with Mercedes team-mate 
Nico Rosberg on the last lap before passing him to 
win a thrilling Austrian Grand Prix. The German 

turned into a corner late as Hamilton tried to pass around 
the outside and damaged his front wing, finishing fourth.

Rosberg was given a 10-second penalty and two licence 
penalty points by stewards for causing a collision.

It reduces Hamilton’s deficit to Rosberg to 11 points in the 
title race.

There will be controversy at Mercedes about the move that 
decided the race.

World champion Hamilton was on the outside and alongside 
heading into Turn Two but his German team-mate held him 
out wide, delaying his turn-in, and they collided as Hamilton 
tried to turn in.

He was pushed off the track but the collision had damaged 
Rosberg’s front wing, which sparked along the track as 
Hamilton passed the German, who then lost further places to 
Red Bull’s Max Verstappen and Ferrari’s Kimi Raikkonen.

Serena wins her 300th Grand Slam match,  
04 jULY 2016

United States tennis icon Serena Williams registered 
her 300th Grand Slam victory as the defending 
champion defeated Germany’s Annika Beck 6-3, 

6-0 in the third round of Wimbledon.

Following this victory, Serena still has six Grand Slam wins 
to make in order to equalise the record of Czech legend 
Martina Navratilova.
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Serena, 34, is set to play against Russian Svetlana 
Kuznetsova who eliminated Sloane Stephens of the US.

In case Serena wins Wimbledon this edition, she will equal 
Steffi Graf’s record, who has won 22 Grand Slam titles.

Sai Praneeth, manu-Sumeeth win titles at 
Canada, 04 jULY 2016 

It was double bonanza for India at the Canada Open as B 
Sai Praneeth and Rio-bound men’s doubles pair of Manu 
Attri and B Sumeeth Reddy clinched twin crowns after 

winning their respective title clash at the $55,000 Grand Prix 
badminton tournament. The 23-year-old Praneeth, seeded 
fourth, dished out a dominating game to defeat Korea’s Lee 
Hyun Il 21-12 21-10 in the men’s singles final that lasted 
less than half an hour at the Markin MacPhail Centre.

Top seed Manu and Sumeeth Reddy, who became the first 
Indian men’s doubles pair to qualify for the Rio Olympics, 
received a big boost when they defeated local combo of 
Adrian Liu and Toby Ng 21-8 21-14 in a lop-sided final.

Plagued by injuries and indifferent form, Praneeth has 
been making early exits from tournaments for quite a few 
years now. Of course, he had occasional burst of brilliance 
from time to time like when he stunned 2003 All England 
Champion Muhammad Hafiz Hashim of Malaysia at 
Thailand Open Grand Prix Gold tournament in June, 2013 
or ruining the farewell party of Indonesia’s Taufik Hidayat, 
a former World and Olympic champion, in the first round of 
Djarum Indonesia Open in 2013. In fact, at the All England 
Championships this year, Praneeth had defeated two time 
Olympic silver medallist Lee Chong Wei of Malaysia in the 
first round. However, despite all these sparks of excellence, 
a title always eluded him.

India’s 4x100m women’s relay team sets new 
national record, 05 jULY 2016

The Indian 4x100m women’s relay team created a new 
national record at the Kazakhstan National Athletics 
Championships, clocking 43.42sec in Almaty.

The 4x100m relay quartet, comprising of Dutee Chand, 
Srabani Nanda, H M Jyothi and Merlin Joseph bettered their 
earlier national record of 44.03sec, which was created in the 
IAAF World Challenge in Beijing in May.

The Indian women’s relay team won the silver medal at the 
Almaty meet after starting off the blocks through Joseph, 
who was followed by Jyothi and Nanda respectively with 
Dutee anchoring the finale leg. Hosts Kazakhstan bagged 
the top honours with a timing of 42.92sec. 

Meanwhile, the Indian 4x100m men’s relay team clinched 
the gold medal with a timing of 39.90s. 

NAdA signs moU with WAdA, ASAdA to 
boost anti-doping programme, 06 jULY 2016

In a bid to bolster its anti-doping programme, the 
National Anti-Doping Agency (NADA) has signed 
a two–year memorandum of understanding with its 

Australian counterpart and its international parent body, the 
WADA.
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A detailed project plan has been established among the three 
parties the NADA, the Australian Anti-Doping Agency

(ASADA) and World Anti-Doping Agency to ensure India 
implements a more effective anti-doping programme that is 
fully compliant with the WADA Code. WADA’s role is to 
oversee the partnership, including the timeline set for the 
project, and to assist with th implementation of the work 
required.

Dipa Karmakar now officially a ‘World Class 
Gymnast’, confirms international gymnastics 
body, 08 jULY 2016

Karmakar, who recently became the first Indian 
female gymnast to qualify for the Olympics, has 
been awarded the honour for her performances in 

the Gymnastics World Championships held in Glasgow 
in October-November 2015. The gymnast from Tripura 
received a letter from the world governing body which 
confirmed the same.

Karmakar will also receive a gold pin from FIG, which is 
worn by the gymnasts who have been bestowed with the 
honour, and she will be wearing the same during her events 
in the upcoming Olympics, as per a report in The Indian 
Express.

BS Nandy, Karmakar’s coach, was thrilled to hear the news, 
although he was adamant that they would not celebrate until 
his ward conquered the bigger task in Rio.

Nandy told that he was happy and emotional when she 
qualified for Rio, today I am proud. It’s like whole of India’s 
good wishes are with this girl.

Nandy also added that Dipa asked me if she should throw a 
party for her gymnastics friends. I told her Chup raho, pehle 
Olympics ho jaane do! Bahot kaam pada hai (Be quiet! Let 
the Olympics take place first! We have a lot of work left). 

Dipa, who has the chance of becoming the first ever 
Olympic medal-winning Indian gymnast in the upcoming 
games, was over the moon after being given the honour.

“This is a great honour for me. It proves the efforts and hard 
work I have been putting in over the years are in the right 
direction,” Dipa was quoted in The Hindu.

Portugal beat France to win Euro 2016 final, 
11 jULY 2016

Substitute Eder’s thunderous finish deep into extra 
time secured Portugal’s first European Championship 
title after they overcame the early loss of Cristiano 

Ronaldo to snatch a 1-0 smash-and-grab victory over hosts 
France. Eder picked the perfect moment to score his first 
competitive goal for his country, marauding forward before 
letting fly with a bullet shot from 25 metres in the 109th 
minute.

It was a cruel blow for France, who had dominated the 
match from and squandered a number of chances, in front 
of their devastated home support, who arrived at the Stade 
de France hoping to celebrate a third European crown. The 
trophy was lifted by Ronaldo, who broke down in tears at 
the final whistle but whose game had come to a frustrating 
end after 24 minutes when he was carried crying from the 
pitch on a stretcher with a knee injury.

Portugal defender Pepe  stated that there was a lot of 
suffering, a very intense game. We fought very hard.

He also added that we had to work very hard and be more 
humble than the other team, that’s the only way to win. We 
left it all out there, it’s the only way to win. We represented 
Portugal, a beautiful country of immigrants and we represent 
every one of them. This goes out them.
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murray wins second Wimbledon crown 
beating Raonic, 11 jULY 2016

Andy Murray won his second Wimbledon title 
beating Canadian Milos Raonic 6-4, 7-6(3), 7-6(2) 
in two hours and 48 minutes on Sunday at the All 

England Lawn Tennis and Croquet Club.

Murray has been for long the less accomplished member of 
the so called Big Four who have all won the Career Grand 
Slam and at least a dozen slams.

But this was the first time he was under the pressure of 
being the favourite in a Grand Slam final and not facing a 
player other than Novak Djokovic or Roger Federer.

When he won Wimbledon in 2013, he had overcome the 
weight of expectations from Great Britain to find a home 
player holding aloft the title for the first time in 77 years.

Serena doubles up with Venus for 14th Grand 
Slam title, 11 jULY 2016

Serena Williams followed up her seventh Wimbledon 
singles title and record-equalling 22nd Grand Slam 
crown with victory in the women’s doubles alongside 

sister Venus. 

The unseeded Americans defeated fifth seeds Timea Babos 
of Hungary and Yaroslava Shvedova of Kazakhstan 6-3, 6-4 
to claim their sixth Wimbledon doubles title.

It was also their 14th doubles triumph as a team at the 
majors and their 22nd in 23 finals overall. The sisters last 
lost a doubles final in 1999 in San Diego. Serena told that  
it’s awesome to win another doubles at Wimbledon. Venus 
also adds that she never wanted to make a mistake. She 
don’t want to let Serena down. She brought the energy from 
the singles on to the doubles court. 

Serena and Venus hadn’t played together for two years 
before this year but re united as part of their build-up for the 
Olympic Games next month. 

Earlier Serena had defeated Angelique Kerber 7-5, 6-3 in 
the women’s singles final.

F1: Hamilton wins British GP, 11 jULY 2016

Lewis Hamilton took a dominant victory in a hectic 
British Grand Prix to cut team-mate Nico Rosberg’s 
championship lead to one point.

Hamilton led every lap of a race that started under the safety 
car in wet conditions but dried, to take his fourth career win 
at Silverstone.

Rosberg in the other Mercedes was left to battle back to 
second past the Red Bull of the impressive Max Verstappen.

But Rosberg was demoted to third after an illegal radio 
transmission.

With five laps to go, Rosberg hit a problem which required 
him to reset systems in the car and then avoid seventh gear 
- shifting straight from sixth to eighth.

He hung on in second place but lost it after race stewards 
handed him a 10-second penalty after the detail of the help 
Mercedes gave him over the radio, which transgressed 
limitations on the amount of help drivers can be given by 
teams.
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Rosberg had stated immediately after the race that it was a 
very critical problem because I was stuck in seventh gear 
and about to stop on track.

Hamilton’s win sent the 135,000 fans packed into the 
famous old track into paroxysms of joy as they cheered 
Hamilton’s progress to the flag on the last lap.

Renato Sanches named Young Player of the 
Tournament, 12 jULY 2016

The teenage sensation, who signed a contract at 
Bayern Munich this summer, has been awarded with 
the accolade after a string of solid performances

Portugal midfielder Renato Sanches has been named as 
Euro 2016’s Young Player of the Tournament.

Sanches beat international team-mate Raphael Guerreiro 
and his Bayern Munich colleague, France winger Kingsley 
Coman, to the award, which is open to players born in 1994 
or later and selected by UEFA technical observers including 
Alex Ferguson.

The new Bayern signing appeared in six of the Selecao’s 
seven matches at the tournament in France, scoring his first 
international goal in the quarter-final against Poland.

Sanches only had five caps coming into the tournament 
but has already established himself as a star of Portugal’s 
present and future.

Rio Olympics 2016: Anirban Lahiri, Shiv 
Chaurasia, and Aditi Ashok to represent India 
in golf, 12 jULY 2016

Rio Olympics 2016 is less than a month away and 
there is one more positive news for Indian Olympic 
contingent. After the Indian men’s 4*400m relay 

team clocked a record timing of 3:00.38 in the men’s 
4*400m relay and booked an August date at Rio, three 
golfers joined the largest ever contingent.

Anirban Lahiri, Shiv Shankar Prasad Chawrasia, and Aditi 
Ashok will be going to the Summer Olympic Games based 
on their rankings.The cut off for the Rio Olympics is 60 in 
the world ranking, and it officially closed i.e on July 11.

For the Olympics, the IOC has restricted the IGF to a field of 
60 players for each of the men’s and women’s competition. 

While Lahiri and Chowrasia almost sealed a berth before, 
Aditi, the 18-year-old teenager from Bangalore moved to 
57 and secured a berth after the US Women’s Open results 
last night. Liv Cheng of New Zealand, Miriam Nagl, and 
Victoria Lovelady are behind her.

Golf is making a return to the Olympics for the first time 
after the 1904 St. Louis Games and this sport can be counted 
as one of our medal prospects, going by Anirban Lahiri’s 
form over the last couple of years. 

While a number of top-ranked male golfers have withdrawn 
from the Rio Games due to Zika fears, the top-ranked 
Indian golfer, Lahiri, currently ranked 62nd in the world, 
will represent India at the biggest sporting extravaganza of 
the world.

Harika captures Chengdu GP title,     
15 jULY 2016

India’s Grand Master Harika Dronavalli held on to her 
nerves on a nail-biting final day to capture the coveted 
Fide Women’s Grand Prix chess title.

Harika, playing with white against Russia’s Olga Girya, had 
to dig deep to pull off the much needed draw to win the title, 
her maiden career GP title.

Harika finished on seven points in the round robin 
tournament featuring the world’s top 12 players to be 
crowned the chess queen in Chengdu.
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It was a grand day for India as the other Grand Master 
Koneru Humpy too rounded off her campaign with a 
victory to also finish on seven points. Harika, however, was 
declared winner for finishing with a better tie-break record 
in the tournament.

The 25-year-old began the Grand Prix on a positive note, 
winning her first two games and jumping into the lead. She 
had to settle for four draws after that and even slipped to the 
second position.

She sprang back to the top of the table in the seventh round, 
when she beat compatriot Humpy. She played calmly and 
smartly in the remaining four rounds to earn draws and go 
on to win the title.

misbah-ul-Haq becomes oldest captain to 
score Test hundred, 15 jULY 2016

The one thing constant in the turmoil that is known 
as Pakistan cricket is Misbah-ul-Haq. Once again he 
proved how important he is to this fragile Pakistan 

batting line-up by compiling a masterful century in his first 
Test innings in England, at the age of 42. He received good 
company from Asad Shafiq who scored 73 while putting up 
148 for the fifth wicket before falling in the far end of the 
day. Stat highlights from Day One of the England-Pakistan 
Test at Lord’s:

7 Tosses won in consecutive Tests by Misbah-ul-Haq. He 
equals a Pakistan captain’s record for most consecutive 
tosses won with Intikhab Alam, who also won seven 
between January 1973 and August 1974.

At 42 years & 47 days, Misbah is the oldest visiting player 
to play a Test on English soil in the last 31 years. The 
previous oldest was Somachandra de Silva of Sri Lanka, 
who was 42 years & 73 days old when he played against 
England at Lord’s in 1984.

40 by Mohammad Hafeez is his second highest score in 28 
innings outside the sub-continent. The only higher score he 
made was 95 at the Oval in 2006 against England, which 
incidentally was his first innings outside Asia. 7 Players 
scoring hundreds aged 42 or more. While Jack Hobbs has 
seven, Warren Bardsley, Pasty Hendren, Eric Rowan, Frank 
Woolley, Dave Nurse and Misbah have one each. The last 
instance of a player aged 42 or more scoring a hundred 
came in 1951 when Eric Rowan scored 236 against England 
at Leeds.

110* by Misbah is the highest by a Pakistan player in his 
maiden innings at Lord’s. He broke Asif Iqbal’s record of 
76 scored in 1967. Asad Shafiq’s 73 is the joint fourth-
highest after Saed Anwar’s 74 in 1996 and Aamer Sohail’s 
73 in 1992.

7 Pakistan players scoring hundred at Lord’s, Misbah being 
the seventh. The other Pakistan captains to achieve this feat 
were Javed Burki (101 in 1962) and Hanif Mohammad 
(187* in 1967).

3 Pakistan players scoring a century in England in their 
maiden innings as captain. The ones to do it before Misbah 
were Hanif Mohammad (187* at Lord’s in 1967) and Javed 
Miandad (153* at Birmingham in 1992).

4 for 45 is Chris Woakes’ best bowling figures in an innings 
in Tests. The previous best was 3 for 9 against Sri Lanka at 
Chester-le-Street in the preceding series.

Mahendra Publication Pvt. Ltd.
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Burning Topics of the Month

1.  ISRO creates record, successfully launches 20 
satellites. 

2.  China’s Ist dark sky Reserve Launched in 
Tibet.

3.  China launches 2nd Shijian-16 Satellite.

SCIENCE

ISRO Creates Record, Successfully Launches 
20 Satellites, 22 jUNE 2016

The Indian Space Research   Organisation set a new 
record of launching 20 satellites, including India’s 
Cartosat-2 series and those the US, Germany, 

Canada and Indonesia.

Setting a record in its space programme, India (on 22 
June) successfully launched 20 satellites, including its 
earth observation Cartosat-2 series, in a single mission on 
board ISRO’s workhorse PSLV-C34 from the spaceport at 
Sriharikota in Andhra Pradesh.

In a precision launch, PSLV-C34 took off from the second 
launch pad of Satish Dhawan Space Centre, about 110 km 
from Chennai at 9.26 AM and placed the Cartosat-2 Series 
and 19 others in the designated polar Sun Synchronous 
Orbit (SSO) about 30 minutes later in clear skies.

The 727.5 kg Cartosat-2 series satellite will provide 
regular remote sensing services with its panchromatic and 
multispectral cameras and its imagery will be of multiple 
use.

Of the 19-satellites, 12 are earth imaging “Dove satellites” 
of USA and another American satellite. The rest are from 
Canada (two) and one each from Germany and Indonesia.

Two academic satellites are from Sathyabama University 
(Sathyabamasat) in Chennai and from College of 
Engineering (Swayam) at Pune.

Use of Cartosat 2 includes cartographic, urban and rural 
applications, coastal land use and regulation, utility 
management like road network monitoring and water 
distribution.

Also, creation of land use maps, precision study,change 
detection to bring out geographical and man-made features 
and various other Land Information System and Geographical 
Information System applications can be done. It is similar to 
the earlier Cartosat-2, 2A and 2B.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi congratulated ISRO and 
described launch as a “monumental” accomplishment.

P Kunhikrishnan, Director, SDSC-SHAR, said that it was 
a major accomplishment by PSLV in its 35th consecutive 
successful mission.

PSLV has become a success symbol for ISRO and India. 
ISRO is adopting more and more professionalism.

D Jayakumar, Mission Director,described  launch as a 
major landmark and said that the vehicle performance was 
“exceedingly well.” 

With  launch of 20 satellites, PSLV beat its 2008 record when 
it placed in orbit 10 satellites in a single launch into various 
Low Earth Orbits.

This is the 14th flight of PSLV in “XL” configuration known 
for its capacity to carry more load which uses ‘solid strap-on 
motors’.

The total weight of all the 20 satellites carried on board 
PSLV-C34 is about 1288 kg.

India has 11 operational earth observation satellites, 
including RESOURCESAT-1 and 2, CARTOSAT-1, 2, 2A, 
2B, RISAT-1 and 2, OCEANSAT-2 are in orbit.

Beginning in 1988, ISRO had launched many remote sensing 
satellites (for earth observation) and the data are for varied 
use including agriculture, water and ocean resources besides 
disaster management.
China’s first dark sky reserve launched in 
Tibet, 23 jUNE 2016

China has launched its first dark sky reserve in the 
Tibet autonomous region’s Ngari Prefecture.
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The reserve covers an area of 2,500 square kilometers and 
aims to limit light pollution by stepping up protection of 
dark-sky resources for education and tourism development.

It was jointly launched by the China Biodiversity 
Conservation and Green Development Foundation and the 
regional government of Tibet.

Ngari is among the best sites for astronomical observation 
on earth, due to its high altitude and large number of 
cloudless days throughout the year.

The foundation has also signed an agreement with 
authorities in Tibet’s Nagchu prefecture to establish a night 
sky park, which will feature limited lighting facilities and a 
special area for astronomical observation.
China launches 2nd Shijian-16 satellite,    
29 jUNE 2016 

China launched its second Shijian-16 series satellite. 
The satellite was carried by a Long March-4B 
rocket and took off at 11:21 am from the Jiuquan 

Satellite Launch Centre in Northwest China.

It was the 231st by a Long March rocket. The first Shijian-16 
satellite was launched in October 2013.
India test-fires new surface-to-air missile co-
developed with Israelis, 30 jUNE 2016 

India successfully test fired a new surface-to-air missile, 
developed jointly with Israel, from a defence base off 
Odisha coast.

According to DRDO official the medium range missile 
(MR-SAM), a product of joint venture between India 
and Israel, was successfully test launched from a mobile 
launcher in the Integrated Test Range (ITR) at Chandipur at 
around 08.15 hours. The missile positioned at launch pad-
3 of the ITR swung in to action after getting signal from 

the radars to intercept a moving aerial target supported by 
an unmanned air vehicle (UAV) ‘Banshee’ over the Bay 
of Bengal. Apart from the missile, the system includes a 
Multi Functional Surveillance and Threat Alert Radar 
(MF STAR) for detection, tracking and guidance of the 
missile.  Indian Defence Research Development Laboratory 
(DRDL), a laboratory of DRDO based at Hyderabad, has 
jointly developed this missile in collaboration with Israel 
Aerospace Industries (IAI).Such type of medium range 
surface-to-air missiles (SR-SAM), having striking ranges 
from 50 to 70 km, can fill the gap of existing missiles that 
India has in its armory at present.
Rare ‘Frankenstein’ galaxy discovered,    
13 jULY  2016 

Since its discovery in the 1960s, astronomers believed 
that in a relatively quiet suburb of our universe 250 
million light-years away, there lived a boring little 

galaxy named UGC 1382 that was otherwise unremarkable 
-- apart from being a system of millions of stars, gas and 
dust being held together by gravity. It is one of 12,921 listed 
in the Uppsala General Catalogue of Galaxies, or UGC. 

Hubble showcases Crab Nebula’s ‘beating heart

After a quick glance, it was deemed elliptical, which is the 
most common type of galaxy, and lacking the spiral structure 
of disk galaxies like the home of our solar system, the Milky 
Way. But because of the technology they used, astronomers 
didn’t see UGC 1382’s signature huge bright blue spiral 
arms that proclaimed it to be something else entirely. Using 
NASA’s Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX), an orbiting 
ultraviolet space telescope that operated from 2003 to 2012, 
astronomers were able to use multi-wavelength surveys at a 
longer exposure to take a closer look at this sleepy low-light 
suburb of stars. A team of astronomers from the Carnegie 
Institution of Science, including Mark Seibert, Barry 
Madore, Jeff Rich and summer student Lea Hagen, were 
looking for the evidence of star formation still occurring in 
a typical “red and dead” elliptical galaxy.

After using optical data and viewing UGC 1382 in 
ultraviolet, they were surprised to see UGC 1382’s massive 
spiral arms. They also saw an enormously wide rotating 
hydrogen disk. It was in fact a giant low surface brightness 
disk galaxy, seven times as large as the Milky Way. But 
because it is so big and diffuse with expanding gas on the 
outside, its light is faint.
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Companies featuring in the Next 500 list are mostly mid-
sized and termed as the ‘small wonders’ by the magazine.

Dynamatic Technologies tops the list with an annual 
revenue of over Rs 1,693 crore followed by Nectar Life 
science (Rs 1,692 crore), Oswal Wollen Mills (Rs 1,689 
crore),VRL Logistics (Rs 1,682.5 crore) and Hitachi Home 
& Life Solutions (Rs 1,682.18 crore).

Nectar Life science is a new entry in the list, while other four 
companies have shown improvements in their respective 
rankings from last year.

According to the magazine, together Next 500 companies 
have generated a revenue of Rs 5,14,788 crore, while on an 
average these firms have a revenue of over Rs 1,000 crore.

These firms are from various sectors including basic 
materials; financial services; food and agri products; 
pharma and information technology; capital goods and iron 
and steel.

Others companies which are in top 10 are Gujarat Mineral 
Development Corp, Lucas-TVS, Gati,Adecco India and 
Jindal Aluminium.

Indian Railway’s tourism and catering arm IRCTC 
improved its ranking to 199 from 328 in 2015.

UTI Asset Management Company and Just Dial, which 
are new entrants, have bagged the 442 and 449 positions 
respectively.

Interestingly, Narayan Hrudayalaya, Ujjivan financial 
services, Dr Lal Pathlabs and Parag Milk Foods, which 
have recently hit IPO markets, have also found a place in 
the list.

The magazine, last year, was stated that companies featuring 
in the Next 500 list are capable of breaking into the Fortune 
India 500.

Others in the list include PVR (62), MOIL (142), Bajaj 
Corp (319), Franklin Templeton Asset Management (351), 
Motilal Ostwal Financial Services (355), Repco Home 
Finance (415), Monsanto India (447).
TCS’ Co-innovation network ties up with microsoft 
Accelerator to help Indian startups,  17 jUNE 2016 

Actress Anne Hathaway named as goodwill 
ambassador for UN Women,     
16 jUNE 2016  

Anne Hathaway has been named as a global goodwill 
ambassador for UN Women, following in the 
footsteps of Emma Watson and Nicole Kidman. 

The Oscar-winning actress, and new mother, will be 
working with the organisation to advance gender equality.

The appointment of Anne is timely because this year UN 
Women is driving hard to foster more positive mind-sets 
and practical arrangements around workplaces that build 
and support equality for women.
IRCTC, just dial, UTI mF in Fortune India 
Next 500 list, 17 jUNE 2016 

Just Dial, UTI Asset Management Company and IRCTC 
are among the firms that have made it to the Fortune 
Next 500 list of Indian companies, which has been 

topped by Dynamatic Technologies.

Burning Topics of the Month

1.  Actress, Anne Hathaway named goodwill 
ambassader for UN woman.

2.  modi announced 2 Yoga Awards.
3.  India Slips to 75th place on money in swiss 

banks.
4.  5 Indian’s on Forbes Asias Heroes on 

Philanthropy list.

MISCELLANEOUS
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Microsoft Accelerator and Tata Consultancy 
Service’s Co-Innovation Network will create an 
open innovation framework to mentor Indian 

startups and bring their products to the market. 

The partnership will provide startups the access Microsoft 
and TCS’ networks and customer relationships. It will also 
connect them to investors and academia. 

Unlike rivals like Infosys and Wipro, TCS has not created a 
venture fund to invest in startups. It uses its Co-Innovation 
Network, COIN, to work with startups. The network is part 
of TCS’ innovation labs and involves tie-ups with venture 
capital firms and university research labs. 
Record 65.3 million people displaced, often 
face barriers: UNHCR, 20 jUNE 2016  

A record 65.3 million people were uprooted worldwide 
last year, many of them fleeing wars only to face 
walls, tougher laws and xenophobia as they reach 

borders, the United Nations refugee agency.

The figure, which jumped from 59.5 million in 2014 and by 
50 percent in five years, means that 1 in every 113 people 
on the planet is now a refugee, asylum-seeker or internally 
displaced in a home country.

Fighting in Syria, Afghanistan, Burundi and South Sudan 
has driven the latest exodus, bringing the total number of 
refugees to 21.3 million, half of them children, the UNHCR 
said in its “Global Trends” report marking World Refugee 
Day.

A record 2 million n ew asylum claims were lodged in 
industrialized countries in 2015. Nearly 100,000 were 
children unaccompanied or separated from their families, a 
three-fold rise on 2014 and a historic high.

Germany, where one in three applicants was Syrian, led 
with 441,900 claims, followed by the United States with 
172,700, many of them fleeing gang and drug-related 
violence in Mexico and Central America.

Developing regions still host 86 percent of the world’s 
refugees, led by Turkey with 2.5 million Syrians, followed 
by Pakistan and Lebanon.
New Chinese system named world’s top 
supercomputer, 21 jUNE 2016 

A new Chinese computer system that can make 93 
quadrillions calculations per second has claimed 
the top spot on the list of the world’s most powerful 

supercomputers. 

The computer called Sunway Taihu Light developed by the 
National Research Centre of Parallel Computer Engineering 
and Technology (NRCPC) is built entirely using processors 
designed and made in China. 

The supercomputer installed at the National Supercomputing 
Centre in China displaced Tianhe-2, an Intel-based Chinese 
supercomputer that has claimed the top 1 spot on the past 
six TOP500 lists. 

The closely watched list is issued twice a year. Sunway 
Taihu Light is twice as fast and three times as efficient as 
Tianhe-2, which posted a performance of 33.86 quadrillions 
of calculations per second. 

Titan, a Cray X40 system installed at the US Department 
of Energy’s (DOE) Oak Ridge National Laboratory, is now 
at the third position, with 17.59 quadrillions of calculations 
per second. 
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Sequoia, an IBM Blue Gene/Q system installed at DOE’s 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and Fujitsu’s K 
computer installed at the RIKEN Advanced Institute for 
Computational Science (AICS) in Japan are at the fourth 
and fifth positions respectively. 
modi announces two yoga awards,  21 jUNE 
2016 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced two yoga 
awards - one international and another national - to 
be given away on the occasion of International Yoga 

Day. 

Modi decleared this while addressing some 30,000 yoga 
enthusiasts at the Capitol Complex here on the event of the 
second International Yoga Day. 

He stated that a special committee will formulate the rules 
and decide the jury. We want to ensure that those making 
excellent contributions in the field of yoga will be honoured, 
he also added. 

President Pranab Mukherjee urged people to make yoga an 
integral part of life as it promote better health and brings 
harmony. 

Mukherjee was leading some 1,000 people at a yoga event 
at Rashtrapati Bhavan to mark the second International 
Yoga Day. 

The president stated that yoga provided mental and physical 
strength to people. It will enable them to live a healthy life. 
It will create overall harmony between body and mind. 
delhi 22nd in Top 25 global cities for women 
entrepreneurs, 24 jUNE 2016 

Delhi, at the 22nd spot, is the only Indian city 
to feature in tech giant Dell’s 2016 Women 
Entrepreneur Cities Index (WE Cities) that looks at 

a city’s ability to attract and foster growth of women-owned 
firms. New York, the San Francisco Bay Area, London, 
Stockholm and Singapore were the top five cities for high-
potential women entrepreneurs, Dell said in a statement.

The report takes into account characteristics like capital, 
technology, talent, culture and markets. Other cities in the 
list include Toronto, Washington DC, Sydney, Paris, Seattle, 

Munich, Tokyo, Sao Paulo and Milan. Johannesburg, 
Jakarta and Istanbul were the only cities that ranked below 
Delhi in the top 25 list.

The index provides insights to move the conversation with 
policymakers and city leaders from awareness to action 
and, in turn, to empower women entrepreneurs to have the 
greatest economic impact on the world.

Dell entrepreneur-in-residence Elizabeth Gore stated that 
it’s time for women to be politically engaged to ensure the 
right ecosystems are in place for them to scale. If politicians 
and entrepreneurs partner, dynamic policies can be put in 
place to close the circle and enhance the process from idea 
to enterprise. 

Star Sports Pro kabaddi signs Rana 
daggubati, Puneeth Rajkumar and diljit 
dosanjh as its brand ambassadors,     
24 jUNE 2016  

Star Sports Pro Kabaddi has witnessed some thrilling 
edge of the seat action hosting a new and modern 
avatar of the Indian Sport – Kabaddi. While previous 
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seasons of Star Sports Pro Kabaddi enthralled the audience 
across segments, making it the second most viewed sport 
in the country, a large chunk of these fans comprised of 
celebrities.

Adding to the host of luminaries taking the Asli Panga for 
Season 4 are Rana Daggubati, Puneeth Rajkumar, and Diljit 
Dosanjh, who have been signed as brand ambassadors of 
Season 4 of Star Sports Pro Kabaddi that commenced on 
June 25th in Mumbai.

Rana Daggubati is not only a sensation in the South, 
particularly the Telugu film industry, but is also a popular 
face in Bollywood thanks to a spate of hit films in the past 
five years. He is known for his role in Bahubali and has 
been associated with Star Sports Pro Kabaddi since the last 
season.

Puneeth Rajkumar is a Kannada film power star, playback 
singer and television presenter. Diljit Dosanjh, a singer, 
actor and television presenter from Punjabi music industry 
is the latest B-Town sensation with his much talked about 
movie ‘Udta Punjab’.

With less than 48 hours to go for the fourth edition of the 
Star Sports Pro Kabaddi a Star India spokesperson said that 
the first three seasons of the league saw an overwhelming 
response from TV viewers, stadium spectators and sports 
enthusiasts. Our brand ambassadors Rana Daggubati, 
Puneeth Rajkumar and Diljit Dosanjh lend their bold, 
powerful image to Star Sports Pro Kabaddi and re-iterate 
the spirit of Kabaddi. The fact that Kabaddi is now the 
country’s second most viewed sport, second only to cricket, 
brings us great pride.

All the three stars are ardent sports lovers and have been 
following Star Sports Pro Kabaddi since inception. They 
have picked their favourite players and teams and will be 
following them closely during the league.

Diljit, Rana and Puneeth will be seen cheering for Star 
Sports Pro Kabaddi as Season-4. The action begins in 
Mumbai on June 25th, with Puneri Paltan taking on Telugu 
Titans in the first match.
India ranked 105th out of 130 countries on 
global human capital index, 28 jUNE 2016 

India was ranked low at 105th position globally on a 
worldwide Human Capital Index, which measures 
countries’ ability to nurture, develop and deploy talent 

for economic growth and was topped by Finland.

India ranks much below China’s 71st position while 
Bangladesh, Bhutan and Sri Lanka are also placed higher 
on the index released by Geneva-based World Economic 
Forum (WEF) in this Chinese city at its Annual Meeting 
of New Champions — also known as ‘Summer Davos’ 
summit. Pakistan ranks further lower at 118th place.

Giving India 105th rank out of the total 130 countries 
included in the index. According to WEF ,the country has 
optimised just 57 per cent of its human capital endowment 
— placing it in the top of the bottom quartile of the Index.

India was ranked 100th last year out of total 124 countries 
included in the 2015 index.
India jumps 19 places in World Bank’s global 
logistics performance ranking, 29 jUNE 2016 

India has jumped 19 places in the latest World Bank 
ranking in the global logistics performance, reflecting 
the improvement in movement of goods inside the 

country thus facilitating better trade. 

The World Bank in its latest once-in-two-year Logistics 
Performance Index (LPI) stated that India is now ranked 
35th as against the 54th spot it occupied in the previous 
2014 report.

Logistics organises the movement of goods through a 
network of activities and services operating at global, 
regional, and local scale. 

In the 2014 report, India had a LPI score of 3.08, which 
increased to 3.42 in 2016. For the third time, Germany with 
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4.23 points tops the ranking, followed by Luxembourg (4.22), 
Sweden (4.20), Netherlands (4.19) and Singapore(4.14). 

Other countries in top 10 are Belgium, Austria, United 
Kingdom, Hong Kong and the United States. Japan is 
ranked 11. 

China has jumped one spot to be ranked 27th while Pakistan 
is at 68th. Syria ranked lowest. 

According to the report, over the past six years, the world’s 
top-10 performers have remained consistent and include 
dominant players in the supply chain industry. 
Pm releases book titled “The Birds of Banni 
Grassland”, 29 jUNE 2016 

The Prime Minister Narendra Modi released a book 
titled “The Birds of Banni Grassland” in New Delhi. 
The book was presented to the Prime Minister by the 

Scientists of Gujarat Institute of Desert Ecology (GUIDE). 

The Book is a compilation of the research work, relating to 
more than 250 species of birds found in the Banni area of 
Kutch, Gujarat. 

The Gujarat Institute of Desert Ecology, located at Bhuj, 
has been studying the plant, bird and marine life in the Rann 
of Kutch for over 15 years. 

India slips to 75th place on money in Swiss 
banks, 4 jULY 2016 

India has slipped to 75th place in terms of money held 
by its citizens with banks in Switzerland, while the UK 
remains on top. 

India was placed at 61st place last year, while it used to be 
among top-50 countries in terms of holdings in Swiss banks 
till 2007. The country was ranked highest at 37th place in 
the year 2004. 

As per the latest annual update on Swiss banks, released by 
Switzerland’s central bank SNB (Swiss National Bank), the 
total money held there by foreign clients from across the 
world fell by nearly 4 per cent to Swiss franc (CHF) 1.42 
trillion (about Rs 98 lakh crore) at the end of 2015. 

In terms of individual countries, the UK accounted for the 
largest chunk at about CHF 350 billion or almost 25 per 
cent of the total foreign money with Swiss banks. 

The US came second with nearly CHF 196 billion or about 
14 per cent. No other country accounted for a double-digit 
percentage share, while others in the top-ten included West 
Indies, Germany, Bahamas, France, Guernsey, Luxembourg, 
Hong Kong and Panama. 

India was ranked 75th with CHF 1.2 billion (about Rs 8,392 
crore), which is not even 0.1 per cent of the total foreign 
money in Swiss banks and is the lowest for the country in 
at least two decades or since 1996 - the first year for which 
full comparable data is available. 

Pakistan was placed higher at 69th place with CHF 1.5 
billion - a shade better than 0.1 per cent of total foreign 
money parked with Swiss banks. 

India was also lowest ranked among the BRICS nations 
- Russia was ranked 17th (CHF 17.6 billion), China 28th 
(CHF 7.4 billion), Brazil 37th (CHF 4.8 billion) and South 
Africa 60th (CHF 2.2 billion). 
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Others ranked higher than India included Mauritius, 
Kazakhstan, Iran, Chile, Angola, Philippines, Indonesia and 
Mexico, while a number of so-called tax havens were also 
placed above, including Jersey, Cayman Islands, Cyprus, 
Marshall Islands, Bermuda, Belize, Gibraltar, Isle of Man, 
Seychelles and St Vincent and the Grenadines. 

All offshore financial centres together held CHF 378 billion 
in Swiss banks. The total for developing countries stood at 
CHF 207 billion, while the same for the developed countries 
was much higher at CHF 833 million. 

India was ranked in top-50 continuously between 1996 and 
2007, but started declining after that - 55th in 2008, 59th in 
2009 and 2010 each, 55th again in 2011, 71st in 2012 and 
then 58th in 2013. 
China, Russia launch joint anti-terror 
exercises, 4 jULY 2016  

A series of large-scale joint anti-terror exercises 
kicked off with the participation of the Chinese 
People’s Armed Police Force (CAPF) and Russia’s 

newly-formed National Guard.

The special drills are being held from July 3 to July 14 in 
Russia’s Moscow and Smolensk regions. China’s Snow 
Leopard and Falcon commando units, as well as the 
Russian National Guard’s Vityaz unit, are participating in 
the exercises.

Liu Zhijun, deputy director of the CAPF’s Exercises 
Department, stated that this is the third time for the two 
countries’ interior forces to hold such exercises, which center 
on tactical skills in combating terrorism to boost practical 
cooperation between the forces of both sides. Participants 
from China and Russia will conduct a host of drills in a joint 
manner, with a view to exploring effective methods in joint 
anti-terror campaigns to boost their abilities in this regard, 
he added.

Sergei Chenchik, chief of staff of the Russian National 
Guard, spoke highly of the discipline of the CAPF, saying 
Russia is ready to launch a new stage of cooperation 
with China and to carry out common tasks based on the 
two countries’ comprehensive strategic partnership of 
coordination.

Russia’s National Guard was created in April following the 
order of Russian President Vladimir Putin, in a bid to better 
fight terrorism, organized crime and drug trafficking across 
the country.

Shah Rukh khan, Akshay kumar in Forbes 
list of world’s 100 highest-paid celebs,    
12 jULY 2016  

Bollywood superstars Shah Rukh Khan and Akshay 
Kumar are among the world’s highest-paid 
celebrities of 2016, according to an annual list by 

Forbes.

The list has been topped by American singer Taylor Swift 
with an earning of USD 170 million.

Shah Rukh ranks 86th on the list with earnings of USD 33 
million, while Akshay comes in on the 94th spot with USD 
31.5 million earnings.

Forbes stated that the “Fan” star “continues to rule 
Bollywood’s box office” with lead roles in hit films and also 
earns multimillion dollars upfront fees and a cut of the back 
end for his efforts.

Forbes also adds that he also cashes in on endorsement 
deals for dozens of brands most Americans have likely 
never heard of.

Akshay, 48, however slipped in ranks this year from 76th 
in 2015, Forbes stated that he is one of Bollywood’s busiest 
leading men and banked top rupee for three hit films.
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The action star bolsters his earnings endorsing a wider 
range of products than most Hollywood shills including 
motorcycles and gold loan company.

English-Irish boy band One Direction has claimed the 
second spot on the list with earnings of USD 110 million.
Five Indians on Forbes Asias Heroes of 
Philanthropy list, 12 jULY 2016  

Five Indians have made it to the Forbes Asia’s annual 
Heroes of Philanthropy list that highlights some of 
the region’s noteworthy givers. 

The list, which included 40 philanthropists from 13 
countries in the Asia-Pacific region, includes Vineet and 
Anupama Nayar, founders of the Sampark Foundation; 
Adar Poonawalla, CEO of Serum Institute of India and 
Pune-based billionaire Cyrus Poonawallas son; Bain India 
CEO Amit Chandra and his wife Archana Chandra, CEO of 
Jai Vakeel Foundation. The Sampark Foundation boasts of 
a USD 100 million outlay funded entirely by the Nayars and 
represents more than half of their wealth. It is rolling out 
kits with child-friendly teaching aids to 50,000 government 
schools and 3 million students across Uttarakhand and 
Chhattisgarh. 

Another notable philanthropist is Adar Poonawalla, CEO of 
Serum Institute of India, who pledged USD 15 million last 
year to clean up Pune city with a fleet of 50 garbage trucks 
and a crew of 70 people. 

Amit Chandra, CEO of Bain India, and Archana Chandra, 
CEO of Jai Vakeel Foundation, are the other two 
philanthropists from India. 

The husband and wife donate 75 per cent of their earnings 
each year to causes ranging from education to healthcare. 
Amit was one of the founding donors to Ashoka University 
and has funded an upcoming children’s hospital in Mumbai 
that will be the country’s largest. 

The other notable philanthropist is China’s Pony Ma, 
Chairman and CEO of Tencent Holdings, who pledged 100 
million shares of his Internet service provider - worth USD 
2.3 billion - to the Tencent Foundation, which supports 
healthcare, environment protection and new technology. 

Taiwanese mogul Terry Gou, Chairman and CEO of Hon 
Hai Precision, donated USD 6 million in disaster relief 
after a devastating earthquake struck southern Taiwan in 
February and claimed 115 lives. 

He also pledged in 2013 to give away 90 per cent of his 
wealth, which now totals USD 6 billion. 

Forbes Asia states that the list not only features 
philanthropists who have made news with their donations 
in the past year, but recognises people who have compiled a 
long record of supporting worthy causes. 

Shah Rukh khan launches Sania mirza’s 
autobiography ‘Ace Against Odds’,     
4 jULY 2016  

Bollywood’s Badshah Shah Rukh Khan praised 
Indian women’s grit, determination and hard 
work as he launched tennis star Sania Mirza’s the 

autobiography, Ace Against Odds, in Hyderabad.

The book captures Sania’s journey of becoming World’s 
No.1 player in women’s doubles and the difficulties and 
challenges faced by her in making her dream come true.

Published by Harper Collins, the book is available on stands 
in all major bookstores across the country.
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Pakistan,Bangladesh, Indonesia and Tajikistan will get 
the first set of loans totalling $509 million from China  
sponsored Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) in 
which India is a founding member.

The Beijing based AIIB will disburse $509 million to 
finance four projects in the four countries.The four projects 
were approved in Board of Directors meeting held in 
Beijing.

Finance Minister Arun Jaitley who is on a five-day visit 
there will attend the Board of Governors meeting of the 
bank. 

India is the second largest shareholder in the bank after 
China.

AIIB was officially established in late 2015 with authorised 
capital of $100 billion. China is the largest shareholder with 
26.6% voting shares. India is the second largest shareholder 
with 7.5% followed by Russia with 5.93% and Germany 
with 4.5%.

Projects approved by the bank included a $165 million loan 
for a Power Distribution System Upgrade and Expansion 

Project in Bangladesh, $216.5 million loan for a National 
Slum Upgrading Project in Indonesia, expected to be co-
financed with the World Bank.

It includes a $100 million loan to finance the Shorkot-
Khanewal Section of National Motorway M-4 in Pakistan, 
co-financed with the Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
and the United Kingdom’s Department for International 
Development (DFID).

A $27.5 million loan for the Dushanbe-Uzbekistan Border 
Road Improvement Project in Tajikistan, co-financed with 
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
(EBRD) was also included in the projects.

AIIB’s President Jin Liqun while announcing the loans, that 
he is delighted to announce that AIIB’s Board of Directors 
has today - just six months after the Bank’s inauguration - 
approved the first group of loans.

Liqun stated that these projects, which span the energy, 
urban development and transport sectors, will help to 
bridge the region’s critical infrastructure financing gap and 
strengthen regional connectivity.

The bank’s Vice President and Chief Investment Officer DJ 
Pandian welcomed new investments.

Pandian stated in an AIIB statement that the Bank places 
tremendous importance on ensuring that its investments 
lead to positive results and measurable outcomes for its 
clients and will improve lives of millions of people in 
different regions of Asia.

The bank, which supports infrastructure development 
and regional connectivity in Asia, is targeting lending of 
approximately $1.2 billion in 2016.

AIIB APPROVES FIRST LOANS 
FOR PROJECTS IN FOUR 

COUNTRIES

The Union Cabinet approved a change in the names of the 
Madras, Bombay and Calcutta High Courts to reflect the 
alterations in the official nomenclature of these cities to 
Chennai, Mumbai and Kolkata, respectively.

Telecom and IT Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad told reporters 
after a Cabinet meeting that the names of these cities have 
been changed for a few years now. [So] it is appropriate 
to change the names of their High Courts as well and the 
Cabinet has approved the introduction of the ‘The High 
Courts [Alteration of Names] Bill, 2016’ in Parliament. 

According to the official statement from the government the 
bill will facilitate the changing of the names of the Bombay 
High Court as the Mumbai High Court; the Madras High 
Court as the Chennai High Court. Still the Govt. is silent on 
changing the name of the Calcutta High Court.

At present, there is no Central law under which the proposal 
for change of names of these High Courts can be addressed 
and the new legislation will enable. 

A SHORT STORY : NOW, BOMBAY, MADRAS AND CALCUTTA HIGH COURTS 
TO BEAR CITY NAMES
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India’s first women fighter pilots - Bhawana Kanth, Avani 
Chaturvedi and Mohana Singh - were commissioned in the 
Indian Air Force.

Each has cleared the first stage of training and has about 150 
hours of flying. After getting their wings as flying officers, 
they will train for six months on the Advanced Jet Fighter  
“the British-built Hawk” they will be assigned fighters and 
their squadrons.

Air Chief Arup Raha has already stated that the woman 
fighters will get no preference and will be assigned as per 
requirements of the force.

The three women, all in their mid-twenties, have already 
encountered uncertainties and hazards of flying, when 
training and grit become the difference between a successful 
recovery and an accident, or even between life and death.

Avani Chaturvedi had to abort her second solo flight sortie 
minutes before take-off. “As I started rolling for take- off 
near the first marker, I heard the Canopy Warning Audio,” 
she recounts. 

The warning, she says, “confused” her initially, but her 
hours of training took over and she “aborted” the take-off 
bringing the aircraft to a halt safely on the runway.

For pilots, says Cadet Chaturvedi, it all about “split second” 
decisions. “Had I delayed aborting the take-off or got air 

borne with the open canopy, it would’ve been catastrophic,” 
she adds. Flying cadet Bhawana Kanth stated that she was 
going in for her first ever solo spin and recovery manoeuvre 
when, flying at 20,000 feet, “doubt started creeping in,” on 
what would happen if the aircraft didn’t respond.

She nonetheless, she went into a spin. “It was more vicious,” 
she says, adding, “the fighter pilot in me took over. The 
recovery action drilled “into us” took over. The aircraft 
“recovered from spin and so did my confidence.”

On her first solo night sortie, flying cadet Mohana Singh 
encountered bad weather with thunder and lightning. She 
couldn’t distinguish between the stars in the sky and a 
smallcluster of lights on the ground. Visual cues were going 
against cues from the instrument. The effect was difficult to 
maintain or ascertain the altitude of the aircraft, it became.

SBI Cards and Payment Services (SBI Card), the third-
largest card issuer by number, launched a premium credit 
card — ELITE. Launched on the MasterCard World 
platform, ELITE has bundled several privileges and benefits 
for high networth individuals (HNIs).

Enabled with Near Field Communication technology, 
ELITE allows customers a contact-less payment experience.

Speaking at the launch event, Vijay Jasuja, Chief Executive 
Officer, SBI Card, stated that the card will give customers 
an experience of premium privileges that are unique and 
match their lifestyle.

Vijay Jasuja stated in a statement that this is our first card 
on the premium MasterCard world platform and we are 
excited about bringing a world of exclusive privileges to 
our customers through this partnership. The card will come 
with a joining fee of 4,999. All ELITE customers will 
receive a welcome gift of 5,000 in the form of vouchers 
from popular travel and lifestyle brands. Jasuja made it 
clear that SBI Card’s move to launch a premium credit 
card does not mean that the company was moving away 
from the mass and mass affluent segments. Mr. Jasuja also 
added that they will not dilute our focus on the mass and 
mass affluent segment in terms of offerings, value, quality 

of service. They account for our major customer base Side-
by-side, we also want to ramp up the contribution of the 
premium segment to 20-25 per cent in terms of number of 
cards, from the current 15 per cent,” he added. As on date, 
SBI Card, which started its journey in 1998, has a customer 
base of 3.75 million. ELITE offers privileges such as 24x7 
concierge services, golf course reservations, spa, and 
limousine or movie ticket bookings — all of these can be 
availed with just one phone call. For frequent fliers, ELITE 
offers lounge access through “priority pass programme” at 
over 850 airports across the globe. Vikas Varma, Executive 
Director, MasterCard, South Asia, stated that an Indian 
affluent citizen is now a global citizen and behaves — from 
the spend standpoint — like any other affluent citizen the 
world over.

INDIA’S FIRST THREE WOMEN 
FIGHTER PILOTS COMMISSIONED

SBI CARD LAUNCHES PREMIUM CREDIT CARD ‘ELITE’
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INDIA RANKED 105TH OUT OF 
130 COUNTRIES ON GLOBAL 

HUMAN CAPITAL INDEX
India was ranked low at 105th position globally on a 
worldwide Human Capital Index, which measures countries’ 
ability to nurture, develop and deploy talent for economic 
growth and was topped by Finland.

India ranks much below China’s 71st position while 
Bangladesh, Bhutan and Sri Lanka are also placed higher 
on the index released by Geneva-based World Economic 
Forum (WEF) in this Chinese city at its Annual Meeting 
of New Champions — also known as ‘Summer Davos’ 
summit.

Pakistan ranks further lower at 118th place.

Giving India 105th rank out of the total 130 countries 
included in the index, WEF stated that the country has 
optimised just 57 per cent of its human capital endowment 
placing it in the top of the bottom quartile of the Index.

India was ranked 100th last year out of total 124 countries 
included in the 2015 index.

On positive side, India has got better rankings on quality of 
education system (39th), staff training (46th) and ease of 
finding skilled employees (45th) indicators. This suggests a 
primary avenue for improvement for the country consists of 
expanding access to its numerous learning and employment 
opportunities.

The report also showed that India had the largest share in 
the “global distribution of tertiary degree holders” at nearly 
78 million while it was second largest after China on global 

distribution of recent graduates in STEM subjects (science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics) at about 2.5 
million.

According to WEF statement, an average of only 65 per cent 
of the world’s talent is being optimised through education, 
skills development and deployment during people’s 
lifetimes globally also. 

Finland, Norway and Switzerland hold the top three 
positions, utilising around 85 per cent of their human 
capital. Japan leads when it comes to 55 year-olds and over.

On the global index, Japan and Sweden have moved up 
to 4th and 5th places and are followed by New Zealand, 
Denmark, the Netherlands, Canada and and Belgium in 
top ten. Among BRICS countries, India is ranked lowest as 
against Russia’s 28th, China’s 71st, Brazil’s 83rd and South 
Africa’s 88th. Countries ranked below India include Nepal, 
Myanmar, Haiti, Malawi and Burundi while Mauritania, 
Yemen, Chad, Nigeria and Mali are placed in the bottom-
five with below 50 per cent talent optimisation.

MiLLiTaRY Coup in TuRkEY
On 15–16 July 2016, an unsuccessful coup was staged 
against Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and his 
government by a faction within the Turkish Armed Forces 
(Turkish Peace Council). At least 290 people were killed 
and more than a thousand injured. In Ankara, the Turkish 
Parliament and the Presidential Palace were bombed. Shots 
were also heard near major airports in Ankara and Istanbul.
Reactions to the event were largely against the coup, both 
domestically and internationally. The main opposition 
parties in Turkey, for example, condemned the attempt, 
while several international leaders—such as those from 
the United States, NATO, and the European Union—called 
for respect for the democratic institutions in Turkey and 
its elected officials. A proposed United Nations Security 

Council statement denouncing the coup was not, however, accepted by Egypt, a non-permanent member of the Council at 
the time.
The incumbent government rapidly declared the attempt a failure and began prosecuting those involved. The first official 
reaction came from Turkish Prime Minister Binali Yıldırım, who addressed the media one day later saying that the situation 
was “completely under control.” Mass arrests followed with at least 6,000 people being detained including at least 2,839 
soldiers and 2,745 judges. President Erdoğan blamed soldiers linked to the Gülen Movement, which the government has 
designated as a terrorist organization under the name FETÖ, for orchestrating the coup attempt, though the Movement’s 
spiritual leader and exiled cleric Fethullah Gülen condemned the coup and denied any involvement.
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EUROPEAN UNION Vs 
BRITAIN

 #  European union consist of 28 countries 

 #  Headquartered : BRUSSELS

 #  EU Chairman: Martin Schulz

 #  European commission chairman: Jean Claude Juncker

 #  contain 28 countries

United kingdom consist of four countries:

1. England

2. N. Ireland

3. Scotland

4. Wales

 # Britain want to exit European union in this case 
everything will be decided according to ARTICLE 50 
LISBON TREATY:

1.   Once exit, Britain will not be allowed to become the 
part of EU again.

2.   Other countries of EU will give their advice on this 
condition and every member have the veto power to 
vote.

3.   Even military and defense of EU & Britain can be 
separated in future.

Effect on eu:

 # Danger in citizenship of 33 lac EU citizens living in 
Britain.

 # EU will lose one of the richest member.

 # Big amount of budget will be lost.

 # France, Germany etc. will also demand separations.

 # Goodwill of EU in trade without Britain will fall.

Immediate impact on britain:

 # Its position as 5th largest economy will be lost.

 # 12-15% value of pound will fall.

 # Decrease in value of pound will lead to inflation in Britain.

 # For spending holiday in EU Britain people will have to 
pay more after separation.

Long-term impact on britain

 # Britain will lose its A+++ rating thus it will become 
difficult to get loan.

 # It will leads to Recession in Britain.

 # It will lead to bad effect on Britain, thus it may lead to 
use emergency fund.  

Separation of britain from eu expects 5.6% decline in 
the global economic development.

Immediate bad impact on india

 # Britain is on the 3rd position in case of FDI in India but 
after its exit from EU it will 1st focus on local market 
of its country & it will be a loss for India.

 # 800 Indians working in Britain will face loss.

 # Tata Group can bear loss of Rs. 998 crore in next 10 
years.

 # 8000 Indians who are employed in Britain may get 
their jobs in danger.

Long -term bad impact on india

 # Job of 19.9% Indian’s working part-time in Britain will 
be in danger.

 # Export of India in Britain will decrease causes loss to 
India.

 # Britain will now frame restricted rules related to VISA 
making it difficult to visit Britain.

Good effects on india

 # Weaker pound will reduce burden on those children 
studying in U.K.

 # Travel to UK will get cheaper.
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 # The 2016 UEFA European Championship, also known as UEFA Euro 
2016 or simply Euro 2016, is the 15th edition of the UEFA European 
Championship, is the quadrennial international men's football 
championship of Europe organized by UEFA. 

 # It is started in France from 10th June to 10th July 2016. 

 # Spain is the two-time defending champions, having won 2008 and 2012 
editions. 

 # It is for the first time, the European Championship final tournament will 
be played by 24 teams that has been expanded from the 16-team format 
used since 1996.

 # France was chosen as the host nation on 28th May 2010, after a bidding 
process in which they beat Italy and Turkey for the right to host the 2016 
finals. 

 # The winning team earns the right to compete at the 2017 FIFA 
Confederations Cup hosted by Russia.

INLINE FACTS:

 # Initially, 12 stadiums were presented for the French bid, chosen on 28th May 2010. 

 # These venues were to be whittled down to 9 by the end of May 2011, but it was suggested in June 2011 that 11 venues 
might be used.

 HOST COUNTRY:   FRANCE

 # DATES:    10 JUNE -10 JULY 2016

 # TEAMS:    24

 # VENUES:    10

UEFA EURO 2016
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TEN HOST CITIES ARE –

1.   SAINT DENIS-STADE DE FRANCE (Capacity:   
      81,338)

2. MARSEILLE-STADE VELODROME (Capacity:  
      67,394) 

3.   LYON (Capacity: 59,286)

4.   LILLE (Capacity: 50,186)

5.   PARIS (Capacity: 48,712)

6.   BORDEAUX (Capacity: 42,115)

7.   SAINT ETIENNE (Capacity: 41,965)

8.   NICE (Capacity: 35,624)

9.   LENS (Capacity: 38,223)

10. TOULOUSE (Capacity: 33,150)

Note: Capacity figures are for matches at UEFA Euro 2016 
and are not necessarily the total capacity that the stadium is 
capable of holding.

Team’s base camps:

Each and every team has their "team base camp" for their 
stay between the matches. 

From an initial list of 66 bases, the 24 participating teams 
had to confirm their selection with UEFA by 31st January 
2016. 

Match Ball:  Beau Jeu (Unveiled in 12 Nov 2015)

Mascot:  Super Victor (Unveiled in 18 Nov 2014)

Logo and Slogan:

LOGO: The official logo was unveiled on 26th June 2013, during 
the ceremony at the Pavillon Cambon Capucines in Paris.

Conceived by Portuguese agency Brandia Central, which 
also created the visual identity for the previous European 
Championship, the design is based on the theme "Celebrat-
ing the art of football".  The logo includes HENRI DELAU-
NAY TROPHY and the blue, white and red colours of the 
French flag, surrounded by a mixture of shapes and lines 
representing different artistic movements and football ele-
ments.

SLOGAN: On 17th October 2013, UEFA announced the 
official slogan of the tournament i.e. Le Rendez-Vous. 

Asked about its meaning, Jacques Lambert, chairman of the 
Euro 2016 organizing committee, told that the slogan "is 
much more than a reminder of dates and venues". 

He further explained that "UEFA is sending out an invita-
tion to football fans throughout the world and to lovers of 
major events, an invitation to meet up and share the emo-
tions of an elite-level tournament.

Official songs:

The competition's official opening song is “THIS ONE’S 
FOR YOU”   by DAVID GUETTA featuring  ZARA LAR-
SON  and the official closing song is "Free Your Mind" by 
Lavelle.  It was reported that David Guetta sought one million 
fans to add their voices to the official anthem via a website.                                                                                                                 
Source: e-architect.co.uk 

UEFA EURO 2016
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Deen Dayal Antyodaya Yojana (DAY) with an aim to uplift 
the urban poor folks by enhancing sustainable livelihood 
opportunities through skill development. Keeping in view 
the objective of Make in India, Skill Development is 
essential for socio economic betterment. 

Deen Dayal Antyodaya Yojana was launched under the 
Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation 
(HUPA). Government of India has provisioned Rs.500 
crore for the scheme.

The scheme is integration of the National Urban Livelihoods 
Mission (NULM) and National Rural Livelihoods Mission 
(NRLM).

National Urban Livelihoods Mission (NULM) is renamed 
as Deen Dayal Antyodaya Yojana-(DAY-NULM) and in 
Hindi as - Rashtriya Shahri Aajeevika Mission. Under the 
scheme urban areas extends the coverage to all the 4041 
statutory cities and towns, there by covering almost the 
entire urban population. Currently, all the urban poverty 
alleviating programmes covered only 790 towns and cities.

mission of dAY-NULmdAY-NULm

To reduce poverty and vulnerability of the urban poor 
households by enabling them to access gainful self 
employment and skilled wage employment opportunities, 
resulting in an appreciable improvement in their livelihoods 
on a sustainable basis, through building strong grassroots 
level. 

The mission would also aim to providing the shelter 
equipped with essential services to the urban homeless in 
a phased manner. The scheme also address the livelihood 
concern of the urban street vendors by facilitating with 
suitable space, institutional credit, and social security and 

skills to the urban street vendor for accessing emerging 
market opportunities.

Component of day-nulm

The scheme has two component one for urban India and 
other for rural India.

The Urban component named as Deen Dayal Antyodaya 
Yojana will be implemented by the Ministry of Housing and 
Urban Poverty Alleviation.

The rural component named as Deen Dayal Upadhyaya 
Grameen Kaushalya Yojana will be implemented by the 
Ministry of Rural Development.

main highlights of the scheme

Employment through Skill Training and Placement - An 
expenditure of Rs.15, 000 per person is allowed on training 
of urban poor which is Rs.18, 000 in North-East and J&K. 
Moreover. 

Training urban poor to meet the enormous demand from 
urban citizens by imparting market-oriented skills through 
City Livelihood Centers.

Social Mobilization and Institution Development - It will 
be done through formation of Self-Help Groups (SHG) for 
training members and hand holding, an initial support of 10, 
000 is given for each group. 

Assistance of Rs.50, 000 is provided to Registered Area 
Level Federations.

Subsidy to urban poor - An interest subsidy of 5% - 7% for 
setting up individual micro-enterprises with a loan of up to 
2 lakh and for group enterprises with a loan limit of up to 
Rs.10 lakhs.

Shelters for urban homeless - Cost of construction of shelters 
for urban homeless is fully funded under the Scheme.

Other means - Development of vendor markets and also 
the promotion of skills for the vendors through setting up 
infrastructure and special projects for the rag picker and 
differently abled etc.

Effectiveness of the SchemedAY-NULm

Ownership and productive involvement of the urban 
poor and their institutions in all processes Transparency 
in programme design and implementation, including 
institution building and capacity strengthening

dEEn daYaL anTYodaYa 
Yojana
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Accountability of government functionaries and the 
community

Partnerships with industry and other stake holders  
Community self-reliance, self-dependence, self-help and 
mutual-help

Guiding principles

The core belief of National Urban Livelihoods Mission 
(NULM) is that the poor are entrepreneurial and have innate 
desire to come out of poverty. The challenge is to unleash 
their capabilities to generate meaningful and sustainable 
livelihoods.

NULM believes that any livelihood promotion programme 
can be scaled up in a time bound manner only if driven by 
the poor and their institutions. 

Such strong institutional platforms support the poor 
in building up their own human, social, financial, and 
other assets. This in turn, enables them access to rights, 
entitlements, opportunities and services from the public and 
private sectors, while enhancing their solidarity, voice and 
bargaining power.

As per the Constitution (74th Amendment) Act, 1992, urban 
poverty alleviation is a legitimate function of the Urban 
Local Bodies (ULB). 

Therefore, ULBs would need to undertake a lead role for all 
issues and programmes concerning the urban poor in cities/
towns, including skills and livelihoods.

NULM would aim at universal coverage of the urban poor 
for skill development and credit facilities. 

It will strive for skills training of the urban poor for market-
based jobs and self-employment, facilitating easy access to 
credit.

Street vendors constitute an important segment of the 
urban population. Street vending provides a source of self-
employment, and thus acts as a measure of urban poverty 
alleviation without major Government intervention. 

They have a prominent place in the urban supply chain 
and an integral part of the economic growth process within 
urban areas. NULM would aim at facilitating access to 
suitable spaces, institutional credit, social security and 
skills to the urban street vendors for accessing emerging 
market opportunities. 

Accordingly, NULM would aim at providing shelter 
equipped with essential services to the urban homeless in 
a phased manner.

NULM would place a very high emphasis on convergence 
with schemes/programmes of the relevant line Ministries/
Departments and programmes of state governments dealing 
with skills, livelihoods, entrepreneurship development, 
health, education, social assistance, etc. An alliance strategy 
will be sought with all concerned departments to promote 
skills training of rural-urban migrants as a bridge the gap 
between the livelihoods of the rural and urban poor.

NULM would aim at partnership with the private and 
civil society in providing shelters, skill training, and also 
in facilitating technological, marketing and hand holding 
support for the urban poor entrepreneurs who want to be 
self-employed and set up their own small businesses or 
manufacturing units.

monitoring of the Schememonitoring of the Scheme

The Ministry had developed an online web based 
Management Information System (MIS) for the purpose of 
monitoring real time and regular progress of the scheme. 

MIS was launched on 20 January 2015.MIS also enables 
stakeholders such as training providers, certification 
agencies, banks, resource organizations to feed required 
information directly which can be accessed by urban local 
bodies, States and Ministry of HUPA for monitoring and 
other purposes and to track the progress.

Moreover, for effective monitoring of the implementation 
of the scheme DAY-NULM Directorate regularly conduct 
review meetings and video conferences with the State/UTs.

dEEn daYaL anTYodaYa 
Yojana
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Q.1.  Which of the following bank 
along with SBI Associates got 
approval for merger in SBI ?

 1)  Syndicate Bank 
2)  UCO Bank  
3)  Indian Bank  
4)  Dena Bank  
5)  Bhartiya Mahila Bank

Q.2.   Which state has become the 
first State to have obtained a 
telecom license and it can issue 
phone numbers starting with 
the ‘797’ series from August 
this year?

 1)  Himanchal Pradesh 
2)  Telangana  
3)  Odisha  
4)  Andhra Pradesh 
5)  Tamil Nadu

Q.3.   Who has been appointed as the 
Law Secretary of country?

 1)  Suresh Chandra 
2)  Ashok Lavasa 
3)  Brijesh Chauhaan 
4)  Shiv Kumar  
5)  Rajiv Pratap

Q.4.   Who has been elected as the 
President of the next session of 
the UN General Assembly?

 1)  Hilary Clinton 
2)  Dalai Lama  
3)  Baan ki Moon 
4)  Peter Thomson 
5)  Kofi Annan

Q.5.   The UN agency promoting 
gender equality and the 
empowerment of women has 
appointed which celebrity 
as their global goodwill 
ambassador?

 1)  Salma Hayek 
2)  Scarlet Johnson 
3)  Mila Kunis  
4)  Anne Hathaway 
5)  Kate Moss

Q.6.   Which of the following person 
will be awarded with the 2016 
PEN Pinter Prize on 13 October 
2016?

 1)  Edmund Duffy 
2)  Margaret Atwood 
3)  Tyler Hicks  
4)  Don Wright  
5)  Jon Franklin

Q.7.   Who has been appointed 
as the director general of 
Doordarshan?

 1)  Reena Basu  
2)  Komal Chaddha 
3)  Vena Jain  
4)  Aparna Vaish  
5)  Supriya Sahu

Q.8.   Who has been elected as  the 
Chairman of the International 
Chamber of Commerce (ICC) 
which is situated in Paris, France?

 1)  Mukesh Ambani 
2)  Sunil Bharti Mittal 
3)  Ratan Tata  
4)  Kishore Biyani 
5)  Azim Premzi

Q.9.   Recently US President 
Barack Obama has nominated 
__________ as the next 
American ambassador to 
Malaysia.

 1)  Veerbhadra Singh 
2)  M Rajaswammy 
3)  Anurag Mathur 
4)  Manohar Lal khurana 
5)  Kamala Shirin Lakhdhir

Q.10.   Which of the following 
company has been on top in the 
Fortune Next 500 list of Indian 
companies?

 1)  IRCTC  
2)  UTI Asset Management  
     Company  
3)  Flipkart  
4)  Dynamatic Technologies 
5)  Just Dial

Q.11.   Which of the following city has 
been rated as the least expensive 
on the basis of cost of living in 
the Asia Pacific (APAC) region, 
according to a visual analytics 
app Qlik?

 1)  Delhi  
2)  Mumbai  

3)  Jaipur  
4)  Chennai  
5)  Kolkata

Q.12.   Human Resource Development 
Minister Smriti Irani launched a 
programme through which any 
person can voluntarily teach 
government school children 
without acquiring degree of a 
teacher. What is the name of the 
programme?

 1) Vidya Volunteer programme 
2) Sahyog Volunteer programme 
3) Shiksha Volunteer programme 
4)  Vidyanjali School Volunteer  
     programme  
5)  Aaradhna Volunteer 
programme

Q..13  Which Egypt’s toppled Islamist 
president is sentenced to life 
imprisonment by court, for 
passing states secrets to Qatar? 

 1) Abdel Fateh Al Sisi  
2) Mohm Morsi   
3) Mohm Naguib  
4) Gamal Abdel Nasser  
5) Anwar Sadat 

Q.14.  Which Kannada Film won 
best film & best script writer’s 
awards at the 19th Shanghai 
International Film Festival?

 1) Aahuti  2) Aluku 
3) Garuda 4) Tithi  
5) Tutthuri 

Q.15.  Which state becomes the 1st 
state in India to provide free 
treatment to confirmed cases 
of Hepatitis C under “Mukhya 
Mantri Hepatitis C Relief  
Fund”? 

 1) Karnataka  2) Haryana   
3) Uttar Pradesh 4) Assam 
5) Punjab 

Q.16.  Which state gov. gave its 
approval to set up an AYUSH 
University, the 1st of its kind in 
India?

 1) Kerala 2) Meghalaya 
3) Chattisgarh 4) Haryana  
5) Maharashtra 
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Q.17.  Which of the following has 
been elected as Rome’s 1st 
Female Mayor?

  1. Mirion Gadzi   
2. Simone Carr   
3. Virigini Raggi  
4. Sayra Timble   
5. Nicole Harper 

Q.18.  Which of the following Indian 
Bank is listed on the List of 
“Hall of Shame” for investment 
in cluster bomb funds?

 1) ICICI Bank  2) AXIS Bank  
3) SBI  4) Dena Bank 
5) BOB

Q.19.  Which of the following has 
won the European Grand Prix, 
2016 in Formula One? 

 1) Lewis Hamilton  
2) Nico Rosberg  
3) Sebastian Vettel  
4) Fernando Alonso  
5) Sergio Perez 

Q.20.  How many Boeing Airlines 
have been agreed upon by 
U.S.A. to Iran?

  1) 100 2) 200  
3) 300 4) 400  
5) 500 

Q.21.   What is the full form of NRCPC, 
in regards to the Chinese super 
computer?

 1)   National Research Centre 
of Programmable Computer 
Engineering and Technology

 2)  National Research Centre 
of Programme Computer 
Engineering and 
Technology

 3) National Research Centre 
of Parallel Computer 
Engineering and Technology

 4)  National Research Centre 
for Programmable 
Computer Engineering and 
Technology

 5)  National Research Centre 
for Parallel Computer 
Engineering and Technology

Q.22.   Who will be awarded with the 
prestigious Rajarshi Shahu 
Puraskar for the year 2016?

 1)  Mayawati  
2)  Akhilesh Yadav 
3)  Nitish Kumar 
4)  Nitin Gadkari 
5)  Sharad Pawar

Q.23.   Whose postal cover was 
launched by India Post Delhi 
Sikh Gurudwara Management 
Committee (DSGMC) to 
commemorate his 300th death 
anniversary?

 1)  Baba Deep Singh Jee 
2)  Baba Teg Bahadur Singh 
3)  Baba Banda Singh Bahadur 
4)  Baba Gurmeet Singh 
5)  Baba Gyanendra Singh

Q.24.   SECI stands for?

 1)   Solar Energy Corporation 
of Israel 

 2)   Solar Energy Corporation 
of Iraq 

 3)   Solar Energy Corporation 
of Iran 

 4)   Solar Energy Corporation 
of India 

 5)   Solar Energy Corporation 
of Indonesia

Q.25.   Through which PSLV, The 
Indian Space Research 
Organisation (ISRO) created 
history by launching 20 
satellites from the Satish 
Dhawan Space Centre at 
Sriharikota?

 1)  C-38 2)  C-33 
3)  C-36 4)  C-31 
5)  C-34

Q.26. According to the World 
Investment Report of 
UNCTAD, what is India’s 
position wrt largest recipient of 
FDI around the world?

 1)  Fourth 2)  Sixth 
3)  Eighth 4)  Tenth 
5)  Twelwth

Q.27.   Which of the following Port 
has been declared as the second 
gateway port for Nepal after 
Kolkata-Haldia?

 1)  Kochi Port  
2)  Ennore Port  
3)  Visakhapatanam 
4)  Kandla  
5)  Nhava Sheva

Q.28.   Who has won the best women’s 
player award in the Eurasian 
Blitz chess tournament, 2016 in 
Kazakhstan?

 1)  Anubhutri Bhattacharya 
2)  Harika Dronavalli 
3)  Anjum Khan  
4)  Sneha Singh  
5)  Monica Sharma

Q.29.   Who will be awarded with 
the Ghanshyam Das Birla (G 
D Birla) award, 2015 for his 
significant contributions in the 
field of mechanics?

 1)  Veerbhadhra Singh 
2)  Sanjay Mittal 
3)  Nikhil Chandiwala 
4)  LakshmiKant 
5)  Sandeep Deshwal

Q.30.   Who announced as the brand 
ambassador of Exide Life 
Insurance Company?

 1)  Virat Kohli  
2)  Saina Nehwal 
3)  M.S.Dhoni  
4)  Vijendra Singh 
5)  Mary Kom

Q.31.   ITEC stands for-

 1)  Indian Technological and  
     Economic Course

 2)  Indian Technical and  
     Economic 

 3) Indian Technical and  
         Economic Culture

 4) India Technical and  
         Economic Culture 

 5) India Technical and  
         Economic 
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Q.32.   China has launched its first 
________ in its Tibetan region 
near the India and Nepal 
borders with an aim to limit 
light pollution and protect 
astronomical sites.

 1)  Biodiversity Sky Reserve 
2)  Bei Dou Reserve 
3)  Galaxy Reserve 
4)  Bright Sky Reserve 
5)  Dark Sky Reserve

Q.33.   New Delhi is the only Indian 
city  in the list of Dells 2016 
Women Entrepreneur Cities 
Index (WE Cities) with a rank 
of _________ ? 

 1)   21st  2)   22nd  
3)   23rd  4)   24th  
5)   25th 

Q.34.   What shall be the tenure of Anil 
Kumble as the Head Coach of 
the Indian Cricket Team?

 1)    1 2)    2 
3)    3 4)    4 
5)    5

Q.35.   ___________, a Chinese 
Academy of Sciences (CAS) 
member won the International 
Meteorological Organisation 
Prize, the world’s top prize for 
meteorological work bestowed 
by the World Meteorological 
Organisation (WMO).?

 1)    K.L. Pat  
2)   Zeng Qingcun  
3)   Liu Xiang   
4)    Shi Chuan   
5)    Seri Jay 

Q.36.   __________ and Tata 
Consultancy Service’s Co-
Innovation Network (COIN) 
will create an open innovation 
framework to mentor Indian 
startups and bring their products 
to the market.

 1)  Google  
2)  Microsoft Accelerator 
3)  Accenture  
4)  Wipro  
5)  IBM

Q.37.   The 17th edition of the 
International Indian Film 
Academy (IIFA) Awards was 
held in-

 1)  Austria 2)  New York 
3)  Paris 4)  London 
5)  Spain

Q.38.   Which Indian athlete is the first 
Indian woman since PT Usha to 
qualify for 100m event in the 
Olympics?

 1)  Aparna Popat 
2)  Anjum Chopra 
3)  Anjali Bhagwat 
4)  Dutee Chand  
5)  Asha Agarwal

Q.39.   Kemar Bailey-Cole is related to-

 1)  Basket Ball  
2)  Tennis  
3)  Badminton  
4)  Shooting  
5)  Atheletics

Q.40.   Which country will lift the ban 
on openly transgender persons 
serving in the military from 
next month?

 1)  France 2)  USA 
3)  Canada 4)  Britain 
5)  Russia

Q.41.  What is the full form of 
MTCR related to Millitary 
Technology?

 1)  Missile Technology Central 
Regime 

 2) Missile Technology 
Control Regime 

 3) Missile Turbulence Control 
Regime 

 4) Missile Turbulence Central 
Regime

 5)  Missile Turnbell Co-
operative Regime 

Q.42.  Which of the following has 
resigned from International 
Football after Argentina defeat 
at the Copa America Finals 
2016?

 1) Gonzalo Higuain 
2) Sergio Auguero 
3) Pepe   
4) Leonel Messi  
5) Alexis Sanchez 

Q.43.  Which of the following has 
written the book ‘The Polished 
Hoe’?

 1) Harper Lee  
2) Austin Clarke  
3) Agatha Christie  
4) Chris Martin   
5) Jhumpa Lahiri 

Q.44. Which of the following 
countries has won the Copa 
America 2016 for the 2nd time 
consecutively?

 1) Argentina  2) Colombia  
3) U.S.A.  4) Chile  
5) Brazil 

Q.45.  The ACC have approved 
the appointment of N S 
Vishwanathan as Deputy 
Governor of RBI. He shall be 
appointed in place of-

 1. H.R.Khan 2. R.Gandhi 
3. S.S.Mundra 4. Urjit patel 
5. Raghuram Rajan

Q.46.  The North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO) 
appointed ________-as deputy 
head of the US-led alliance.

 1. Ban Ki Moon  
2. Rose Gottemoeller 
3. Ted Mosbee  
4. Simone Strong  
5. Sharon Adams 

Q.47.  The government has selected 
which of the following as the 
CEO of National Investment 
and Infrastructure Fund?

 1. K Shankar Menon  
2. Ranveer Pant   
3. Sujoy  Bose   
4. Bibek Debroy  
5. Ramesh Chand 

Q.48.  “Half Lion” a book recently 
released by Vice President 
Hamid Ansari is based on – 
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 1) Atal Bihari Vajpayee  
2) Sonia Gandhi  
3) Indira Gandhi  
4) Narsimha Rao  
5) Narendra Modi 

Q.49.  Which of the following 
countries has topped in WEF’s 
Human Capital Index list –

 1. India  2. France  
3. Spain  4. Finland  
5. Japan 

Q.50.  What is the rank of India in the 
World Bank’s latest Human 
Capital Index Report?

 1. 34      2. 35 
3. 36 4. 36   
5.   37 

Q.51.  Which of the following has been 
named for ‘Great Immigrants: 
The Pride of America’ award?

 1. Satya Nadella  
2. Indira Nooyi  
3.  Sundar Pichai  
4. Mukesh Ambani  
5.  Rajiv Suri 

Q.52.  What is the overall % 
increase in the salary after the 
implementation of 7th Pay 
Commission?

 1. 22.5 2.  23.25 
3. 23.55 4. 24.5 
5. 22.25

Q.53.   What is the theme of this Year’s 
BRICS Youth Summit ?

 1)   Youth as brigade for intra-
BRICS exchanges 

 2)  Youth against battle for 
intra-BRICS exchanges 

 3)   Youth as bridge for intra-
BRICS exchanges 

 4)   Youth as bride for intra-
BRICS exchanges 

 5)   Youth as bridge for intra-
BRIC exchanges 

Q.54.   K.G. Subramaniam was related to –
 1)  Dance 2)  Sports 

3)  Social Work 4)  Arts 
5)  Politics 

Q.55.   Rodrigo Duterte sworn in as the 
16th President of which country?

 1)  Costa Rica  2)  Spain 
3)  Philippines 4)  Malaysia  
5)  Jamaica 

Q.56.   What is the name of the start-up 
launched by Cisco?

 1)  StartPad  
2)  Cutting Edge  
3)  Launch Pad           
4)  Stare Time   
5)  ABOF 

Q.57.   In context of HRD what does 
DIET stands for?

 1) Disable Institutes for 
Education and Training

 2) Domestic Institution of 
Education and Training

 3) Domestic Institutes of 
Education and Training

 4) District Institution of 
Education and Training

 5) District Institutes of 
Education and Training

Q.58.   Which film has won the best 
feature film award at the 37th 
Durban International Film 
Festival?

 1)  The Nagada Player 
2)  The Guitaar Player 
3)  The Flute Player 
4)  The Violin Player 
5)  The Piano Player

Q.59.  President Pranab Mukherjee 
presented the Dr B C Roy 
National Awards, on the 
occasion of-

 1)  Air Force Day 
2)  Engineers Day 
3)  Doctors Day  
4)  Military Day  
5)  Youth Day

Q.60.   According to The National 
Rifle Association of India, 
which city will host the ISSF 
World Cup finals in 2017?

 1)  Bhopal 2)  Delhi 

3)  Pune 4)  Mumbai 
5)  Lucknow

Q.61.   Agreement of ______ is signed 
between India and World Bank 
to support grid connected rooftop 
solar programme in the country.

 1)  USD 265 million 
2)  USD 625 million 
3)  USD 652 million 
4)  USD 256 million 
5)  None of these

Q.62.   Name the Oscar-winning ‘Deer 
Hunter’ director who died 
recently?

 1)  Michael Jordan 
2)  Donald Tory  
3)  Michael Cimino 
4)  Steven Spielberg 
5)  None of these

Q.63. Which nuclear power plant 
has been issued India’s first 
insurance policy? 

 1) Nuclear Power Corporation 
of India Ltd

 2) Kakrapar Atomic Power 
Station

 3)  Kudankulam Nuclear Power 
Plant

 4) Madras Atomic Power 
Station 

 5) Narora Atomic Power 
Station

Q.64.  State-owned mining behemoth 
NMDC Ltd will buy back over 
80.08 crore shares. Expand 
NMDC?

 1)   National Mine 
Development Company

 2)   Natural Mine 
Development Company

 3)   National Mine 
Development Corporation

 4)   Natural Mine 
Development Corporation

 5) National Mineral 
Development Corporation
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Q.65.  Recently who was conferred 
with the ‘Bharat Gaurav Award’ 
at a function at the House of 
Commons in London?

 1)  Sushma Pandey 
2)  Rita Awasthi  
3)  Swati Bharadwaj 
4)  Neerja Bhanot 
5)  Naina Gupta

Q.66.   According to the latest annual 
update on Swiss banks, released 
by Switzerland’s central bank 
Swiss National Bank (SNB), 
what is India’s rank  in terms of 
money held by its citizens with 
banks in Switzerland ?

 1)  25th 2)  35th 
3)  45th 4)  55th 
5)  75th

Q.67.  Who won the Canada Open Grand 
Prix Badminton tournament, 
2016 in male singles?

 1)  Jwala Gutta  
2)  Saina Nehwal 
3)  Aditya Joshi  
4)  Chetan Anand 
5)  B Sai Praneeth

Q.68.  In context of Cricket, DRA 
stands for-

 1)  Direction Review System 
2)  Decision Review System 
3)  Decision Rating System 
4)  Direction Rating System 
5)  Decision Robin System

Q.69.  Which Port becomes the first 
port in the country to implement 
logistics data tagging of 
containers?

 1)  Marmagao port 
2)  Kandla Port  
3)  Jawaharlal Nehru Port 
4)  Panambur Port 
5)  Cochin Port

Q.70.  In relation to Indo-Russian 
project, what does RFBR stands 
for-

 1) Russian Foundation for 
Boron Research

 2)   Russian Federation for 
Bilateral Research

 3)   Russian Federation for 
Basic Research

 4)   Russian Foundation for 
Bacteria Research

 5)   Russian Foundation for 
Basic Research

Q.71.   Who was honoured with 
“Shan-E-Mohammedan” award 
by Football club Mohammedan 
Sporting?

 1)  Bilal Ahmed  
2)  Ritvik Ghosh 
3)  Prasun Banerjee 
4)  Ajaz Khan  
5)  Zeeshan Alam Khan

Q.72. Which of the following 
becomes the first e-commerce 
marketplace to introduce 
services on its platform?

 1)  Snapdeal 2)  Flipkart 
3)  Amazon 4)  Myntra 
5)  Jabong

Q.73.  Recently Juergen Hase has been 
appointed as the group CEO of-

 1) Reliance Group 
2) Tata Group  
3) L&T  
4) Infosys Group 
5) Aditya Birla Group

Q.74.  Web hosting firm ‘GoDaddy’ 
based on which country?

 1) England 2) USA 
3) Greece 4) Spain 
5) France

Q.75.  Which subsidiary of State 
Bank of India, would go for co-
branding of credit cards with 
more other banks which do not 
have big back-office support?

 1) SBI Capital Markets 
2) SBI DFHI Ltd 
3) SBI Life Insurance Company 
4) SBI Card  
5) SBI Factors

Q.76.  According to the global 
financial services major HSBC, 
India’s economy may grow at-

 1)7.0% 2)7.2% 
3)7.4% 4)7.6% 
5)7.8%

Q.77.  Who has been selected to take 
part in the prestigious “Students 
on Ice Arctic Expedition”?

 1) Abhayjeet Singh Sachal  

2) Harendra Kaur 
3) Balwant Rai Shikhawat 
4) Sukhvinder Singh 
5) Badalsingh Kaur

Q.78.  New Zealand’s Zespri 
International, a marketer of 
kiwifruit, has signed which 
child actor as the face of the 
brand?

 1) Hansika Motwani 
2) Jugal Hansraj  
3) Sana Sayeed  
4) Darsheel Safari 
5) Harshali Malhotra

Q.79. Who is appointed as the new 
HRD Minister?

 1) Suresh Prabhu 
2) Nitin Gadkari  
3) Prakash Javdekar 
4) J.P.Nadda  
5) Harshvardhan

Q.80.   Abdul Sattar Idhi, died at the 
age of 92, he was a well-known-

 1)  Social Worker 
2)  Writer  
3)  Singer  
4)  Politician  
5)  None of these.

Q.81.   Whom did Serena Williams 
defeat to win women’s singles 
Wimbledon title?

 1)  Venus Williams 
2)  Angelique Kerber 
3)  Steffi Graf  
4)  Martina Hingis 
5)  None of these

Q.82.   Name of the storm causing 
havoc in China and Taiwan?

 1)  Katrina 2)  Julia 
3)  Soniya 4)  Nepartak 
5)  None of these

Q.83.   Bangladesh government has 
banned the broadcasting of 
which TV Channel?

 1)  Peace TV India 
2)  Zee TV  
3)  Yash TV  
4)  Sun TV  
5)  None of these

Q.84.   Who is the president of 
Tanzania?
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 1)  Joseph Michael 
2)  John Michael 
3)  John Paul  
4)  John Ponbe Joseph Mgufuli 
5)  None of these

Q.85.   Asia’s longest railway tunnel 
in China’s Shanxi province has 
been designed by cutting which 
mountain?

 1)  Changla  
2) Bogda Peak  
3)  Mount Cangyan 
4)  Kinling Mount. 
5)  None of these

Q.86.   Aditya Puri is the CEO of 
which bank?

 1)  Axis Bank  
2)  HSBC  
3)  HDFC  
4)  ICICI Bank  
5)  UCO Bank

Q.87.   Recently who was nominated 
as the Honorary Ambassador 
for Maharashtra Tourism and 
Culture in Russia?

 1)  Irina Glushkova 
2)  Valentina Matviyenko  
3)  Elvira Nabiullina 
4)  Tatiana Golikova 
5)  Olga Golodets

Q.88.   According to Transparency 
International’s survey, which 
country has the most transparent 
companies?

 1)  China 2)  USA 
3)  France 4)  Japan 
5)  India

Q.89.   Who is the winner of EURO 
2016?

 1)  France 2)  Argentina 
3)  Brazil 4)  Portugal 
5)  England

Q.90.   Amal Dutta was a famous-
 1)  Cricketer 2)  Footballer 

3)  Guitarist 4)  Painter 
5)  Director

Q.91.   Andy Murray defeated _____ 
in men’s singles final to win 
his second Wimbledon title and 
third Grandslam title.

 1)  Milos Raonic 
2)  Roger Federer 
3)  Novak Djokovic 
4)  Andre Agasi  
5)  Rafael Nadal

Q.92.   Timia Babos hails from which 
country?

 1)  USA 2)  Hungary 
3)  Kazakhastan 4)  France 
5)  Russia

Q.93.   Who is the new CMD of BPCL?
 1)  Sanjay Gupta 

2)  Arun Kushwaha 
3)  Anil Chaurasia 
4)  D Rajkumar  
5)  Mudit Mathur

Q.94.  According to the rating agency 
Crisil, for the current fiscal 
2016-17, Indian economy will 
grow at-

 1)  7.5% 2)  7.6% 
3)  7.7% 4)  7.8% 
5)  7.9%

Q.95.  Recently who was awarded 
with the 51th Jnanpith Award?

 1)  Raghuveer Chaudhry 
2)  Ashok Tondon 

3)  Vilas Thakur  
4)  Arvind Prajapati 
5)  Dinesh Gupta

Q.96. Who is the first female Chief 
Justice of Nepal?

 1)  Bidhya Devi Bhandari 
2)  Manisha Koirala 
3)  Menuka  
4)  Sushila Karki 
5)  Karti Oli

Q.97.  According to the survey based 
on solid waste management 
practises by the Centre for 
Science and Environment 
(CSE), which city been chosen 
the cleanest cities in India?

 1)  Panaji 2)  Alappuzha 
3)  Mysuru 4)  Delhi 
5)  Lucknow

Q.98.  Which state government signed 
an MoU with Bangkok-based 
Asian Disaster Preparedness 
Centre (ADPC) to implement 
the Roadmap for Disaster Risk 
Reduction?

 1)  Odisha 2)  Gujrat 
3)  Bihar 4) Tamil Nadu 
5)  Jharkhand

Q.99.  Puneeth Rajkumar is a famous-
 1)  Guitarist 2)  Actor 

3)  Swimmer 4)  Athelete 
5)  Singer

Q.100. Football player Renato 
Sanches, belongs to which 
country?

 1)  Portugal 2)  Argentina 
3)  Brazil 4)  France 
5)  Germany

ANSWER - GENERAL AWARENESS
Q-1. (5). Q-2. (4). Q-3. (1). Q-4. (4). Q-5. (4). Q-6. (2). Q-7. (5). Q-8. (5). Q-9. (5). Q-10. (4). 
Q-11. (2). Q-12. (4). Q-13. (2). Q-14. (4).  Q-15. (5). Q-16. (4).  Q-17. (4). Q-18. (1).  Q-19. (2).  Q-20. (1). 
Q-21. (3). Q-22. (5). Q-23. (3). Q-24. (4). Q-25. (5). Q-26. (4). Q-27. (3). Q-28. (2). Q-29. (2). Q-30. (3). 
Q-31. (2). Q-32. (5). Q-33. (2).  Q-34. (5).  Q-35. (1). Q-36. (2). Q-37. (5). Q-38. (4). Q-39. (5). Q-40. (2). 
Q-41. (2).  Q-42. (4).  Q-43. (2).  Q-44. (4).  Q-45. (1). Q-46. (2).  Q-47. (3).  Q-48. (4). Q-49. (4). Q-50. (2). 
Q-51. (3). Q-52. (1). Q-53. (3).  Q-54. (4). Q-55. (2). Q-56. (3). Q-57. (5). Q-58. (4). Q-59. (3). Q-60. (2). 
Q-61. (2). Q-62. (3). Q-63. (1). Q-64. (5). Q-65. (4). Q-66. (5). Q-67. (5). Q-68. (2). Q-69. (3). Q-70. (5). 
Q-71. (3). Q-72. (1). Q-73. (1). Q-74. (2). Q-75. (4). Q-76. (3). Q-77. (1). Q-78. (5). Q-79. (3). Q-80. (1). 
Q-81. (2). Q-82. (4). Q-83. (1). Q-84. (4). Q-85. (4). Q-86. (3). Q-87. (1). Q-88. (5). Q-89. (4). Q-90. (2). 
Q-91. (1). Q-92. (2). Q-93. (4). Q-94. (5). Q-95. (1). Q-96. (4). Q-97. (2). Q-98. (3). Q-99. (2). Q-100. (1).
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buREau oF CiviL aviaTion SECuRiTY     
 # The  Bureau of  Civil Aviation Security  was initially  set 

up  as  a Cell in the Directorate General of Civil Aviation 
(DGCA) in January 1978 on the  recommendation 
of  the Pande Committee constituted  in the  wake of 
the hijacking  of the Indian Airlines  flight  on  10th 
September , 1976.  

 # The role of the Cell was to coordinate, monitor, inspect 
and train personnel in Civil Aviation Security matters.   

 # The BCAS was reorganized into an independent 
department on 1st April , 1987 under  the Ministry of 
Civil Aviation as a sequel  to the Kanishka Tragedy in 
June  1985.  

 # The main responsibility of BCAS are lay down 
standards and measures in  respect of security of  civil 
flights   at International  and  domestic  airports in India.

ORGANISATION

 # BCAS is the regulatory authority for civil aviation 
security in India. 

 # It is headed by an officer of the rank of Director  
General  of Police  and is designated  as Commissioner 
of Security (Civil Aviation). 

 # Commissioner of security (CA) is the appropriate 
authority for implementation of Annexure 17 to 
Chicago convention of International civil aviation 
organization (ICAO).  

 # Commissioner of security (CA) is responsible for the 
development, implementation and maintenance of the 
National Civil Aviation Security Programme.

 # BCAS HQ is situated in New Delhi.  

 # It has got four Regional Offices located at International 
airports i.e. Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai.  

 # The Regional Office is headed by an officer of the rank 
of Deputy Commissioner of Security (CA).

FUNCTIONS                                                                               

 # Laying down Aviation Security Standards in 
accordance with Annex 17 to Chicago Convention 
of ICAO for airport operators, airlines operators, and 
their security agencies responsible for implementing 
AVSEC measures.

 # Monitoring the implementation of security rules and 
regulations and carrying out survey of security needs.

 # Ensure that the persons implementing security controls 
are appropriately trained and possess all competencies 
required to perform their duties.

 # Planning and coordination of Aviation security matters.

Established:1978 (as DGCA)

 # Renamed: 1 April 1987

 # Director General:  Kumar Rajesh Chandra 

 # Headquarter:  New Delhi

 # Type:  Aviation

 # Website:  www.bcasindia.nic.in

Q1.  BCAS was established in which year?

Q2.  The HQ of BCAS is situated in-

Q3.  Who is the Director General of BCAS?

buREau oF CiviL aviaTion 
SECuRiTY
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CoaL india LiMiTEd     
History:

 # With dawn of the Indian independence a greater need 
for coal production was felt in the First Five Year Plan. 

 # In 1951 the Working Party for the coal Industry was 
set up which included representatives of coal industry, 
labour unions and government which suggested the 
amalgamation of small and fragmented producing 
units. 

 # Thus the idea for a nationalized unified coal sector was 
born. 

 # Integrated overall planning in coal mining is a post-
independence phenomenon. 

 # National Coal Development Corporation was formed 
with 11 collieries with the task of exploring new 
coalfields and expediting development of new coal 
mines.

 # Coal India Limited (CIL) as an organized state owned 
coal mining corporate came into being in November 
1975 with the government taking over private coal 
mines. 

 # With a modest production of 79 Million Tonnes (MTs) 
at the year of its inception CIL today is the single 
largest coal producer in the world. 

 # Operating through 81 mining areas CIL is an apex body 
with 7 wholly owned coal producing subsidiaries and 1 
mine planning and consultancy company spread over 8 
provincial states of India. 

 # CIL also fully owns a mining company in Mozambique 
christened as ‘Coal India Africana Limitada’. 

 # CIL having fulfilled the financial and other prerequisites 
was granted the Maharatna recognition in April 2011. 

mission:

 # To produce and market the planned quantity of coal and 
coal products efficiently and economically in an eco-
friendly manner with due regard to safety, conservation 
and quality.

 # Type:  State-owned enterprise(Public  
  company)

 # Industry:   Metals and Mining

 # Founded:  1975

 # Headquarters:  Kolkata, West Bengal, India

 # Area served:  India

 # Cmd:  Sutirtha Bhattacharya

 # Owner:   GOI

 # Slogan:  We Survive if Nature Lives

 # Website:  www.coalindia.in

Q1.  CIL was established in which year?

Q2.  The HQ of CIL is situated in-

Q3.  Who is the CMD of CIL?
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WHO’S WHO
S.No. dESIGNATION NAmE 
1. Chairman, Rajya Sabha Mohd.Hamid Ansari
2. Chairperson of Lok Sabha Sumitra Mahajan
3. Chairman of NITI Ayog Narendra D Modi
4. Leader of Opposition in Rajya Sabha Gulam Nabi Azad
5. Leader of House in Lok Sabha Narendra D Modi
6. Leader of Congress in Lok Sabha Mallikarjun Kharge
7. Chief Election Commissioner Syed Nasim Ahmed Zaidi
8. Election Commissioner Om Prakash rawat
9. Election Commissioner Achal kumar jyoti
10. Chief Vigilance Commissioner K V chaudhary
11. Foreign Secretary Dr S jayshankar
12. Comptroller & Auditor General of India Shashi Kant Sharma
13. Chairman, National Commission for Backward Classes Jus. Vangala Eswaraiah
14. Chairman, Telecom Regulatory Authority of India R. S Sharma
15. CBI Director Anil Kumar Sinha
16. Chairman, National Commission for Scheduled Tribes Rameshwar Oran
17. Chairperson, National Commission for Minorities Naseem Ahmed
18. Chairman, UPSC Deepak Gupta
19. Director General, National Investigation Agency Sharad Kumar
20. Chairman, UGC Ved Prakash
21. Chairman, Space Commission and ISRO A S Kiran kumar
22. Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission and Sec. Deptt. of Atomic Energy Sekhar Basu
23. Chairman, SSC Ashim Khurana  
24. Chairman,National Human Rights Commission Justice H.L. Dattu
25. Registrar General of India and Census Commissioner Sailesh
26. Chairman, Central Board of Direct Taxes AtuleshJindal
27. Chairman, Insurance Regulatory Development Authority T.S. Vijayan
28. Chairman, Securities & Exchange Board of India U.K. Sinha
29. Chairperson, State Bank of India Arundhati Bhattacharya
30. Chairman, LIC S.K. Roy
31. India’s permanent representative in UNO Syed Akbaruddin
32. Home Secretary  Ratan P. Vatal
33. Chairperson of National Commission for Women Lalitha Kumaramanglam
34. Chairman, 14th Finance Commission Y.V. Reddy
35. Chairman, Competition Commission of India D.K. Sikri
36. Chairperson,CentralBoard of Film Certification Pahlaj Nihalani
37. President, ASSOCHAM Sunil kanoria
38. Chairman, NASSCOM C.P. Gurnani
39. President, NASSCOM R. Chandrasekhar
40. Director General, RAW Rajinder Khanna
41. Chairperson, Children Film Society of India Mukesh Khanna
42. Director, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre Kamlesh Nilkanth Vyas
43. President, CII Sumit Majumdar
44. President, FICCI Harshavardhan Neotia
45. Chairman, National Knowledge Commission Sam Pitroda
46. National Security Advisor Ajit Doval
47. Chairperson, Prasar Bharati Surya Prakash
48. Chairman, Investment Commission Ratan Tata
49. Finance Secretary  Ashok Lavasa
50. Chairman, Indian Banks Association T.M.Basin








